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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Heavy oil reservoirs under consideration for polymer flooding typically contain greater 

than 85% of the original oil in place (OOIP) after primary recovery and waterflooding. 

Many of these fields are operated at high producing water/oil ratios (WORs) only 

marginally above their economic limit due to additional production, handling, and 

treatment expenses that can average $3/m
3
 of water.  Depending on timing of 

implementation, operators could achieve very high incremental recoveries approaching 

20% OOIP and beyond, as suggested by the experiments conducted in this work. 

The main premise behind this thesis study is to develop fundamental knowledge 

of the rheology and flow behavior of polymeric fluids that is essential in creating a 

detailed screening protocol. The evaluation of these critical parameters is based upon the 

following: 1) fundamental rheological measurements of non-Newtonian polymeric 

fluids; 2) injectivity sandpack floods to determine in-situ dynamic viscosities through the 

concept of Resistance Factor, Fr; 3) immiscible displacement of heavy oil by water and 

polymers to determine microscopic displacement efficiency; 4) larger-scale, 3D physical 

modeling of the polymer flood process; and, lastly 5) numerical simulation. 

A specialized rheometer was used to determine the viscoelastic properties of both 

hydrolyzed polyacrylamides (HPAM) and hydrophobically associating polyacrylamides 

(HAP) used in heavy enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes. The rheometric analyses 

indicated that improved resistance to flow due to elastic phenomenon were observed as a 

function of the polymer type, concentration, molecular weight, degree of hydrophobicity; 

however, solution shear history, salinity and temperature were found to have a slightly 

negative effect. Compared to traditional HPAMs, a medium density HAP showed an 
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earlier onset of elastically-dominated flow as determined by its increased elasticity, 

characteristic relaxation time and Weissenberg number.  

Sandpack flood results suggested that HAP polymers can exhibit lower Fr values at 

higher injection rate (easier to inject near wellbore) and higher Fr values at in-situ, 

reservoir flow rates, i.e. 0.3 m/d (1 ft/d). Immiscible displacement tests from 1D sandpacks 

showed accelerated recovery from floods employing HAP polymers over HPAM polymers 

and incremental polymer flood recovery varied from 13.9 %OOIP (low concentration 

HPAM) to as high as 43 %OOIP (high concentration HAP).  

A 3D physical model was designed and fabricated to replicate the heavy oil 

recovery process. The data sets generated were representative of some of the average field 

recoveries from vertically-developed inverted 5-spot or staggered line drive heavy oil 

recovery schemes.  The 3D model also provided unique insight into the visual renderings 

of the improved polymer over water displacement of heavy oil during the excavation of the 

model. The displacement was quite chaotic and fractal during waterflood (RF = 19.5 

%OOIP after 0.78 PVs); while the subsequent polymer flood greatly expanded the 

floodable zones contacted by polymer, increasing the heavy oil recovery by an incremental 

34.0 %OOIP (after 0.66 PVs). An additional 7.1 %OOIP was recovered during the 0.70 

PVs of extended waterflood; however, much of this was due to displacement by polymer 

solution still remaining in the model, as oil recovery diminished greatly after dye 

breakthrough. The simulation of both 1D and 3D experimental physical models indicates 

that a unique solution to recovery and pressure behaviour could be found using CMG’s 

CMOST module by using experimental and chemical data inputs. Therefore the processes 

were satisfactorily modeled numerically.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of the Nature of Heavy Oil 

Over the past 60 years, the oil industry world-wide has exploited much of the 

conventional light oil reserves. This is of course with exception to the prolific shale oil 

(not to be confused with oil shales or oil sand) formations such as the Cardium (Alberta) 

and Bakken, Torquay and Three Forks (Saskatchewan, Manitoba) of the Western 

Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), which have recently seen the advent of horizontal 

drilling and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing as improved production methods to 

stimulate these long, dormant resource plays. The depletion of the “easy to access” light 

oil fields has strained global production and as a result the oil price for West Texas 

Intermediate (WTI) crude oil has hovered around the $100US mark for the better part of 

a decade. This has been good news for companies operating in the heavy oil industry. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) has estimated a global resource base of 

approximately 6 trillion barrels of heavy oil with an ultimate recovery factor of one-third 

– of that Western Canada contains 2.5 trillion barrels with reserves in the range of 175 

billion barrels (Clark, Greaves, Lopez-de-Cardenas, Gurfinkel and Peats, 2007).  

With the high price of oil, the differential price and potential net-backs on heavy oil in 

the market place has renewed interest in developing these unconventional resource plays. 

In times of low oil prices, well-diversified companies that employ people with 

technology backgrounds can still take advantage of improving recovery factors from 

these reservoirs. Most of the heavy oil was initially conceived as light, conventional oil 

at great depths. Due to lack of trapping mechanisms, upward migration occurred where 
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degradation processes and loss of volatile hydrocarbons altered the chemical 

composition leaving behind heavier oil devoid of hydrogen while exhibiting higher 

contents of carbon, sulfur and heavy metals (Clark et al., 2007). The slow migration is 

due to the higher densities (much closer to water approximately1,000 kg/m
3
) and at 

shallow depths; the reservoirs tend to have much lower initial reservoir pressures (<500 

psi or 3,400 kPa).  Heavy oil is typically produced from unconsolidated, quartzite 

sandstone formations, but can be found in complex, fractured carbonate reservoirs. 

Heavy oils are usually described by their API gravity (<20 °API is sometimes referred), 

but often the geography of the field and its location relative to other “heavy” and 

bitumen-type fields define it (Miller, 2006). For example, many thin, unconsolidated 

formations containing heavier crude oils with substantial gas-oil ratios (GORs) are 

subject to a production technique known as, cold heavy oil production with sand 

(CHOPS). It is a non-thermal technique that produces both fluid and sand via down-hole 

progressive cavity pumps; if located near these fields, it would be considered heavy oil. 

The work described herein this thesis primarily focuses on conventional heavy oils that 

can be produced without introducing energy (i.e. thermal or solvent) into the reservoir, in 

other words, they will flow, albeit very slowly, to the production wells. 

Generally, the viscosity of the heavy oil is omitted, even though it is one of the most 

influential and governing parameters (Miller, 2006). This is likely due to the fact that oil 

viscosity can vary dramatically both areally and with depth within a reservoir, not 

allowing a definitive value to be reported (Adams, 1982; Larter, Adams, Gates, Bennett 

and Huang, 2008). The target heavy oils that are amenable for immiscible displacement 

processes typically exhibit densities and viscosities that may range from 11 to 22 °API 
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gravity and 500 to 20,000 mPa·s, respectively. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the oil 

types and typical formations with locations within the province of Saskatchewan. A wide 

variety of oil types and formation geology exist within this map and therefore these 

require very different advanced recovery methods to deliver economic returns for the 

remaining oil-in-place. 
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Fig. 1.1 – Saskatchewan oil types, formation and locations (original in colour)  
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Early theories as to how polymers reduce injected fluid mobility, as well as their flow 

behaviour and oil displacement processes surfaced in the late 1960s and early 1970s 

(Sarem 1970; Wang et al. 1970; Nouri et al. 1971); however, these were derived from 

conventional waterflooding theory. It is important to note that the theory (Buckley-

Leverett, fractional flow analysis) applied to describe conventional waterflooding 

operations has not been successful in accurately describing heavy oil waterfloods, and oil 

banking as a result of piston-like displacement is unlikely to occur as it does in light oil 

reservoirs. However, of the approximately 5 billion barrels OOIP existing in both 

Alberta and Saskatchewan reservoirs, 207 heavy oil waterfloods have recovered 24% 

OOIP – with some cited as highly successful, recovering seven-times the primary 

recovery, whereas eight with less than 1% OOIP secondary recovery were abandoned 

(Renouf, 2007).  

Although very little literature is available on the waterflooding of heavy oils, much of 

which is based on field operational observations – even less exists for non-thermal, 

heavy oil enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes such as polymer flooding and chemical 

flooding. Since the successful application of EOR processes requires a sound 

understanding of the waterflood displacement mechanisms, a brief summary of the small 

pool of publications dedicated to heavy oil waterflooding is included in the next section. 

1.2 Heavy Oil Waterflooding 

In order to implement any EOR process, it is critical to know the intricacies of the 

reservoir performance under both primary and secondary development. The heavy oil 

fields of western Canada typically show low primary recoveries ranging from 5-10% of 
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the original oil in place (OOIP) largely due to low solution gas-oil ratios (GOR) and low 

initial reservoir pressures (Adams, 1982), but have a waterflood history that dates 50 

years and counting. With conventional crude oil recovery on the decline, increase focus 

and attention has been devoted to developing EOR technologies to improve recovery 

from heavy oil reservoirs. This is especially the case in western Canada where much of 

the resource base includes heavy oils with densities less than 20 °API and viscosities 

greater than 100 mPa·s.  

The major secondary method of recovery is waterflooding and this has been one of the 

single, most important recovery methods for conventional oil. Heavy oil waterflooding 

has been proposed to exhibit alternate displacement mechanisms than the piston-like 

displacement theory that is often applied to conventional light oil; these are discussed in 

the following paragraphs. Viscous fingering phenomenon is one of the dominant 

processes in waterflooding, especially prior to water breakthrough, whereby the 

displacing phase (water) bypasses the resident fluid (oil); this results in reduced sweep 

efficiency on the macro-scale and poor displacement efficiency on the pore-level. This 

mechanism tends to be extreme in the case of heavy oils simply due to the large 

discrepancies in viscosity and effective permeability to water and heavy oil. However, 

for some of the Saskatchewan heavy oil formations (Lloydminster, Sparky, Bakken 

Sand) and intermediate or medium oil reservoirs (Success, Roseray, Shaunavon) 

waterflooding has resulted in varying degrees of success. Reservoirs benefitting from 

immiscible displacement processes deserve attention for exploitation by way of EOR 

methods; specifically polymer and chemical (various combinations of alkali and/or 

surfactant and polymer) flooding techniques.  
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Fig. 1.2 – Characteristics and locations of Lloydminster Heavy Oil Fields (Adams, 1982) 
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Adams (1982) provided one of the first overviews of some of Husky Oil’s heavy oil 

waterfloods of the Mannville group sands in the Aberfeldy, Golden Lake, Wildmere and 

Wainwright fields in the Lloydminster area. Figure 1.2 shows typical characteristics and 

locations of the Lloydminster-area heavy oil reservoirs. These pools were typical 

produced on 5-spot or inverted 9-spot patterns with expected ultimate recovery factors 

(URF) of less than 10%. This was estimated from decline analysis; however, true 

waterflood performance was confounded by market constraints in the early-1980s, infill 

drilling programs and most producers exhibited elevated sand cuts suggesting localized 

wormhole formation. Severe injector/producer water channeling was indicated through 

both pressure fall-off and tracer tests; however, when poor or mature injection wells 

were converted they often resulted in a low, water-cut producer. Husky Energy 

experimented with periodic shut-ins of some injectors and found no detrimental effects 

to oil production; however, water handling decreased by 40% and no increases in GOR 

were reported. Adams cited solution gas drive and rock compaction to be important 

contributing mechanisms to improve heavy oil waterflood recovery. 

A later study on the Wildmere and Wainwright fields by Smith (1992) led to the theory 

that the major production mechanism was the “wringing” or “stripping” of heavy oil by 

waterflood and recovery was boosted by oil emulsification, pressure support of 

continuous oil phase, expansion of oil as a bubbly oil, solution gas evolution and 

imbibition of water and fractal flow of oil in a fractal pattern. Due to the aforementioned 

mechanisms, Smith concluded that sweep would likely be very poor if water injection 

rate was increased in an attempt to obtain a voidage replacement ratio (VRR) of 1 as in 
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conventional oil reservoirs; practice which typically results in extensive channeling in 

heavy oil waterfloods.  

A timely and extensive overview of the state of heavy oil waterflooding was given by 

Miller (2006), highlighting the Coleville Main Bakken formation. He alluded to the 

performance prediction difficulties of heavy oil waterfloods in which most heavy oil 

pools appear to decline in logarithmic fashion, presenting challenges in using 

conventional decline methods. Heavy oil simulation also presents challenges because the 

assumptions required to enable a history match often compromise the predictive 

capability of the model. He stressed that operational and production practices of 

conventional oil fields should not be applied to heavy oil fields and additionally, that 

each heavy oil field should be treated individually. The implications of this statement 

transcend to any future displacement processes including polymer and chemical EOR for 

heavy oil – essentially, if you do not know the mechanisms and performance of your 

heavy oil waterflood, how can you possibly understand the EOR process. 

Renouf (2007) used partial least squares method of multivariate analysis using Umetric’s 

Simca-P software to study 83 western Canadian waterfloods, 44 of which were 

considered heavy oil and 39 of medium oils. Through the analysis she identified several 

reservoir and operational parameters that had a statistically-significant impact on the 

performance of heavy oil reservoirs; of these, injection throughput was found to be the 

most important followed by producer-to-injector conversions and the implementation of 

horizontal injection and/or producing wells. Interestingly, factors such as pressure 

maintenance and voidage replacement ratio (VRR), permeability and heterogeneity 

contrasts were very important to medium oil waterfloods were not particularly important 
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for the heavy oil waterfloods. This suggests that there are very different mechanisms at 

play governing the immiscible displacement of heavy oil.  

A more recent school of thought has been proposed by Vittoratos et al. (2007) that 

describes waterflood performance based on water-oil-ratio (WOR) regimes within the 

waterflood life of the reservoir. Most of the data corresponded to the heavy oil reservoirs 

on the North Slope of Alaska. The authours believe that optimization of heavy oil 

waterflooding occurs during periods of negative voidage replacement and subsequent 

production at a WOR of 1. The main mechanism at play is believed to be due to in-situ 

emulsion formation that produces a localized, increase in viscosity resulting in a 

stabilized displacement front. If water injection rates are increased to improve the 

voidage replacement ratio (VRR), this can cause an imbalance and reversal of the in-situ 

emulsion (from water-in-oil to oil-in-water) plus a significant amount of free water that 

can channel to the producing wells as shown in Figure 1.3 (Vittoratos et al., 2007). The 

significance of this theory is that if the VRR is kept low, the production pathways will 

remain saturated with either the water-in-oil emulsion or foamy oil flow and heavy oil 

waterflood production will improve. 
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Fig. 1.3 – Heavy oil waterflooding type curve WOR vs. Cumulative Recovery and plausible 

displacement mechanism relative to WOR and VRR (Vittoratos et al., 2007) (original in colour) 
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Fig. 1.4 – Alaskan North Slope heavy oil reservoirs: typical oil rate vs. time decline plot (top) 

and oil rate vs. instantaneous VRR (Vittoratos, 2010)  
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A later paper by Vittoratos (2010) examined the production data from one of the Alaskan 

North Slope heavy oil reservoirs. He identified that traditional decline analysis could not 

appropriately predict production and that oil rates were highest when instantaneous VRR 

was less than 1 (Figure 1.4); the production data provided the operational field evidence 

to support his theory. 

A supporting statistical study conducted by Brice  et al. (2008) reviewed 166 waterfloods 

of western reservoirs and concluded that the practice of low- and high-voidage 

replacement injection periods could lead to optimized recovery. The authours 

recommended the following beneficial operational strategies: 1) for 17-23 °API oils, 

primary production of 1.5 to 2.5 %OOIP and 15 to 30% of the injected volume should be 

at a VRR of less than 0.95; 2) for <17 °API oils, primary production of up to 8 %OOIP 

would not be detrimental to expected ultimate recovery (EUR) and approximately 30 to 

50% of the total injected volume should target a VRR of less than 0.95. 

A supporting laboratory study was conducted by Mai et al. (2008) which examines the 

mechanisms at play during a heavy oil waterflood. They also observed that a separate 

mechanism contributes to additional oil recovery after water breakthrough and the 

viscous fingering dominated oil production phase. They used sandpacks with 

permeabilities varying from 0.8 to 9 D and two heavy oils exhibiting viscosities of 6,500 

and 11,500 mPa·s; labeled HO1 and HO2, respectively. They found that during pre-

water breakthrough (viscous forces are dominant), the normalized oil production rates 

were found to be proportional to water injection rate for both viscosity oils. For the post-

breakthrough period of the waterfloods, floods with greater injection rates exhibited a 

continually decreasing trend in the normalized oil production rate; however, the lower  
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Fig. 1.5 – Effect of reduced water injection rate on heavy oil recovery (Mai et al., 2008) 
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injection rate floods developed stable, normalized oil production rates with time. The 

authours suggested that capillary forces, more specifically imbibition of water, played a 

more dominant role during post-water breakthrough periods and this was especially 

evident for low injection rate waterfloods. Another series of experiments were conducted 

whereby the injection rate was suddenly reduced by one-tenth, which dramatically 

increased the ultimate recovery as shown in Figure 1.5. 

The reviewed studies on heavy oil waterflooding suggest alternative mechanisms to 

those encountered in conventional waterflooding and requiring unconventional 

development strategies to maximize recovery. More importantly, it is evident that the 

primary recovery of heavy oil and secondary recovery via waterflood remains low due to 

viscous instabilities that lead to dominant high water saturation pathways. The 

channelization of water becomes greatly exacerbated when actual areal and vertical 

reservoir heterogeneities ranging from mD to Darcy come into play. One EOR technique 

to mitigate the water-heavy oil fluid mobility contrast is to add a viscosifying agent, such 

as a water-soluble polymer, into the injection fluid. However, since the understanding of 

heavy oil displacement by water is quite poor – and that of polymer flooding even less – 

understanding the polymer displacement mechanisms can be improved by studying 

critical polymer design parameters, such as rheology, injectivity and in-situ flow 

resistance, in order to maximize displacement and volumetric sweep. In addition to this, 

improved recovery relies on maintaining long-term injectivity and achieving flood 

response at the economic design slug size – which is heavily dependent on fluid-sand 

interactions and becomes paramount in a polymer flooding EOR field design. With that 
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said, it remains one of the few EOR technologies that may be able to withstand low 

commodity price points. 

Therefore, since it is likely that the observed mechanisms (oil slug flow, oil-dragging 

through complex water channelization, emulsion-flow etc.) could be at play during the 

implementation of a heavy oil polymer flood and it is desirable to better understand the 

process by examining both 1D and 3D flood sequences. 

1.3 Statement of Problem and Objectives 

The previous sections have discussed the tremendous opportunity with conventional 

heavy oil resources in western Canada. Recent interest in applying chemical EOR 

technologies to improve heavy oil recovery is evident by the increase in pilot-scale 

activity in both provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. The amount of published 

literature on heavy oil recovery by polymer flooding is few, but growing fast due to the 

resurgence of industry support and successful commercial application by CNRL and 

Cenovus in the Brintnell and Pelican Lake regions, respectively of northern Alberta.   

The academic and technical objectives of this research are to identify the key aspects 

influencing polymer flooding for the purpose of enhancing heavy oil recovery of western 

Canadian reservoirs.  

 To conduct a literature review on the specialized topics of polymer viscoelasticity 

as they pertain to reservoir engineering and fluid flow in porous media; 

 To establish which polymer types and concentration ranges best represent the 

potential polymer elastic regimes to support EOR in heavy oil porous media; 
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 To determine the flow behaviour of EOR polymers in sandpacks and relationship 

to resistance factor, residual resistance factor properties; 

 To determine whether polymer flow behaviour can be matched using an 

empirical, modified form of Darcy’s law proposed by Garrocuh et al. (2006); 

 To determine which type of polymers yield the best displacement efficiency of 

heavy oil by employing 1D sandpack floods; 

 To examine the viscous fingering effects, displacement and sweep efficiency 

improvements by polymer using larger 3D, physical models; 

 To determine whether a rheological-based or flow behaviour-based fluid model is 

more appropriate for accurate simulation of polymer fluid flow; 

 To simulate the 3D, physical model experiments using the appropriate polymer 

fluid model and properties from 1D corefloods 

This will target more general industry-oriented objectives:  

 To increase recovery factors from viscous heavy oil reservoirs (150 to 1,000+ 

mPa·s) beyond 5 to 10% original oil in place (OOIP); 

 To better understand how polymers can improve sweep and displacement 

efficiency of heavy oil and to identify potential mechanisms; 

 To predict which polymers that may exhibit issues with injectivity due to their 

viscoelastic responses; 

 To reduce the amount of brine brought to surface that will require further 

disposal or treatment; this in turn limits the amount of brine in the fluid columns 

of producing wells, reducing the bottom-hole pressures; 
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 To further develop a comprehensive screening tool through laboratory-based 

evaluation utilizing rheological measurements and flow behaviour using 1D and 

3D physical models. These data sets would be further used in tuning numerical 

simulation models to better enable understanding and prediction of the 

performance of this EOR process.     

Traditional screening methods involve the examination of different polymers for their 

bulk fluid viscosity, sandpack/coreflood displacements and possibly simulation. It is 

within the scope of this research to further elaborate on those screening methods by 

adapting detailed rheological analysis to ascertain the contribution of elasticity to flow 

resistance using a state-of-the-art rheometer. Also critical is the determination of the 

flow properties (resistance factor and residual resistance factor) of polymers during 

variable-rate injection into sandpacks – both of these methods will allow for a more 

realistic polymer fluid model for subsequent simulation. In addition to this, 1D sandpack 

displacement tests are used to determine the initial acceleration and ultimate 

improvement in displacement efficiency. Lastly, in order to determine the true 

performance of polymer flooding for heavy EOR, a large 3D physical model is used to 

elucidate polymer injectivity, the volumetric sweep efficiency and overall recovery 

factor of the heavy oil, polymer flooding process. Using the appropriate polymer fluid 

model and constraints from the 3D model, a more accurate fluid recovery predictions and 

simulation models can be portrayed and the influencing parameters studied. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Rheological Properties of EOR Polymers 

Rheological behaviour of EOR polymers, specifically those that exhibit viscoelastic or 

shear-thickening qualities, has been of interest to the petroleum industry for some time as 

a means to increase oil recovery over primary and waterflooding operations. 

Viscoelasticity ultimately governs injectivity and can cause higher than expected 

pressure gradients than those predicted from radial Darcy flow; which typically results in 

increasingly lower injection rates in order to inject under the fracture gradient of the 

reservoir.  More recently there have been some publications that suggest that a polymer 

that exhibits viscoelastic behaviour at typical reservoir flow rates, i.e. Darcy velocities of 

1 ft/day (0.3 m/day) can improve the displacement efficiency over waterflood. A more 

comprehensive review of viscoelasticity of polymers can be found in Ferry (1970). The 

importance of viscoelasticity as it pertains to fluid flow is discussed subsequently. 

Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids behave very differently under transient flow and 

pressure conditions encountered in petroleum reservoir development. Figure 2.1 shows 

the relationship between resistance to flow, expressed as viscosity, as a function of shear 

rate i.e. velocity. Newtonian fluids are shear-independent in that their viscosity remains 

constant, as evidenced by the flat, horizontal line. As their name suggests, the 

viscoelastic fluids exhibit dilatant behaviour due to increased elastic structure; however, 

after mechanical degradation to the polymer molecules due to overstretching, they also 

follow pseudoplastic behaviour. Therefore it is important to know these transitions 

before injecting an EOR polymer into the reservoir. 
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Fig. 2.1 – Viscosity vs. shear-rate for Newtonian and non-Newtonian Fluids 

(www.thermopedia.com, accessed May 2015) 
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Traditional analyses of non-Newtonian fluid flow rheology involved derivations of the 

generalized Blake-Kozeny equation to laminar flow in porous media yielding the 

frictional factor, f and the Reynold’s Number, NRe as shown in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 

(Marshall & Metzner, 1966). 

𝑓 =  
∆𝑃

𝐿

𝐷𝑝𝜙3𝜌

�̅�(1−𝜙)
                (2.1) 

𝑁𝑅𝑒 = 
𝐷𝑝�̅�2−𝑛𝜌𝑛−1

150(
𝑘

12
(9+3

𝑛⁄ )
𝑛
∙(150𝑘𝜙)

(1−𝑛)
2⁄ )∙(1−𝜙)

                     (2.2) 

Where Dp is the mean particle diameter, �̅� is the superficial velocity, k is the absolute 

permeability to a Newtonian fluid and n is the power-law exponent to the fluid tested.  

Gaitonde and Middleman (1966) used this approach to identify viscoelastic behaviour of 

polymers during flow through porous media. The normalized resistance coefficient is a 

product of f·NRe and is plotted against NRe. The deviation from a linear trend indicates the 

onset Reynold’s number where molecular elongational flow begins.  

The presence of viscoelastic phenomenon in fluid flow through porous media was first 

identified in the 1960s when polyacrylamides were examined. Experiments by Marshall 

and Metzner (1966) found that the use of the drag coefficient-Reynolds number 

relationship was inadequate for describing transitions to viscoelastic flow phenomenon. 

In their paper, Marshall and Metzner investigated the use of the Deborah number (NDe), 

which is essentially a ratio of the time of the fluid’s molecular relaxation after 

deformation, compared to the fluid residence time from one constriction to another. Eq. 

(2.3) is the derived mathematical representation of NDe: 
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𝑁𝐷𝑒 =
2.1𝑣

𝐷𝑝
(𝜃𝑓1) =  𝜀 ∙̇ 𝜃𝑓1           (2.3) 

Where ν is the interstitial velocity through the porous media, θfl is the fluid’s longest 

relaxation time and Dp is the mean particle diameter of the packed bed. The term, 𝜀̇ is 

referred to as the stretching rate and is often related to the inverse of the transient time, 

i.e. the time it takes a molecule in the fluid to get from one pore constriction to the other 

(Green and Willhite, 1998). The Dp is given by Eq. (2.4): 

𝐷𝑝 =
1−𝜙

𝜙
√

150𝑘

1−𝜙
            (2.4) 

The authours found that a fluid with a relaxation time of 0.01 seconds began to exhibit 

appreciable elastic behaviour when the NDe value was 0.05-0.06; in a 5 D sandpack this 

corresponded to a linear velocity of 6 ft/day (1.8 m/day). During this time, the associated 

pressure drop for the polyacrylamide began to deviate from Newtonian behaviour.  

Gogarty et al. (1972) examined polymeric solutions experimentally using irregular and 

spherical-packed beds of varying permeability. They used a special capillary device to 

determine whether a fluid exhibited elastic behaviour and then measured its flow 

properties during flow through the porous media. They found that above a certain critical 

velocity that fluids with elastic character, showed an increase in the trend from the 

pressure drop vs. flow rate curve. This was attributed to the expansion and contraction of 

the polymer macromolecules as they enter and leave the pores. Using the Blake-Kozeny 

model for a bundle of capillaries, Darcy’s law, and power-law relationships for both the 

apparent viscosity and elasticity, they came up with a relationship representing the 

pressure drop in terms of its viscous and elastic contributions. They found that the 
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critical shear rate at which the on-set of elastic effects were observed was substantially 

lower for irregular sands, compared to that of binary mixtures of glass beads. Rivera-

Rodrigues and Marsden (1975) devised a capillary rheometer to further examine elastic 

polymers and found that increasing molecular weight of polyacrylamides and 

polyethylene oxides (PEO) caused an increase in elastic phenomenon in terms of 

pressure drop and that elasticity was greater in HPAM than PEO.  

Heemskerk et al. (1982) reported on a series of corefloods designed to further investigate 

the shear-thickening or viscoelastic behaviour in porous media of 35% hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamides ranging in calculate critical NDe values for polymer fluid flow, they 

determined the longest polymer relaxation times using an oscillatory rheometer from 

viscous and elastic moduli. Figure 2.2 shows plots of pressure drop vs. interstitial 

velocity. In general the critical flow velocity indicating the on-set of viscoelastic 

behaviour was found to increase with permeability, temperature, salinity, while 

occurring at lower critical velocities at higher molecular mass polymers and greater 

concentrations. Therefore it was concluded that the excess pressure drop behaviour was 

strongly a function of the fluid characteristics that cause viscoelasticity. 

A more recent paper by Ranjbar et al. (1992) examined the viscoelastic effects as they 

pertain to enhanced oil recovery. Their analysis looked at a model based on the 

Maxwell-Fluid Relation, which used a model index, �́� to represent the viscoelastic 

behaviour of polymer solutions within the pore spaces. The model index was found to 

increase with increasing polymer concentration and degree of hydrolyzation, increasing 

storage modulus and decreasing permeability.       The viscoelasticity of the polymer was  
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Fig. 2.2 – Effect on pressure drop as a function of polymer interstitial velocity for MW (top) and 

other pertinent parameters (bottom) (Heemskerk et al. 1984) 
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found to be optimized through tailoring the polymer molecular weight, concentration and 

molecular weight from 1 – 26 × 10
6
 g/g·mol, and to some degree through hydrolyzation, 

in the case of HPAMs. In coreflood tests, when the increasing the viscoelasticity resulted 

in a significant increase in the displacement efficiency of oil.  

Delshad et al. (2008) developed a universal viscosity model that represented the shear-

viscosity-dominant region, 𝜇𝑠ℎ and the elongation-viscosity-dominant (elastic) region, 

𝜇𝑒𝑙, thus a shear-thinning/shear-thickening viscosity model, respectively, whereby the 

universal viscosity was represented by a sum of the two (𝜇 = 𝜇𝑠ℎ + 𝜇𝑒𝑙). 

The shear-thinning dominant viscosity was represented by the Carreau model, which was 

first introduced by Cannella et al. (1988) as shown in Eq. (2.5): 

𝜇𝑠ℎ − 𝜇∞ = (𝜇𝑝
0 − 𝜇∞)[1 + (𝜆𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓)

𝑥
]
(𝑛−1)

𝑥⁄

             (2.5) 

Where 𝜇𝑝
0, 𝜇∞ are the limiting viscosities at low and high shear rate limits, respectively; 

𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective shear rate calculated by Eq. (2.6), n is the polymeric fluid power-law 

exponent. The variables 𝜆 and 𝑥 are time constant and a viscosity tuning parameter. 

𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 6.0 [
3𝑛+1

4𝑛
]
𝑛

(𝑛−1)⁄
[

𝑢𝑤

√𝑘∙𝑘𝑟𝑤𝑆𝑤𝜙
]                (2.6) 

The shear-thickening or elastic regime was described as a function of the Deborah 

number, NDe as shown in Eq. (2.7): 

𝜇𝑒𝑙 = 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥[1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−(𝜆2𝑁𝐷𝑒)
𝑛2−1)]                 (2.7) 
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Assuming that the average residence time, 𝜃𝐸  is equal to the inverse of the effective 

shear rate, NDe was defined as: 

𝑁𝐷𝑒 =
𝜃𝑓

𝜃𝐸
= 𝜃𝑓𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓                         (2.8) 

Combining Eqs. (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8) yields the universal description of viscosity (Eq. 

(2.9)) developed by Delshad et al. (2008). 

𝜇 = 𝜇∞ + (𝜇𝑝
0 − 𝜇∞)[1 + (𝜆𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓)

𝛼
]
(𝑛−1)

𝛼⁄

+ 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−(𝜆2𝜃𝑓𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓)
𝑛2−1

)] (2.9) 

Figure 2.3 shows a plot of the shear-thinning model (Eq. (2.5)) matching experimental 

data obtained from viscometer data and the universal viscoelastic model (Eq. (2.9) 

matching apparent viscosity data obtained from a coreflood. 

A similar approach was used by Stavland et al. (2010), with the inclusion of an 

additional term to account for the shear degradation of the polymer.  

𝜇𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 𝜇∞ + [(𝜇0 − 𝜇∞) ∙ (1 + 𝜆1�̇�)𝑛 + (𝜆2�̇�)𝑚] ∙ [1 + (𝜆3�̇�)𝑥]
(𝑛−1)

𝑥⁄      (2.10) 

Where the new variables introduced are 𝑚, the elongation exponent, and the last term 

containing the third time constant, 𝜆3, represents the degradation term.  

A recent study by Kim et al. (2010) examined rheological properties of two different 

molecular weight HPAMs (FLOPAAM 3330S and 3630S) and a copolymer of 

acrylamide and 2-acrylamido, 2-methyl propane sulfonate (AMPS – AN125).  
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Fig. 2.3 – Viscoelastic model validation for a 1,500-ppm SNF Flopaam 3630S solution 

in 2% TDS brine (Delshad et al., 2008) (original in colour) 
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Dynamic frequency sweep (oscillatory) tests were carried out using a TA Instruments 

Advanced Rheometric Expansion System (ARES) LS-1 to measure the storage (elastic – 

G’) and viscous (loss – G”) moduli as a function of radian frequency. The measurements 

were made and the inverse of the frequency at the cross-over point of the G’ and G” 

relations provided an estimate of the characteristic or longest relaxation. The relaxation 

spectrum was obtained by employing the Generalized-Maxwell-Model based on Eqs. 

(2.11) and (2.12).  

𝐺′(𝜔) = ∑ 𝐺′𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

(𝜔𝜃𝑖)
2

1+(𝜔𝜃𝑖)
2                      (2.11) 

𝐺′′(𝜔) = ∑ 𝐺′′𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝜔𝜃𝑖

1+(𝜔𝜃𝑖)
2                      (2.12) 

For the polymers tested, the characteristic relaxation time was found to increase with 

concentration, decrease with salinity (Na
+
), decrease slightly with hardness (Ca

2+
) and be 

independent with temperature. The higher molecular weight HPAM tended to exhibit an 

order of magnitude increase in relaxation time compared with the lower molecular 

weight HPAM and the AMPS polymers. 

2.2 Experimental Evidence of Viscoelasticity and EOR 

One of the biggest proponents of viscoelasticity and its effect on oil recovery has to be 

Wang Demin with the Daqing Oil Company. He has authoured numerous papers on the 

subject, supported by laboratory studies and justification for the significant oil response 

from polymer flooding in the Daqing oil fields of China. They attribute the high recovery 

factors that approach 20 %OOIP in the field to viscoelasticity of high concentration 

HPAM polymers. In 2001 he published a paper contending viscoelastic phenomenon 
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being responsible for improved microscale oil displacement efficiency (Wang et al., 

2000b; Wang et al., 2001a and Wang et al., 2001b). In this work, a microscopic 

percolating flow model was designed to investigate the impact of displacement 

efficiency of various representations of residual oil saturation to waterflood in the form 

of: 1) dead end of flow channels; 2) oil film on the rock surface (oil-wet conditions); 3) 

capillary-trapped oil globules in pore throats and; 4) oil droplets or clusters trapped in 

microscopic pores. Videos of the micromodel tests showed that passage of a viscoelastic 

fluid resulted in significant reduction in the dead-ended residual oil; this was attributed 

to the fact that the entangled polymer macromolecules were able to elongate and move 

deeper into the pore, and allowing subsequent trailing entangled polymer molecules to 

efficiently displace the oil. Displacement efficiency of this process increased with 

increasing viscoelastic characteristics of the polymer (i.e. molecular weight, 

concentration, hydrolyzation etc.). For oil-wet sands where residual oil saturation exists 

as an oil film, viscoelastic polymer was found to “strip” the oil film off the pore wall. 

When residual oil saturation is found to be constrained in pore throats, the viscoelastic 

fluid changes the shape of the residual oil and overcoming the capillary forces to 

displace the oil out of the low capillary pressure side. In most cases, the polymer solution 

caused the creation of “oil threads,” which are stable oil channels that can contribute to 

the mobilization of otherwise, residual oil. The relevant flow equations were solved 

numerically by Yin et al. (2006) and the “oil thread” production process was shown to be 

feasible.   

Figure 2.4 show plots of oil recovery as a function of different flood cycles. Wang et al. 

(2000a) conducted corefloods whereby they were waterflooded to residual oil saturation  
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Fig. 2.4 – Viscoelastic effect on displacement of oil from a micromodel: incremental oil over 

glycerin (top); no additional oil (bottom) (Wang et al., 2000a) (original in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 – Viscoelastic effect on displacement of oil from a micromodel:  

dead-end pore residual oil images (Wang et al., 2000a) (original in colour) 
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and then subjected to either a glycerin–HPAM flood or HPAM–glycerin flood sequence; 

in both cases the injected shear viscosity was 30 mPa·s. They found that flooding first 

with viscous glycerin resulted in 6 to 8 %OOIP recovery; however, subsequent injection 

of an equivalently viscous HPAM solution resulted in an additional 6 to 7 %OOIP of oil 

recovery. This was observed when the micromodel was treated to be water-, oil- or 

neutrally-wetted (Wang et al. 2000a). Interestingly, the right-side plot in Figure 2.4 

shows no additional oil recovery when the polymer flood preceded the glycerin flood. 

Images of the residual oil saturation in the dead-end pores for waterflood, glycerin flood 

and viscoelastic polymer are shown in Figure 2.5. This image clearly shows a significant 

reduction in the residual oil saturation to waterflood, Sorw. This result suggests that the 

flood fluid elasticity plays a dominant role in the recovery of oil from porous media. 

Wang et al. (2007) further examined the increase in displacement efficiency due to 

viscoelastic fluids from a mathematical point of view. They postulated that viscoelastic 

fluids exhibited the presence of an enhanced micro-scale force on the pore-level (even 

though the macro-scale pressure gradient was kept constant) and this was enacted on the 

protruding blobs of residual oil. The displacement efficiency is defined as a ratio of 

viscous driving forces (macro-scale pressure gradient) to the retention forces 

(capillarity). This ratio is equivalently the well-known Capillary Number, NCa. If water 

and polymer floods are conducted under the same pressure gradient, presuming the 

water-oil and polymer-oil interfacial tensions (IFT) are similar, the displacement 

efficiencies would be calculated to be the same by the concept of capillary number. 

However, this is not the case. The authours proposed that when fluid flow occurs in the 

reservoir,     the viscous forces that are acting on the residual oil are counter- balanced by   
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 Fig. 2.6 – Schematic of changing diameter piston drive during waterflood and viscoelastic PAM 

flood (Wang et al., 2007) (original in colour) 
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 Fig. 2.7 – Schematic of Newtonian vs. viscoelastic flow phenomena: oil-wet conditions (top); 

water-wet conditions (bottom) (Wang et al., 2007) (original in colour) 
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a capillary force that is created by a shape change to smaller radius of the protruding oil 

globule. The magnitude and direction of the flow velocity of the imposing fluid will 

change the kinetic energy at the pore site, creating the micro-driving force (Figure 2.6). 

Wang et al. (2007) and Jiang et al. (2008) both suggested that viscoelastic fluids exhibit 

higher velocity at the edge of the pore wall, creating greater kinetic energy changes and 

subsequent micro-forces produced at the pore-level, due to expanding piston velocity 

profile as shown in Figure 2.7. At the Daqing polymer floods, the increase in 

displacement efficiency due to a 1,000-fold increase in NCa is approximately equal to the 

increase in elastic behaviour between water and a 3,000-ppm concentrated solution of a 

high-molecular weight HPAM; therefore, optimizing the elasticity for the Daqing oil 

field polymer floods is just as important as maximizing the reduction in IFT for an 

alkali-surfactant-polymer (ASP) flood. 

Huh and Pope (2008) completed a laboratory and theoretical interpretation on the 

capability of polymers to reduce the residual oil saturation to that below water flood-out. 

Laboratory experiments conducted were used for analysis of a polymer floods as a 

tertiary and secondary recovery process. In both cases, highly heterogeneous cores of a 

water-wet, Antolini sandstone were used exhibiting permeabilities to brine of 150 to 

1,800 md and porosities of approximately 13-14%. Two types of crude oil were used 

having either a viscosity of 8 or 27 mPa·s. When these cores were waterflooded to 

residual oil saturation and then polymer flooded, no additional oil was recovered; this 

was especially found to be true for the case of strong water-wet cores where most of the 

residual oil is in the form of oil ganglia trapped at the pore throats. For comparison of 

waterflood and secondary polymer flood both Berea and Antolini cores were used at 
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similar Capillary numbers. The authours found that polymer did not reduce the Sor 

beyond that to waterflood in the homogeneous Berea cores, but reduced the Sor by nearly 

0.1 saturation units compared with the waterflood of the Antolini core. The largest 

reduction in Sor below that of waterflood was found to be 0.22 saturation units – a 

substantial reduction! The main mechanism described to support this concept was that 

viscoelastic polymer solutions delayed or resisted the snap-off of funicular oil channels 

for much longer compared to that of oil displacement during waterflood. Therefore, less 

trapped oil ganglia remains at the end of the flood. 

In order to learn more about the quantity and distribution of remaining oil after polymer 

flood in the field, Cheng et al. (2010) undertook a massive study whereby they logged 

200 new wellbore drills in the Daqing field. Some wells were cored prior to polymer 

flooding, while infill wells drilled later were cored after some extent of polymer flooding 

in the test area. Core membrane florescence technology was used to determine the 

amount of residual oil and vertical distribution. Significant scatter in the distribution of 

oil was observed in the horizontal direction and the average oil saturation was found to 

be reduced from 53% to 41% after polymer flood. Average swept thickness in the 

vertical direction was found to increase by over 20% – to nearly 90% after polymer 

flooding. Most of the residual oil was found to be near the top of the thick net pay 

regions, in poor permeable areas, on the edge of a sand body (i.e. fault, pinch out 

boundary) or where imbalanced injection/production communication was occurring. 

Urbissinova et al. (2010) conducted a study to investigate the effect of elasticity during 

polymer displacements of a 34-mPa·s mineral oil in a radial sandpack model. The porous 

media consisted of spherical glass beads with a particle size distribution of 30-50 
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microns (500-270 mesh) yielding permeability and porosity values of 150 md and 43%. 

The types of polymers used were POLYOX™ polyethylene oxides (PEO) with average 

molecular weights ranging from 0.2 to 8 × 10
6
 g/g·mol.  In order to create elasticity, 

different blends of molecular weight PEO were examined such that two systems with 

similar shear viscosity, but much different elastic behaviour results. These two polymer 

systems were characterized based on their rheological behaviour and for their ability to 

displace and recovery oil as shown in Figure 2.8. The polymer sample 1 consisted of one 

polymer of a 1.25 wt% concentration (monodisperse). The second polymer system had a 

polydispersity of 4.6, indicative of a wider molecular weight distribution due to the blend 

used; the polymer sample 2 exhibited greater elasticity and had a total polymer 

concentration of 1 wt% in the brine used.  

The preceding sub-section indicates that viscoelasticity of polymer systems may play an 

important role in the displacement efficiency of oil in porous media. Much work is still 

required in quantifying these phenomena in high viscosity/high permeability heavy 

oil/sand systems, especially at a time where Canadian heavy oil producers are 

commencing the study and field implementation of polymer and ASP recovery schemes. 
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Fig. 2.8 – Oil Recovery at breakthrough and total oil recovery (top) and pressure drop (bottom) 

during viscoelastic polymer flooding (Urbissinova et al., 2010) 
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2.3 Practical Significance of Viscoelasticity of EOR Polymers 

Seright (1983) examined the importance of mechanical degradation and viscoelasticity of 

polymers and their effects on injectivity in porous media. He used linear corefloods and 

found that the injection pressure was a sum of the initial pressure drop as polymer first 

entered the sandface and a constant pressure throughout the remainder of the core 

representing stable polymer propagation. Increased resistance factors (ratio of polymer to 

brine mobility) for polyacrylamide solutions were observed due to the increased 

viscosity and reducing permeability effects of adsorbed polymer on the core. This is also 

often attributed to the viscoelastic character of the polymer. As injection rate is 

increased, the residence time becomes shorter and shorter, such that it is eventually on 

the order of the polymer’s relaxation time; here the elastic nature of the polymer 

dramatically increases the resistance factor behaviour. However, at high injection rates 

such as those near the wellbore, high stresses are imposed on the polymer solution which 

can cause mechanical degradation and subsequent loss of resistance factor. Seright 

determined minimum and maximum resistance factors over a range of fluxes and 

correlated the entrance pressure drop with the parameter umax/dgr
2
. He subsequently 

derived relationships for the pressure drops associated with the viscoelastic flow 

behaviour near the wellbore, flux-independent flow of polymer (Newtonian phase) in 

order to calculate the total injection pressure drop and the injectivity at a given 

volumetric flow rate. Based on the results, he indicated that both mechanical degradation 

and viscoelastic behaviour have a marked impact on the injectivity of polymers. 

Southwick and Manke (1988) performed experimental investigations of viscoelastic 

polymer injection into 100-mesh Clemtex sand. Polymer shear viscosity losses were 
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determined using a Brookfield viscometer and a ductless siphon technique to quantify 

the elongation viscosity loss of the polymer. Small reductions in shear viscosity were 

observed compared with 100-fold reductions in elongational viscosity. The loss in 

resistance factor was not directly proportional to elongational viscosity and the authours 

suggested that high resistance factors in porous media corresponded better with high 

values of the ratio of elongation to shear viscosity. The fact that viscoelasticity is 

responsible for high resistance factors implies that a 30-mPa·s polymer with a resistance 

factor of 5 will exhibit a pressure response at high injection rates as if it was a 150-mPa·s 

solution. In order to deduce the severity of this issue, the authours estimated viscosity 

losses in perforated completions using the model shown in Figure 2.9. They found that 

viscosity losses due to mechanical degradation in both 3- and 6-inch penetration depths 

could be minimized if the number of ½-inch diameter perforation densities were at least 

6 perforations per foot. Therefore the wellbore completion should be kept in mind if 

there is intention to inject polymer at a later date. Modern completions technology has 

improved the ability to lengthen the depth of penetration on perforations to as high as 2 

m, greatly increasing the surface area to flow and improving injectivity, but may also 

significantly reduce the shear and mechanical degradation exhibited in vertical injectors 

such that in-situ flow resistance is maintained.  

Smith (1994) provided an excellent review and analysis of 57 field projects where 

polymer or polymer gel was injected. The basis for the paper stemmed from the idea that 

near-wellbore flow regimes often yield theoretical shear rates in excess of 50,000 s
-1

 

which is likely to degrade the polymer to the point of ineffectiveness; however, 89% of 

the field projects were considered to be successful in improving oil recovery response.  
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Fig. 2.9 – Gravel-packed wellbore perforation model for calculating entry pressures; viscoelastic 

flow region highlighted in green (adapted from Southwick and Manke, 1988) (original in Colour) 
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All field cases were subjected to an analysis of shear rate correlation with the umax/dgr
2
 

term. Polymer degradation was found to be significant influenced by the apparent 

polymer viscosity or viscoelasticity, permeability and injection flux area.   For cases 

where the injection wells were fracture, polymer exhibits linear flow as essentially a bulk 

fluid and the low apparent viscosity reduces the mechanical degradation effect. The 

injection flux area was found to be the parameter that resulted in gross overestimation of 

polymer degradation and even small induced fractures in a well with 40 perforations 

would greatly increase the injection flux area such that polymer would exhibit less 

degradation. This analysis suggests that some fracturing of the near-wellbore area is 

beneficial to polymer flooding as it would reduce the mechanical degradation, improve 

injectivity and subsequent volumes of polymer solution and retain the required viscosity 

to effective displace oil from the porous media. 

The previous citations discuss injectivity from the perspective of polymer flooding in 

consolidated rock reservoirs. Only recently has more attention been given to the subject 

of polymer injectivity into unconsolidated sand systems containing viscous oil. 

Khodaverdian et al. (2009) examined the prospect of fracture propagation in 

unconsolidated sands and its impact on polymer flood performance. Even with high 

permeability sands of several Darcies (D), sand face plugging over time was expected to 

occur, and the large pressure gradients associated with the maintenance of high injection 

rates of low-mobility polymer displacing high-viscosity oil could lead to further 

fracturing. Propagation of fracture lengths must be minimized to avoid direct 

communication with the producer, with the fracture half-length being less than one-third 

of the injector/producer distance in order to retain areal sweep efficiencies.   
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Fig. 2.10 – Shear band sand failure during viscous polymer injection into unconsolidated sand 

blocks (Khodaverdian et al., 2009) (original in colour) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.11 – Areal cross-section schematic of radial model (left) and small fracture propagation 

from near-wellbore region after polymer injection (right) (Zhou et al., 2010) (original in Colour) 
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Within a 0.125-m
3
 polyaxial model, large blocks of packed unconsolidated sand were 

formed yielding permeabilities of 3.0 to 1.8 D. A 10-cm high by 0.80-cm wide frac-pack 

with 12/18 proppant, particles typically 3.5-cm wide, was oriented in the direction of the 

maximum horizontal stress from the perforated injection tube. The models were 

saturated with a 190-mPa·s oil. Wellbore shear rates were anticipated to be 100-1,000 s
-1

 

yielding apparent polymer viscosities in the range of 20-40 mPa·s. Their physical model 

experimental tests illustrated sand shear failure bands surrounding the vertical injection 

well (Figure 2.10). Subsequent numerical simulations demonstrated that the shear failure 

bands could propagate up to the shale caprock like a vertical fracture, causing fluid 

containment losses during viscous polymer injection. The critical parameters affecting 

fracture geometry were effective polymer viscosity, filtercake permeability, and the 

source/quantity of solids in the injected fluid. It is unclear whether similar mechanisms 

would be observed for horizontal injectors, as only a vertical wellbore was investigated.  

A separate study conducted by Zhou et al. (2010) also investigated potential fracturing 

caused by viscous polymer injection into unconsolidated heavy oil sands. They used a 

biaxial setup with a vertical wellbore and separate drainage ports. A guideline of 2.5-

times the confining pressure was used for the injection pressure (17 MPa in their cases); 

where the injection pressure exceed the guideline, fracture initiation and propagation was 

observed during excavation of the model. Figure 2.11 shows a schematic of polymer 

propagation, as well as a several fractures (1 cm in length) emanating from the wellbore. 

The numbers in the left-hand image of Figure 2.9 correspond to the samples that were 

extracted for thermogravimetric analysis; those near the wellbore showed significant 

reductions in oil saturation in the polymer swept regions as shown in Figure 2.12.  
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Fig. 2.12 – Oil saturation as a function of radial distance from vertical wellbore  

after polymer injection (Zhou et al., 2010) 
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2.4 Non-Newtonian Fluid Modeling of EOR Polymers 

The viscoelastic pressure drop contribution was examined by Garrocuh et al. (2006) 

whereby they incorporated a correlating parameter termed the viscoelastic number, NV, 

first introduced by Wreath et al. (1990). Eq. (2.13) shows the viscoelastic number 

defined as a function of rock properties, k and ϕ, the longest relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓𝑙 fluid 

velocity, u and the average power-law exponent, �̅�, which is the slope from a log-log 

plot of reduced shear stress vs. reduced shear rate (effective shear rate calculated using 

flushed or reduced permeability to brine).  

𝑁𝑉 =
√𝑘𝜙

𝜃𝑓𝑙𝑢
�̅�−1 = 𝛼 (

Δ𝑃

𝐿
)
𝛽

                  (2.13) 

The viscoelastic number was also found to correlate strongly with pressure drop in a log-

log manner yielding intercept, α and slope, β as shown in Figure 2.13. Very different 

behaviour is observed for the 1000 ppm Xanflood biopolymer compared with the 

viscoelastic, 1,000 ppm Pusher 700. Both polymers were injected into a sandpack 

containing 100-110 μm beads with permeability and porosity of 4 D and 39%, 

respectively. 

The resulting modified, non-linear form of Darcy’s law put forth by Garrocuh et al. 

(2006) is shown in Eq. (2.14). The relationship was found to capture both the viscous 

and elastic effects of polymer solutions due to the inclusion of the longest, characteristic 

relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓𝑙 and the average power-law constant in the porous media, �̅�: 

𝑢 = [
√𝑘𝜙

𝛼𝜃𝑓𝑙
]

1

�̅�−1

(
Δ𝑃

𝐿
)

𝛽

1−�̅�
                     (2.14) 
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Fig. 2.13 – Viscoelastic number as a function of flow rate for: Experiment A – 1,000 ppm 

Xanflood and Experiment B – 1,000 ppm Pusher 700 HPAM (Garrocuh et al., 2006) 
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2.5 Heavy Oil Polymer Flooding 

One method to improve the sweep and mobility contrasts and the viscous fingering 

during waterflooding is through the addition of water-soluble polymers to the injected 

water. Polymer macromolecules have high-molecular weights that can be dissolved into 

the injected flood water. The apparent viscosity is increased, reducing the mobility of the 

injected fluid, thus reducing the viscous fingering effect and increasing the sweep 

efficiency and conformance of the flood (Green and Willhite, 1998). Polymers can also 

be used to modify the reservoir profile, through adsorption and retention, reducing the 

relative permeability to water which further improves the mobility ratio. Polymer 

flooding has more recently been applied to some thinner, heavy oil reservoirs that cannot 

be produced by thermal and/or solvent-based methods. 

The basic concept of polymer flooding is relatively straightforward; however, the 

practical application can be complex and technically challenging to design a polymer 

flood that is economic. There are a number of factors that need consideration during the 

evaluation stages of a polymer flood; these parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. This 

thesis focuses primarily on the fluid factors polymer rheology, polymer injectivity and 

polymer design parameters – these all greatly influence the ability to appropriately 

simulate polymer fluid flow in porous media. 

The information in Table 2.1 is instrumental for the preliminary analysis, laboratory 

study, subsequent simulation and pilot field testing of a polymer flood. The most recent 

comprehensive publication by Kaminsky et al. (2007) documents a workflow for a 

polymer flood project evaluation and development highlighting the stages of preliminary  
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Table 2.1 – Reservoir and fluid factors during polymer flood evaluation  

(adapted from Kaminsky et al., 2007) 
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screening and analysis, detailed analysis, field testing and piloting and finally, 

commercial application as shown in Figure 2.14. Field analogs and reservoir simulation 

are the best way to initially screen a reservoir for expected polymer flood performance; 

however, the latter requires geological information and production history to accurately 

depict the reservoir performance, even then the outcomes are heavily risked to further 

scrutinize the economic viability. Sensitivity studies using reservoir simulation can 

provide a range of likely outcomes that can be used to develop economic scenarios. 

The applicability of polymer flooding for enhanced heavy oil recovery did not become 

practical until two main recent events: 1) proven application of horizontal well 

technology and 2) significant increase in oil price to drive the economics. The advent of 

horizontal wells greatly improves the production rates from reservoirs with mobile heavy 

oil that are suited to flooding conditions. In addition to this, the use of horizontal 

injectors improves injectivity allowing for high volumes of polymer to be injected under 

more feasible injection pressures and greatly reduces the detrimental shearing effects 

near the sandface. 
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Fig. 2.14 – Staged workflow for polymer flooding evaluation and development protocol 

(Kaminsky et al., 2007)  
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2.5.1 Laboratory Studies on Heavy Oil Polymer Flooding 

Laboratory studies of heavy oil polymer flooding have been surfacing in the past few 

decades as the application to higher and higher oil viscosities becomes practiced. One of 

the earliest laboratory studies on improving heavy oil recovery through polymer flooding 

was conducted by Knight and Rhudy (1977). They examined the displacement of 220-

mPa·s and 1,140-mPa·s oils from 5 D Ottawa sandpacks and found polymer flooding to 

significantly improve the oil recovery over waterflood. Polymer concentration was found 

to have an important effect on oil recovery and poorer performance was attributed to 

larger denuded polymer banks (reduced viscosity front due to polymer loss) at lower 

concentration floods. They also found that higher concentration polymer floods tended to 

delay the increase in produced water cut, resulting in greater overall oil recovery. 

Wassmuth et al. (2007a) provides an excellent review of polymer flooding and justified 

its application to heavy oil recovery through experimental and simulation studies. In 

particular, polymer flooding showed an acceleration of displacement efficiency over 

waterflood, meaning the waterflood ultimate recovery was equal to that obtained from 

polymer flood at a fraction of the total pore volume injected (i.e. 0.5 PV polymer 

compared to 4 PV water). In particular, a 1,600-mPa·s heavy oil flooded by polymer 

representing a 40-times reduction in mobility compared to the waterflood, showed 

improved recovery of nearly 25 %OOIP recovery over the baseline waterflood. In 

addition, they showed that close well spacing of the horizontal injector/producer pair 

resulted in the best oil recovery; however, the well spacing should be optimized through 

simulation. 
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Fig. 2.15 – Typical heavy oil relative permeability and fractional flow curves  

(Wassmuth et al. 2007a) (original in colour) 
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During the propagation of water-soluble polymers through porous media, the increased 

viscosity of the solution results in a significant reduction in mobility of the displacing 

phase. The reduced mobility results in a more efficient displacement front which 

produces an oil bank ahead of the advancing polymer. This can be conceptualized by a 

reducing water-cut and subsequent shift of the fraction flow curve of water during the 

production of the oil bank. By examining the graph in Figure 2.15, one can see that the 

fractional flow curve for a polymer flood (red) is lower at a given water saturation 

compared with the fractional flow curve of a waterflood (blue) for the same water 

saturation. 

Another study conducted by Wang et al. (2007) examined the displacement of a 1,450-

mPa·s heavy oil using an 18 × 10
6
 g/g·mol hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM). Two 

types of sandpacks were employed: 1) a uniform sandpack consisting of 60-100 mesh 

sand grains yielding a permeability of 7 D and; 2) a channeled sandpack where the center 

consisted of 40-60 mesh sand grains surrounded by 60-100 mesh sand. For the uniform 

sandpacks, two scenarios were examined whereby waterflood was performed until 42% 

(10 PV injected) and 35% (3 PV injected) before switching to polymer flood. Viscosity 

ratios using HPAM to displace the heavy oil ranged from 725 to 19. Figure 2.16 

indicates that a 4- to 5-fold increase in effective polymer viscosity was required to 

recover comparable volumes of heavy oil for the sandpacks with higher waterflood 

recovery, compared to that when polymer flood was implemented earlier (i.e. after 3 PVs 

of injection water). A higher concentration of polymer was required to displace the same 

amount of oil in the channeled sandpacks, compared to that of the uniform sandpack 

experiments. 
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Fig. 2.16 – Comparison of tertiary oil recovery due to polymer flooding as a function of effective 

polymer viscosity and time after waterflood (Wang et al., 2007) 
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Another separate study conducted by Asghari et al. (2008) investigated the polymer 

flood recovery of 1,000- and 8,400-mPa·s heavy oils from sandpacks. This study 

concluded concentrations above 1,000-ppm of a high-molecular weight HPAM were 

required to recover significant oil above waterflooding for both 2.1 and 13 D sandpacks. 

In addition, they found that over the range of polymer concentrations examined that 

heavy oil recovery was greater when the injection rate was less than 0.3 m/day. 

Seright (2010) published a paper that examined the potential of applying polymers for 

recovering viscous oil from the Alaskan North Slope reservoirs. He cited four main 

factors that promote the potential for the application of polymer flooding to these viscous 

oil reservoirs: 1) high mobile oil saturations; 2) high degree of heterogeneity; 3) 

relatively free potential for crossflow (vertical permeability equilibrium) and; 4) existing 

EOR polymers exhibit an increase in viscosity that is approximately related to the square 

of the concentration. He also noted that the reduced injectivity of the high-molecular 

weight polymers can be problematic, especially in multi-layer formations with varying 

permeability. In order to highlight expected outcomes of polymer flooding in the Alaska 

reservoirs, Seright (2010) performed fractional flow calculations for scenarios of varying 

viscosity ratio, multi-layer zones, free and no crossflow between layers, and radial and 

linear flow. His analysis confirmed that in low-viscosity ratio (or mobility ratio) systems, 

a multi-layer reservoir with crossflow will exhibit greater recovery than that without 

crossflow. Conversely, when the viscosity (or mobility) ratio is large, sweep efficiency is 

poor in both cases; however, the case with crossflow suffers from poor recovery. These 

results are summarized in the plots in Figure 2.17. 
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Fig. 2.17 – Comparison of fractional flow analysis of two-layer heavy oil systems with:  

no crossflow (top) and free crossflow (bottom) (Seright, 2010) 
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Fig. 2.18 – Ratio of resistance factor in two-layer heavy oil system with no crossflow; 

approximately equal to permeability ratio (Seright, 2010) 
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In order to estimate the polymer front movements in multi-layer zones, Darcy’s law was 

used. For cases with no crossflow, the maximum allowable ratio of resistance factor (Fr) 

for each layer was approximately equal to the ratio in permeabilities for each layer if, 

for layer one, the Fr1 values were greater than 10 as shown in Figure 2.18. For cases with 

crossflow, polymer propagation into either zone was relatively insensitive to the ratio of 

Fr2/Fr1. In all cases studies, the residual oil saturation to polymer flood was assumed to 

equal to the residual oil saturation to waterflood, Sorw. There is some experimental 

evidence that suggests that polymer can indeed reduce the residual oil saturation beyond 

that of waterflooding.  

Dong et al. (2006) examined the use of tailor-modified, branch-structured, low-

molecular weight starches as a cost-effective means for reducing water channeling. The 

primary mechanism was through adsorption. The modified starches were found to be 

stable in harsh conditions of high shear stress and high salinity environments. The 

researchers found a strong correlation existed between the amount of polymer adsorption 

and molecular weight, charge density and charge type. The molecular weight limit to 

maximize the adsorption was found to be in the range of 15,000 and 18,000 g/gmol. 

Polymer injection flow tests were conducted on Berea cores and the modified starches 

exhibited greater than 70% adsorption, compared with 14% of a conventional high 

molecular weight polyacrylamide. Oil saturated, parallel-Berea cores of differing 

permeability were evaluated and the modified starches were found to selectively reduce 

the permeability in the higher permeability core and improve oil displacement from the 

low permeability core. 
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Wilton (2009) examined the static adsorption properties of cationic, anionic and 

amphoteric polyacrylamides on heavy oil reservoir sands from the Sparky and Wabiskaw 

formations. Variance in polymer adsorption was found to be negligible for temperature 

changes between 14 and 24 °C, but was found to be four-times greater for the Sparky 

sand compared with the unconsolidated Wabiskaw sand. In general, the cationic and 

amphoteric polymers showed greater adsorption than the anionic polyacrylamides. 

Interestingly, higher concentrations (>500 ppm) showed a reduction in adsorption when 

mixed in a 3.0 wt.% NaCl compared with a 0.1 wt.% NaCl brine, this coincided with 

results found by Mungun (1969). Shear history showed to be a factor for some polymers, 

increasing adsorption 2-fold. A dynamic test whereby an amphoteric polymer was 

injected into an 11-D, Wabiskaw sandpack showed fairly high adsorption, but only a 

two-times reduction in permeability. Further analysis using polyacrylamide gels, such as 

Maraseal
SM

 (Alcoflood 254S and Cr (III) acetate), found significant reduction in brine 

permeability of up to 6,000-times, into the low 10
-3

 D range; however, follow up 

injection of a 1,000-mPa·s oil still exhibited a 0.3-D effective permeability. 

In a follow up study, Wilton (2010) conducted static and dynamic adsorption tests of 

various HPAM in different synthetic brines before and after exposure to a high-speed 

mixer producing shear history of 37,000 s
-1

 to emulate vertical injector, near well-bore 

conditions. Adsorption was found to be greater in a 3% TDS brine compared to that for a 

fresh de-ionized water system for all HPAMs tested up until 500 to 1,000 ppm; above 

this concentration, adsorption was found to decrease. All HPAMs tested, with exception 

to a low-molecular weight cationic polymer were found to exhibit greater adsorption 

after exposure to shear history on a Sparky sand, but not the Wabiskaw sand. Resistance 
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factors (Fr) measured in sandpack floods varied and were thought to be due to mobile 

fines plugging that exhibited very high Fr values or the sandface exhibited plugging from 

microgels formed in the high-molecular weight unfiltered polymers. Approximately 23% 

recovery of oil-in-place was observed when a 0.2 wt% SNF FLOPAAM 3630 HPAM 

was injected into a heavy oil saturated Wabiskaw sandpack. Subsequent brine injection 

showed a 65-times reduction in effective permeability to brine; re-injection of a 1,000-

mPa·s heavy oil showed relatively unimpaired flow relative to its original effective 

permeability.  

More recent studies by Levitt et al. (2011; 2013) reviewed the heavy oil polymer floods 

globally and discussed heavy oil displacement tests by polymers with regard to the 

instability theories of Peters and Flock (1981), Sarma and Bentson (1987) and Pavone 

(1992). The experiments involved displacement of 1,900-2,300-mPa·s oil by FLOPAAM 

3630S at two different viscosities of polymer solution (6 and 60 mPa·s). The results of 

their study appeared to contradict the conclusions of Wang and Dong (2007); instead 

they suggest that an insensitivity of heavy oil recovery from sandpacks with respect to 

polymer viscosity exists. Both viscosities yielded high incremental oil recovery with the 

same volume of tertiary polymer injection. However, tertiary injection did not make a 

substantial difference in terms of ultimate recovery for the two different polymer 

viscosities; the experiment reached approximately 60 %OOIP recovered in total; the 

differential pressure was found to be greater for the more viscous polymer solution. 

Fractional flow analyses was conducted to compare with the experimental results and 

was found to match for the 60-mPa·s polymer viscosity, but under-predicted the 

recovery associated with the lower viscosity polymer, i.e. 6 mPa·s. The authours 
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cautioned the use of fractional flow analyses for heavy oil displacement as the method 

does not account for regions of instability. 

2.5.2 Successful Field Implementation of Heavy Oil Polymer Flooding 

One of the first medium-viscosity oil reservoirs to be polymer flooded was documented 

by Shaw and Stright (1977). The paper examines the injection of a high-molecular 

weight polyacrylamide (Pusher 700), similar to that performed into the Mannville B 

sands of the Taber South Pool. This formation is described by an average permeability 

and porosity sand of 2.1 D and 26.3%, respectively, containing a live-oil of 58 mPa·s. 

Polymer injection spanned five years from 1967 to 1972 at which time a 20% 

hydrocarbon pore volume (HCPV) at been injected. Prior to implementing the polymer 

flood, the oil production rate from 23 wells was approximately 900 bbl/d; while, the oil 

production peaked in late 1970 at 3,100 bbl/d as shown in Figure 2.19. Polymer injection 

commenced after a primary production of  800,000 bbl representing 1.9 %OOIP; at the 

end of the polymer flood approximately 7.66 × 10
6
 bbl of oil had been recovered 

representing a recovery of 18.1 %OOIP. 

The first truly heavy oil polymer flood was documented by Zaitoun et al. (1998). The 

publication described the laboratory study, numerical simulations and surface equipment 

design of the Pelican Lake field pilot operated by CS Resources (at the time). This 

property was subsequently sold by PanCanadian Resources Ltd. to Canadian Natural 

Resourses Ltd. (CNRL) in 2001. The 14 °API heavy oil is produced from the Wabiskaw 

A formation and exhibits an oil viscosity ranging from 600-1,000 mPa·s at reservoir 

conditions.       This polymer flood was unique at the time because it was the first pilot to  
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Fig. 2.19 – Polymer flood performance of the Taber South Mannville B Pool 

(Shaw and Stright, 1977) 
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examine the use of horizontal injection and production wells.   The horizontal wells were 

1,250 m in length and had an inter-well spacing of 150 m. The study showed that the 

polymer was compatible with the low salinity brine and high-molecular weight polymer 

propagation was feasible in sand exhibiting an average permeability of 2 D. Numerical 

simulations predicted a 5-10 %OOIP primary production using horizontal wells, 

followed by accelerated the oil rates to an average of 50 m
3
/d over the five year injection 

period; this corresponded to an increase in 20-25 %OOIP using polymer flood with 

horizontal well technology. Polymer flood technology has been since adopted field wide 

at the Pelican Lake field by both CNRL and Cenovus (previously EnCana) and 

significant enhanced heavy oil recovery is expected as injectors continue to be converted 

or drilled. 

Another recent western Canadian polymer flood field pilot evaluation was published by 

Wassmuth et al. (2007b) for the East Bodo/Cosine (AB/SK) field operated by Pengrowth 

Energy. The 600-2,000-mPa·s heavy oil is produced from the Lloydminster SS 

formation, which is a lower Cretaceous, quartz sand with permeability and porosity 

averaging 1 D and 30%, respectively. The field was screened for thermal, solvent, 

microbial and chemical EOR processes and at the time, polymer flooding was decided as 

one of the most technically and economically viable options. Both corefloods and history 

matched, field-scale simulations predicted approximately 20 %OOIP incremental 

recovery from polymer flood, over waterflood. At the time, the field was developed with 

vertical injection and production wellbores and through simulation, the authours 

suggested that horizontal injection and production wells would improve injectivity of the 

viscous polymer solutions and increase the oil production rates over the vertical wells. 
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The last decade has seen substantial developments in polymer flooding and its 

application within Daqing oil fields of China. Much research, development, pilot 

expansions and field-wide execution of polymer floods have been implemented in this 

region. Wang et al. (2000) investigated the engineering and technical aspects of 

implementing polymer flooding at Daqing. These included the factors influencing micro-

scale displacement, minimizing polymer degradation, injection rate, well spacing and 

separate zone injection technology.  Yang et al. (2006) described a pilot test within the 

Daqing field using a high-concentration, high-molecular weight HPAM, which is 

believed to maximize the elastic nature of the polymer, improving the micro-scale 

displacement efficiency. Cheng et al., 2006 examined the relationship between well 

spacing and polymer flooding, as well as multiple layer injection using polymers of 

different molecular weights for the tighter (5-100 md) formations within the Daqing 

field. Well spacing between vertical injection and production wells was reduced to 100-

m spacing and by altering the molecular weight of the polymer for different zones, the 

increase in injection pressure compared to that of the waterflood was found to be 

comparable and manageable for the low and high permeability zones.  

Based on positive results from the Daqing polymer floods, additional development of the 

70-mPa·s, medium oil, Bohai Bay offshore fields has progressed. Zhou et al. (2007) 

examined the application of hydrophobically associating polymers (HAPs) for enhancing 

the oil recovery above the waterflood average for this field, which is 18-25 %OOIP.  The 

HAP polymers were chosen due to their salinity tolerance, excellent long-term stability 

and the ability to associate above a critical concentration, resulting in significant increase 

in hydrodynamic size and viscosity. A single-well injection pilot was undertaken in 
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which HAP was injected for a duration of 10 months. During this time, the 

corresponding production wells accumulated 25,000 m
3
 (approximately 160,000 bbl) of 

oil and the water cut decreased from 95% to 54%.  

Two additional published field pilot assessments of heavy oil polymer floods are those of 

the Tambaredjo heavy oil field of Suriname, operated by Staatsolie and another in the 

South of Oman. Manichand et al. (2010) documented the steps taken to validate the 

implementation of polymer flooding to recover the 400-mPa·s (live-oil at 36 °C) heavy 

oil from the highly heterogeneous and discontinuous Tambaredjo sand reservoir. This 

reservoir exhibits a net pay of 6.7 m, 3 to 6 D permeabilities and an average of 33% 

porosity. The pilot evaluation included laboratory coreflood tests, numerical simulation, 

operation, surveillance and monitoring program of the inverted 5-spot pilot. Since an 

unconfined, inverted 5-spot pilot was chosen, this enabled the determination of 

injectivity and productivity, chemical retention, approximate recovery factor and vertical 

sweep. At the time of the publication, 0.22 PVs of the well pattern had been injected 

with greater than expected injectivity, slight increase in pattern oil production and water-

cut reduction.  

Al Azri et al. (2010) documented their approach for evaluating the applicability of a 

polymer flood in a South Oman heavy oil field with a strong bottom-water drive. The 

reservoir produces a 250-500 mPa·s heavy oil with low GOR from a high quality sand 

with average net pay, porosity and permeability of 40 m, 27% and 4 D, respectively. The 

reservoir was initially developed on 172-m spacing, but is currently being re-

development with an infill drilling program to reduce to 86-m well spacing. New wells 

typically exhibit excellent initial production rates, followed by reduced stabilized 
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production at very high water cut due to the active bottom water. Numerical simulations 

were run to determine the effect of bottom water, well configuration and polymer design 

parameters on flood performance. They examined injector well placement and found that 

a new injector in the middle of the oil column, between two horizontal producing wells 

yielded the best result. Optimal polymer design called for a slug size of 1.25 PVs of a 

high-molecular weight polymer with concentration of 1,750 ppm yielding a viscosity of 

93 mPa·s (at 1 s
-1

) be injected at a rate of 500 m
3
/d. They identified key uncertainties to 

polymer flood performance to be geological, injectivity and induced fracturing, as well 

as wellbore injector and producer conformity.  
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3. FLUID SYSTEMS 

This section outlines the various materials and methodologies used to conduct this 

research. This includes the chemicals used and accepted practices for chemical solution 

preparation. Concepts and theory of instrumentation required to characterize the 

rheology of polymer solutions is discussed, as are detailed descriptions of the 

experimental set-ups and procedures.  

The experiments conducted for this research involved two-phase systems of aqueous and 

hydrocarbon fluids. The aqueous fluids were comprised of synthetic brines with 

comparable total dissolved solids as lower salinity reservoir fluids. Crystalline polymer 

powders were dissolved in brine. The hydrocarbon phase consisted of heavy, industrial 

gear oil that was diluted with kerosene to achieve the desired viscosity of heavy oil. 

3.1 Synthetic Brines  

The preparation of the synthetic brine involved the dissolution of sodium chloride (NaCl) 

in de-ionized water; the NaCl was obtained from EMD Chemicals Inc. Masses of NaCl 

were weighed out using a Mettler-Toledo precision balance and were sprinkled into a 

known mass of de-ionized water. Typical concentrations of the standard brine were 1 

wt.%; however, higher concentrations of 3.5 wt.% were also used. All brines were 

allowed to mix on a magnetic stirrer for at least 1 hour prior to being used as a solvent 

for the polymer solutions. At 23 °C, the 1 wt.% and 3.5 wt.% NaCl brines had densities 

of 1,003.2 kg/m
3
 and 1,023.3 kg/m

3
, respectively.  
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3.2 Hydrocarbon Fluid  

The hydrocarbon fluid selected for this research was chosen to remain consistent with 

previous collaborative work (Torabi & Wilton, 2012; Pantus, 2012) that used a light-

coloured, high viscosity, heavy oil. This was done primarily to provide easy, visual 

contrast between displaced and displacing phases. Thus, an industrial, gear oil product 

called Spartan EP 680 was obtained from Esso Bulk Fuel & Lubricants, Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada. The oil has a density and viscosity of 928 kg/m
3
 and 2,039 

mPa·s at 23 °C, respectively. For this research the stock oil was diluted with 4.5 wt.% 

kerosene generating a lighter oil with properties of 878 kg/m
3
 and viscosity ranging from 

960 to 1,014 mPa·s at 23 °C. Figure 3.1 shows the viscosity-temperature relationship for 

the original and kerosene-diluted oils. 

3.3 Polymer Solutions  

Two main types of EOR polymers were used in this research and all polymers were 

commercially available samples obtained in crystalline-powder form from SNF 

FLOERGER
®
. A list of all polymers used in this research is given in Table 3.1. The 

commercial EOR polymer that has seen the most extensive use in the field is a 

hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM), which is a product of co-polymerization of 

acrylamide and acrylic acid monomers resulting in a very narrow distribution of 

anionicity (% hydrolysis) and can achieved molecular weight distributions (ranging from 

1 – 20 million g/g·mol); examples of this type of polymer are the FLOPAAM varieties 

as listed in Table 3.1 (SNF FLOERGER
®
 Promotional Brochure, 2012).   
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Table 3.1 – Properties of all polymers used in this research 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 – Viscosity-temperature relationship for original and kerosene-diluted Esso Spartan 680 

heavy oil 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 – Chemical Structure of Hydrolyzed Polyacrylamide, HPAM (adapted from Sheng, 

2011) 
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Subsequent hydrolysis with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) converts some of the amide 

groups (–CONH2) to carboxylic groups (–COO
-
) as shown in Figure 3.2. Another 

method of production is post-hydrolysis; this process involves a homogenous polymer of 

acrylamide, post-hydrolyzed with a base while it is in gel form and subsequently dried. 

This process can achieve slightly higher molecular weights (22-29 g/g·mol) and exhibits 

a wide molecular weight distribution (i.e. polydispersity) which has been suggested to 

increase the polymer elastic properties (Urbanissova et al., 2010). FLOCOMB polymers 

have comb-like structures vs. coiled linear structures of traditional HPAMs. 

Products with an extremely wide range of anionicity which may lead to solubility issues, 

especially in brines with large concentrations of divalent ions (SNF FLOERGER
®
 

Promotional Brochure, 2012). When dissolved in brine of low salinity, the carboxylic 

groups are able to repel one another, creating a larger hydrodynamic radius of the 

macromolecule and thereby increasing the solution viscosity. Anionic polymer viscosity 

are greatly affected by the brine composition since the electrolytes found in brines tend 

to screen this electrostatic repulsion, known as the Debye-Hückel effect. In brines with 

high TDS, polymer viscosities can be significantly reduced (Baijal 1982).  

The other type of EOR polymer examined in this research is a hydrophobically 

associating polymer (HAP). This polymer is nearly identical to the HPAM with the 

exception to it having hydrophobic groups grafted to the main polymer backbone as 

shown in Figure 3.3. Within Figure 3.3, hydrophobic groups, can be linear and branched 

varieties of hydrocarbon, R groups (1) (potentially C3 to C18 - may include esterized (R–

O–R) or aromatic (benzene rings)) and sulphonated (2) species that bond through the 

nitrogen amide (3) functional groups.     
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Fig. 3.3 – Chemical Structure of Hydrophobically Associating Polymer, HAP (adapted from 

Sheng, 2011) 

  

(3) (2) 

(1) 
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The advantage is that further intramolecular interactions can occur in the semi-dilute 

region vs. the dominating intermolecular interactions above a critical polymer 

concentration (Taylor and Nasr-El-Din, 1995). In either case, the steric interactions that 

occur between the similar polarity, hydrophobic groups, act much like hydrogen bonding 

in that they can easily form and break apart under varying shear forces during fluid flow.  

3.4 Preparation of Polymer Solutions  

In all cases, preparation of the polymer solutions involved using an Arrow 6000, high-

speed mixer obtained from Arrow Engineering, Pennsylvania, to generate a vortex. The 

powdered, crystalline polymer was gently sprinkled onto the shoulder of the vortex in 

order to ensure wetting of each individual polymer grain. The polymer solution was 

stirred at a high enough shear rate to maintain a slight vortex for at least 1-2 hours before 

reducing to a low-shear condition for an additional 48 hours. This was done to reduce the 

chance of “fish eyes” forming which results when incomplete initial wetting and 

hydration. If any slight aggregation of the large, polymer macromolecules occurred, they 

were filtered through a 5.0-μm, Hydrophilic, Durpore filters (obtained from Millipore™ 

Corporation), housed in a 47-mm, stainless steel, in-line filter assembly (obtained from 

PALL Life Sciences) using a Teledyne ISCO 1000D syringe pump as shown in Figure 

3.4. The 47-mm membrane filter rests on a stainless steel mesh screen, sandwiched 

between an o-ring within the holder to create a fluid-tight seal. The polymer was filtered 

under constant pressure conditions of 103 kPa (15 psi) such that a reasonable filtration 

rate of 1-4 mL/min was maintained. This step clarifyies the polymer solutions such that 

any minor inconsistencies in solution quality are mitigated and do not impact the 

sensitive pressure measurements of both the rheometer and during sandpack floods. 
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Fig. 3.4 – Polymer filtration assembly: PALL Filtration Holder and Teledyne ISCO D1000 
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4. VISCOMETRIC AND RHEOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF 

EOR POLYMERS 

This section outlines the various equipment and methodologies used to conduct the fluid 

characterization portion of the research. Concepts and theory of instrumentation required 

to characterize the rheology of polymer solutions is discussed, as are detailed 

descriptions of the experimental set-ups and procedures. In addition to comparing bulk 

and capillary measured viscosity, other specific properties important to non-Newtonian 

fluids such as elasticity, loss and storage moduli, relaxation time and Weissenberg 

Number are measured and compared for different polymer types. 

4.1 Viscometric Measurements 

Polymer solution viscosity and rheology was measured using two different instruments. 

The first was a Brookfield LV-DV II+ Programmable viscometer with the Wingather 

V3.0-1 software to compile the data, coupled with a Brookfield TC-501 recirculating 

waterbath to ensure appropriate temperature control. This viscometer is of the cone and 

plate variety (S-40, S-52 cones) with the cone usually having an angle less than 4° from 

the plate, creating a gap between the two. For the Brookfield LV-DV II+ Programmable 

viscometer has a specified electronic gap indicator that allows for consistent settings 

between the cone and plate. Through known shear rates applied by rotational variation in 

the cone, corresponding shear stresses are measured and viscosity is inferred. The shear 

viscosity can be related to the torque, t, cone-plate radius, r, and shear rate, �̇� imposed at 

specific revolutions per minute (RPM) by Eq. (4.1) (Sorbie, 1991):   
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𝜇(�̇�) =
3𝑡

2𝜋𝑟3�̇�
                        (4.1) 

The polymer viscosity can be further related to shear rate through the application of two 

constants and is commonly referred to as the Power law (law of Ostwald-de Waele) as 

shown in Eq. (4.2):  

𝜇 = 𝐾�̇�𝑛−1                 (4.2) 

Where the dynamic viscosity, μ is a function of K, the Newtonian (constant) viscosity, 

and n is the power law exponent. The variable n is ≤ 1 for pseudoplastic fluids and 

normally in the range of 0.4-0.7 (Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot, 1960; Sorbie, 1991). The 

cone-plate type viscometers usually require addition of only a small volume of 0.5-1.0 

mL of polymer sample to the cup prior to attaching to the viscometer. A range of speeds 

were selected such that the %torque applied was within 10% and 90% of the minimum 

and maximum values, respectively. Each speed was maintained long enough, such that at 

least three revolutions of the cone occurred. These measurements only provide the shear-

thinning nature of polymers and were used only as a comparison to the more detailed 

measurements made by the rheometer. 

4.2 Theory of Rheometric Measurements 

The rheological properties were measured using a specialized, oscillatory V-E rheometer 

manufactured by Vilastic Scientific Inc., Austin, Texas, USA. In addition to viscosity 

and elasticity, other rheological properties such as viscous (loss) and elastic (storage) 

moduli and relaxation time can be determined.  
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Fig. 4.1 – Schematic and principle of operation of Vilastic rheometer (with permission from Dr. 

G.B. Thurston)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 – Vilastic rheometer shear tube and filling chamber (left); capillary plug (right)   
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The V-E rheometer operates on the fundamental principle of oscillatory flow within a 

straight, cylindrical tube with circular cross section and an adaptor for capillary bundle 

plugs as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The fluid to be analyzed fills the 

precision measurement tube and the fluid is subjected to oscillatory flow where the 

pressure gradient along and volume flow through the tube are measured. The shear 

stress, τ at the tube wall is directly proportional to the pressure, P and shear strain, γ and 

shear rate, γ' are directly proportional to the volume flow, U. The ratio of stress-to-strain 

is the elasticity; whereas the ratio of stress-to-shear rate is the viscosity. By using precise 

measurements of pressure, P and volume flow, U – the resistance, R and reactance, X of 

the system can be related to the impedance, Z (Thurston and Henderson, 2006): 

𝑍 =
𝑃

𝑈
= 𝑅 + 𝑖𝑋            (4.3) 

At low frequencies, tubes with smaller radius, 𝑎𝑇, will have a parabolic velocity profile 

where R and X can be related by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5): 

𝑅 =
8·𝜇∙𝐿

𝜋∙𝑎𝑇
4                              (4.4) 

𝑋 =
4∙𝜌∙𝜔∙𝐿

3∙𝜋∙𝑎𝑇
2 −

8·�̇�∙𝐿

𝜋∙𝑎𝑇
4                             (4.5) 

Where 𝜇 and �̇� are viscosity and elasticity, L is the tube length, 𝜔 is the radian 

frequency, and 𝜌 is the fluid density. 

By knowing the viscosity and elasticity, complex coefficient of viscosity, 𝜇∗ can be 

calculated and used to determine the root-mean-squared (rms) shear rate, �̇� at the tube 

wall: 
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𝜇∗ = 𝜇 − 𝑖�̇�                        (4.6) 

�̇� = |
4∙𝑈

𝜋∙𝑎𝑇
3 [1 + 𝑖

𝜌∙𝜔∙𝑎𝑇
2

24∙𝜇∗ ]|                            (4.7) 

Using the rms shear rate, the rms shear stress at the tube wall can be calculated from the 

concept of viscous and elastic stress, 𝜏′and 𝜏′′, respectively: 

𝜏 = 𝜏′ − 𝑖𝜏′′ = (𝜇 − 𝑖�̇�) ∙ �̇�                         (4.8) 

Using the concept of springs (𝜇) and dashpots (𝜂), the Maxwell model allows for 

deduction of the relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓 by relation to viscosity and elasticity: 

𝜇 =
𝜂

1+(𝜔∙𝜃𝑓)
2                                     (4.9) 

�̇� =
𝜂∙𝜔∙𝜃𝑓

1+(𝜔∙𝜃𝑓)
2                                   (4.10) 

By taking accurate measurements of viscosity and elasticity, the relaxation time is easily 

calculated equating Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) and solving for 𝜃𝑓: 

𝜃𝑓 =
�̇�

(𝜔∙𝜇)
                          (4.11) 

The relaxation time describes how a fluid’s energy is stored and dissipated in the 

microstructure and this was briefly eluded to in Section 2.1 when discussing the stretch 

rate, 𝜀̇. Therefore the relaxation time and the inverse of the stretch rate indicate whether 

the polymer macromolecule may still reside in an extended configuration prior to 

entering the next pore constriction. If this occurs, an additional resistance to flow will be 

reflected in a greater increase in pressure gradient during increasing flow rate, 
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characterized by viscoelastic or shear-thickening flow behaviour. For fluid flow in 

porous media, one important consideration is at what velocity (or shear rate) does the 

elastic contribution dominate the viscous contribution in terms of resistance to flow or 

reduction in fluid mobility. This is conveniently described by the concept of a parameter 

known as the Weissenberg number, We which is simply a product of the imposed shear 

rate and a fluid’s relaxation time (Thurston and Henderson, 2006): 

𝑊𝑒 = �̇� ∙ 𝜃𝑓                                 (4.12) 

The critical value where the We characterizes the onset of elastically-dominated flow 

behaviour occurs when We > 1; below 1, the flow behaviour will be viscously dominated. 

Therefore, it is straight-forward to identify when elastic contribution becomes important 

and at what shear rate or velocity it occurs at by simply plotting 𝑊𝑒 vs. �̇�. Pertaining then 

to polymer flow in porous media, it would be desirable to choose a polymer fluid that 

exhibits the highest value at a relatively low velocity or shear, representative of fluid 

flow deep in the reservoir, i.e. 0.3 m/day (1 ft/day) and a lower value at near wellbore 

flow rates, i.e. 300 m/day (1,000 ft/day). 

The VMAX software automatically applies the aforementioned series of equations ((Eqs. 

4.3 – 4.11)) and the instrument resolves both the magnitude and phase at the tube wall 

(Vilastic Scientific Inc., 2010) for each of these fundamental parameters – shear stress, 

shear strain, shear rate – subsequently determining the viscoelastic constants for the 

tested fluid.  

In addition to the shear tube measurements, an adapter to conduct measurements on 

capillary plugs comprised of sintered, brass capillary bundles (permeabilities ranged 
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from 45 D to 121 D) provide a more accurate depiction of viscoelastic fluid nature.  The 

dimensions of the capillary tubes are determined and related to porous media by equating 

both Poiseuilles’s law for a bundle of capillary tubes (Eq. (4.13)) and Darcy’s law for 

porous media (Eq. (4.14)) through the volume flow (Thurston and Henderson, 2006): 

𝑈 =
𝑃∙𝑁∙𝜋∙𝑎𝑇

4

8∙𝜇∙𝐿
                                       (4.13) 

𝑈 =
𝑃∙𝑘∙𝜋∙𝐴2

𝜇∙𝐿𝑝
                                       (4.14) 

𝑈 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑎𝑇
2 ∙ 𝐿 = 𝜙 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐴2 ∙ 𝐿𝑝                   (4.15) 

Where the new terms are number of parallel tubes, N; tube length, L; permeability, k; 

porosity, 𝜙; radius and thickness of the porous sample, A and Lp, respectively.  

Tortuosity, T, can be arbitrarily defined as 25/12
ths

 and is used to relate the tube length, L 

to the porous sample length, Lp such that the tube radius and number of tubes can be 

defined by: 

𝑎𝑇 = [
8∙𝑘∙𝑇

𝜙
]
0.5

                                       (4.16) 

𝑁 =
𝜙∙𝐴2

𝑎𝑇
2∙𝑇

                                       (4.17) 

4.3 Operation of V-E Rheometer 

The operation of the instrument involves choice of four main measurement protocols: 

STRETCH, SHAKE, TIMET and THERM, which examines the shear rate, frequency, 

time and temperature dependence of viscoelasticity, respectively. For the analysis in this 
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study, only the STRETCH and SHAKE protocols were used; however, temperature 

influence was investigated on these two protocols. STRETCH protocols were run at 

constant frequency of 2 Hz and over a range of shear rates typically from 5 to 600 s
-1

. 

The SHAKE protocols were conducted at a constant shear rate of 10 s
-1

 over a frequency 

range of 0.1 to 5 Hz. In both cases, the measurement time was preceded by a 3 second 

pre-oscillatory period to allow the flow induced structure to exhibit a stable endpoint. 

Polymer solution samples were loaded into the test chamber at a volume of 3 mL and 

allowed to thermally equilibrate before running any sequences. The STRETCH protocols 

were run at three different drive levels in order to cover off the full range of shear rates. 

The SHAKE protocols were only run on the highest drive level as it exhibited the 

capability to power the instrument through the entire frequency test range. When 

samples were run with the capillary adapter, an additional 10 mL of fluid was required to 

purge the capillary plug of air and to ensure the plug was fully saturated and covered 

with test fluid before allowing for thermal equilibration.   

The data generated by the V-E System instrument was logged using a National 

Instruments (NI) DAQ (data acquisition) card and VMAX software provided by Vilastic 

Scientific Inc. The software allows for the storing of testing protocols and calibration 

constants and for quick plots of all rheological data. Data files were exported to 

Microsoft Excel for further data organization and conducting additional calculations.  

4.4 Results and Discussion of Viscometric and Rheological Measurements 

For these tests, viscometric and rheological properties for both fresh and sheared 

polymers were determined. The polymers were pre-sheared by injecting fresh polymer 
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through a sandpack at 25 mL/min (equivalent to 100 m/d or 328 ft/d Darcy velocity) 

consisting of Ottawa sands (#710) having an initial permeability and porosity of 11.4 D 

and 39.9%, respectively. The sandpack had been previously saturated with a 1,000-

mPa·s heavy oil (Esso Spartan 680) and was flushed to an Sor of 0.424 by several PVs of 

polymer at rates ranging from 0.1 to 25 mL/min. Thus the Sor value reflects one that may 

be encountered very near to the injection wellbore. The effective permeability to water, 

kw @ Sor was found to be 0.88 D.  In order to calculate the imposed shear on the polymer, 

two different calculations were used. The first was that by Jennings et al. (1971) (recall 

Eq. (5.5)) to arrive at a theoretical shear not accounting for polymer adsorption of 1,900 

s
-1

. The second was used to calculate a reduced theoretical shear rate and based on the 

Blake-Kozeny model (Garrocuh et al. (2006) – recall Eq. 5.6), which accounted for 

permeability reduction due to polymer adsorption; this corresponded to an imposed shear 

rate of 7,000 s
-1

.  

The first series of plots discuss the typical viscometric responses when bulk polymer 

fluids are measured in cone-plate viscometers for both fresh and sheared samples. The 

subsequent sections and the majority of the analyses, discuss the results of the 

rheological evaluation of polymers, specifically as a function of different polymer types, 

concentrations and measurement in precision shear tubes vs. capillary plugs, polymer 

molecular weight, hydrophobicity, shear degradation, salinity and temperature. 

4.4.1 Viscometric results 

The viscometric tests are normally performed to obtain a starting point for polymer 

screening activity. Especially for heavy oils, viscosity of displaced and displacing fluids 

has been previously regarded as paramount information for initial decisions in screening 
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polymers; however, the results only yield shear thinning or pseudoplastic information 

regarding the bulk fluid viscosity vs. shear rate. Figure 4.3 shows the calibrations for 9.1- 

and 985-mPa·s standards as measured using a Brookfield DV-II Pro viscometer at 25 °C, 

whereas Figure 4.4 shows the calibration of the V-E rheometer using water at 23 °C.  

For the tests discussed in this section, only the highest concentrations were tested and 

they correspond to the polymers used in the 1D, variable-flow rate, injectivity tests 

described later in Section 5. Therefore these tests focus on the different polymer types, 

and the influence of mechanical degradation as comparative tests were conducted on the 

bulk samples collected after injecting fresh, filtered polymer through a 1D sandpack.  

Firstly, four HPAM polymers obtained from SNF Floerger were examined: FLOPAAM 

3430, 3530 and 3630 with molecular weight ranges of 12, 16 and 20 million g/g·mol, 

respectively, and the FLOCOMB C3525 at 16 million g/g·mol. The 3430 and 3630 

HPAMs were made up at concentrations of 5,000 ppm, and 3,500 ppm, respectively, 

while the remainder of the polymers had concentrations of 4,000 ppm. This was based on 

the maximum concentrations that could be dissolved in the lab, without reducing the 

end-quality. Interestingly, only the 5,000 ppm 3430 HPAM exhibited any noticeable 

reduction in viscosity and the difference was greater in the lower shear range (Figure 

4.5). The reverse was found for the 4,000 ppm C319 HAP, where the sheared polymer 

showed a slightly higher viscosity over the range of shear rates as shown in Figure 4.6; 

however, this behaviour was not observed during the rheological tests described in the 

subsequent section. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show a comparison of all HPAM fresh and 

sheared solutions, respectively. For both the fresh and sheared solutions of the indicated 

concentrations, the 3530 and 3630 HPAMs exhibit very similar viscosity results. 
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(a) 

 

  

(b) 

Fig. 4.3 – Brookfield DV-II Pro Calibration Curves with  

(a) 9.1-mPa·s standard and (b) 985-mPa·s standard 25 °C 
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Fig. 4.4 – Vilastic V-E Rheometer Calibration Curve with water at 23 °C 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 – Viscometric results of fresh and sheared 3430 HPAM  
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Fig. 4.6 – Viscometric results of fresh and sheared C319 HAP 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 – Comparison of viscometric results for fresh HPAM solutions  
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Fig. 4.8 – Comparison of viscometric results for sheared HPAM solutions 
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Whereas the solutions of 3430 and C3525 exhibited similar viscosities for both of these 

solutions; however, of interesting note is that there is a shift in the viscosity at a shear 

rate of 4 s
-1

 where, above this shear rate, the 3430 has slightly higher viscosity and below 

this shear rate, the FLOCOMB C3525 polymer has greater viscosity. 

The comparison of the two HAP polymers for both fresh and sheared solutions is shown 

in Figure 4.9. It shows a marked difference in the bulk viscosities for the two different 

HAPs suggesting that the level of hydrophobicity plays a significant role in the 

resistance to flow. Also of important note is the fact that the D118 polymer shows no 

significant degradation in viscosity. 

For the following polymers (3530, C3525 and D118), maximum concentrations of 4,000 

ppm were made up in 3.5% NaCl brine and these also coincide with the 1D Variable-

flow tests discussed in Section 5. Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show data comparing 4,000 

ppm (fresh and sheared), 1% and 3.5% NaCl solutions for the three aforementioned 

polymers. In all three cases the increased salinity has a negative impact on the viscosity 

of the solutions; however, the greatest impact was on the 3530 HPAM. This loss in 

viscosity is due to the Debye-Hückel effect whereby the increased cation concentration 

screens off the repulsion effect between the COO
-
 groups, reducing the hydrodynamic 

radius and thus, viscosity (Baijal, 1992). Interestingly the higher salinity solutions that 

were sheared recovered some of the lost viscosity; this is likely due to the restructuring 

of the molecular weight distribution, but warrants further research which is outside the 

scope of this study.  
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Fig. 4.9 – Comparison of viscometric results for fresh and sheared HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.10 – Comparison of salinity effects for 4,000-ppm, 3530 HPAM solutions 
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Fig. 4.11 – Comparison of salinity effects for 4,000-ppm, C3525 FLOCOMB solutions 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.12 – Comparison of salinity effects for 4,000-ppm, D118 HAP solutions 
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Based on the standard viscometric study of these EOR polymers, it could be suggested 

that the C3525 and 3430 HPAMs and the C319 and D118 HAPs could be interesting 

polymers to examine further for their rheology and improved displacement of heavy oil 

in 1D sandpack floods. 

4.4.2 Effect of polymer type and concentration on rheology 

The first sets of experiments were conducted to compare the rheological behaviour of 

two types of polymer, an anionic HPAM, FLOPAAM 3530 and an HAP, Superpusher 

C319. These two polymers have comparable molecular weights and differ only by 

polymer type, the former being a traditional anionic co-polymer and the latter exhibiting 

hydrophobic functional groups. The polymers were tested at solution concentrations 

ranging from 500 to 4,000 ppm under both SHAKE and STRETCH protocols. Figures 

4.13 and 4.14 show plots for both C319 and 3530 of indicating the change in storage (G’ 

– dots) and loss (G” – solid lines) moduli as a function of relaxation time for varying 

concentrations in the 0.5-mm diameter, precision shear tube. The cross-over point of the 

G’ and G” curves occurs at the characteristic relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓𝑙. The C319 polymer 

does not show a cross-over moduli point until the concentration is increased to 2,000 

ppm representing a characteristic relaxation time of 0.029 s; however, the 3530 polymer 

does not show a cross-over moduli point until the concentration is increased to 3,000 

ppm yielding a characteristic relaxation time of 0.041 s. If the characteristic relaxation 

times at cross-over moduli points of both polymers for concentrations of 3,000 and 4,000 

ppm are compared, C319 exhibits 0.093 s and 0.139 s, respectively; while 3530 exhibits 

0.041 s and 0.064 s, respectively. The values obtained from measurements in precision 

shear tubes were in the range of those determined by Kim et al. (2010). 
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Fig. 4.13 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for C319 HAP solutions 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.14 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 3530 HPAM solutions 
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Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show viscosity curves, while Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show separate 

contributions of elasticity for C319 and 3530, respectively – both are a function of shear 

rate and measured in the 0.5-mm diameter shear tube. For the viscosity curves, very little 

difference is observed between the two polymer types, especially for the lower 

concentrations; at higher concentrations, the 3530 HPAM shows ever so slightly higher 

values over the range of shear rates. However, after closer examination of the elasticity 

plots, marked differences are noticeable. The C319 polymer shows higher elasticity over 

the whole concentration range. At a solution concentration of 4,000 ppm and typical in-

situ reservoir flow velocity corresponding to a shear rate of 10 s
-1

, the C319 polymer has 

an elasticity of 70 mPa·s compared to 46 mPa·s for the 3530 polymer.  
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Fig. 4.15 – Comparison of viscosity vs. SR for C319 HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.16 – Comparison of viscosity vs. SR for 3530 HPAM solutions 
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Fig. 4.17 – Comparison of elasticity vs. SR for C319 HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.18 – Comparison of elasticity vs. SR for 3530 HPAM solutions 
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Further analysis is presented in Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21, 4.22 showing both We and 

the relaxation time spectrum plotted as a function of shear rate for C319 and 3530, 

respectively. For the We values, in the case of C319 HAP, all concentrations cross the y-

axis of 1.0 at lower shear rates compared to 3530 HPAM. Similarly, the plots of the 

relaxation time spectrum show higher values over the range of shear rates. This implies 

that elastically-dominated flow occurs over a wider range of flow velocities and remains 

important at reservoir flow rates.   
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Fig. 4.19 – Comparison of We vs. SR for C319 HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.20 – Comparison of 𝜃𝑓 vs. SR for C319 HAP solutions 
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Fig. 4.21 – Comparison of We vs. SR for 3530 HPAM solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.22 – Comparison of 𝜃𝑓 vs. SR for 3530 HPAM solutions 
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Fig. 4.23 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 2,000 ppm C319 and 3530 solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.24 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 4,000 ppm C319 and 3530 solutions 
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4.4.3 Measurement in precision shear tubes vs. capillary plug on rheology 

The change in rheological properties during shear flow in tubes and capillary plugs is 

discussed here. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show comparative plots for both C319 HAP and 

3530 HPAM polymers at concentrations of 2,000 and 4,000 ppm, respectively, as 

measured in a 45.1-D capillary plug.  For the C319 HAP, the characteristic relaxation 

times for 2,000 and 4,000 ppm are 0.123 and 0.212 s, respectively. While for 3530 

HPAM, these values for the same concentrations are much lower at 0.037 and 0.155 s, 

respectively. In general, the characteristic relaxation time obtained from the cross-over 

moduli tends to be larger (longer) when measured in a capillary environment compared 

to the tubes. In the flow models previously mentioned in Sections 2.1 and 2.2  (Garrocuh 

et al., 2006; Delashad et al., 2008 and Stavland et al., 2010), all require an input value 

for the characteristic relaxation time. Through this analysis, different flow models would 

be obtained depending on whether the values from the tubes or capillary plugs were 

used, but in either case, the C319 HAP would exhibit larger predicted flow resistance 

due to the higher characteristic relaxation times. 
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Fig. 4.25 – Comparison of We vs. SR for 2,000 and 4,000 ppm C319 and 3530 solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.26 – Comparison of 𝜃𝑓 vs. SR for 2,000 and 4,000 ppm C319 and 3530 solutions 
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When the We values and relaxation times were measured as a function of shear rate in the 

45.1-D capillary plug, the higher concentration C319 HAP exhibited more desirable 

behaviour compared to the 3530 HPAM as shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. Of particular 

interest in both plots is the sub-10 s
-1

 shear rate region, where the We value indicates a 

stronger elastic contribution to flow resistance; the overall relaxation time spectrum for 

C319 HAP was similar to the 3530 HPAM at higher shear rates, but exhibited higher 

values as the shear rate dropped below 100 s
-1

. 

4.4.4 Effect of HPAM molecular weight on rheology 

The HPAM polymers were evaluated for rheological properties in the 45.1-D capillary 

plug as a function of increasing molecular weight, i.e. 3430, 3530, C3525, the 

FLOCOMB and 3630 polymers. The target comparison concentration for all the 

polymers was 4,000 ppm; however, for the 3630 HPAM some difficulty was 

encountered in obtaining consistent solution properties at this concentration and 1 wt.% 

NaCl brine. Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show plots of viscosity and elasticity as a function of 

shear rate. Surprisingly, the slightly higher concentration of the 3530 polymer showed 

higher viscosity and elasticity compared to 3630 over the whole range of shear rates. As 

expected both 3530 and 3630 exhibited higher viscosity and elasticity compared with the 

lower molecular weight 3430 polymer; this was also observed by Heemskerk et al. 

(1984). Interestingly, the C3525 polymer outperformed the other three HPAMs. Recall 

that this polymer was produced using a comb-like structure. Figures 4.29 and 4.30 show 

plots for We and relaxation time spectra as a function of shear rate.  Interestingly, the on-

set of elastically-dominated flow behaviour as indicated by We and the relaxation times 

were very similar for the three HPAM polymers. 
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Fig. 4.27 – Comparison of viscosity vs. SR for increasing MW HPAM solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.28 – Comparison of elasticity vs. SR for increasing MW HPAM solutions 
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Fig. 4.29 – Comparison of We vs. SR for increasing MW HPAM solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.30 – Comparison of 𝜃𝑓 vs. SR for increasing MW HPAM solutions 
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Given that the result is not experimental error, one explanation for this may be that the 

theoretical permeability of the capillary plug is too high at 45.1 D, to really differentiate 

the effect of molecular weight between the three similar anionic HPAMs. The 

FLOCOMB C3525 polymer showed a strong indication of elastically-dominated flow as 

the curve remained above a We value of 1 over the entire range of shear rates; it also 

exhibited a higher relaxation time spectrum. 

Similarly, Figure 4.31 shows the comparative plot of cross-over moduli for the four 

polymers. For the three traditional HPAMs, the curves nearly overlap, but converse to 

what was expected, the characteristic relaxation times actually slightly decreased with 

molecular weight. The values ranged from 0.14 s (3630 HPAM) to 0.20 s (3430 HPAM) 

when measured in the 45.1-D plug.  However, the HPAM with comb-structure, the 

FLOCOMB C3525 polymer, exhibited the highest characteristic relaxation time of the 

four HPAMs of 0.315 s; complementing the data in the previous figures.  

4.4.5 Effect of HAP hydrophobicity on rheology 

The viscosity and elasticity plots in Figures 4.32 and 4.33 clearly show that both are 

greater for the D118 HAP. While the C319 HAP exhibits similar behaviour to the 3530 

HPAM, the D118 HAP shows a 2-fold increase in both properties. The D118 HAP 

properties were also better than the C3525 HPAM. In order to further illustrate the 

properties of D118, Figures 4.34 and 4.35 show the We and relaxation time spectra. The 

elastically-dominated flow regime of the D118 HAP shows greater relevance over a 

larger range of shear rates, but specifically over the range of in-situ reservoir flow rates.  
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Fig. 4.31 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for increasing MW HPAM solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.32 – Comparison of viscosity vs. SR for D118 and C319 HAP solutions 
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Fig. 4.33 – Comparison of elasticity vs. SR for D118 and C319 HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.34 – Comparison of We vs. SR for C319 and D118 HAP solutions 
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Fig. 4.35 – Comparison of 𝜃𝑓 vs. SR for C319 and D118 HAP solutions 

 

 

Fig. 4.36 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for C319 and D118 HAP solutions 
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Figure 4.36 shows the characteristic relaxation time for each HAP; the D118 HAP shows 

approximately 0.30 s, while the C319 shows a value of 0.21 s. This implies that greater 

resistance within the porous media could be achieved with the D118 HAP. 

Since the possibilities for tailoring HAPs are essentially endless, the synthesis and 

characterization of these polymer types will continue to be a hot research area in the 

application of polymer flooding. Therefore a huge opportunity exists to collaborate with 

colleagues in chemistry to further develop expertise into the synthesis and 

characterization of these macromolecules and subsequently evaluated for their 

rheological and physical flow properties.  

4.4.6 Effect of shear degradation on rheology 

In order to compare the effect of shear degradation, fresh solutions of both 2,000 and 

4,000-ppm C319 were pre-sheared through a sandpack at a volumetric flow rate of 25 

mL/min with an approximate 0.5 L of degraded effluent collected for reinjection. The 

properties of the sandpack were summarized in the introduction of Section 4.4. As 

shown in Figures 4.37 and 4.38, shearing the polymer resulted in a reduction in 

characteristic relaxation from 0.13 s to 0.03 s and from 0.21 s to 0.16 s, for the 2,000-

ppm and 4,000-ppm concentrations, respectively. These plots suggest that the 

degradation effect on characteristic relaxation time is more prominent at lower 

concentrations.  
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Fig. 4.37 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for fresh and sheared 2,000-ppm C319 HAP 

 

 

Fig. 4.38 – Comparison of G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for fresh and sheared 4,000-ppm C319 HAP 
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Fig. 4.39 – Comparative plots of viscosity and elasticity vs. 𝜔 for 2,000-ppm C319 HAP 

 

 

Fig. 4.40 – Comparative plots of viscosity and elasticity vs. 𝜔 for 4,000-ppm C319 HAP 
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Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the change in viscosity and elasticity as a function of radian 

frequency at a constant shear rate of 10 s
-1

. For the 2,000-ppm concentration, the fresh 

polymer solution exhibits greater viscosity compared with the sheared sample; however, 

at a frequency of 1 rad/s, the viscosity of the sheared sample remains higher. Elasticity 

was greater over the entire range of frequencies for the fresh sample. For the case of the 

4,000-ppm concentration, at a constant shear, surprisingly the viscosity actually 

improved as frequency increased. Similar to the lower concentration, the elasticity of the 

fresh sample was greater than the sheared sample at a constant shear; however, as the 

frequency increased above 1 rad/s, the elasticity of the sheared sample improved. This 

may be due to the fact that the shearing altered the molecular weight distribution such 

that the elasticity was improved (Urbanissova et al., 2010).   

4.4.7 Effect of salinity on rheology 

In order to compare the effect of salinity on the characteristic relaxation time, a 3,000-

ppm, C319 HAP was examined in both 0.1 wt.% and 1 wt.% NaCl brines in both the 

tube and 45.1-D capillary plug, as shown in Figures 4.41 and 4.42. The change in salinity 

although small, showed that the bulk rheology in the tube was more sensitive than when 

measured in the capillary plug. The characteristic relaxation time only decreased by few-

hundredths of a second when measured in the capillary plug.  

4.4.8 Effect of temperature on rheology 

In order to illustrate the effect of temperature, both 3,000-ppm C319 HAP and 4,000-

ppm 3530 HPAM were tested at temperatures ranging from 22 °C to 31 °C. As shown in 

Figures 4.43 and 4.44, when measured in the 0.5-mm tube, no appreciable changes in the  
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Fig. 4.41 – Effect of salinity on G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 3,000-ppm C319 HAP in shear tube 

 

Fig. 4.42 – Effect of salinity on G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 3,000-ppm C319 HAP in 45.1-D  
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Fig. 4.43 – Effect of temperature on G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 3,000-ppm C319 HAP 

 

 

Fig. 4.44 – Effect of temperature on G’ and G” vs. 𝜃𝑓 results for 4,000-ppm 3530 HPAM 
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characteristic relaxation times were observed. One set of tests were completed with 

respect to temperature in the 45.1-D capillary plug. The data showed a decreased in 

cross-over moduli as temperature increased. This result was somewhat expected; 

however, at 31 °C, a cross-over moduli was not even observed. 

4.5 Chapter summary 

Although the rheological properties displayed differences when measured in a precision 

shear tube versus a capillary environment, the capillary plug provides a theoretical 

permeability estimate of 45.1 D. For this reason, polymers dissolved in brines above 

3.5% or tested at temperatures above 31 °C may not yield any interesting rheological 

information as the permeability of the capillary environment is perhaps too high. These 

samples would be better evaluated using flow behaviour methods in 1D sandpacks. 

There were however, many interesting findings from this study that can be summarized. 

In both cases of shear tube and porous capillary plug, viscosity and elasticity have been 

measured separately to demonstrate the potential contributions of each. Supplementary 

analysis using properties such as relaxation time and Weissenberg Number were 

included; these represent the time the polymer molecules remain in a stretched 

confirmation and the on-set of elastically-dominated flow behaviour, respectively. It has 

been demonstrated that hydrophobically associating polymers exhibit significantly 

greater elastic contribution to fluid flow resistance than do traditional polyacrylamides of 

the same molecular weight, especially at low flow velocities typically found in-situ of a 

reservoir. In addition, HAP polymers of lower molecular weight and medium density 

hydrophobicity exhibited greater elastic response. Wassmuth et al. (2012) recently 
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conducted experiments suggesting that HAP polymers can generate higher in-situ 

viscosities and improve oil recovery from dual permeability sandpack floods, compared 

to their HPAM counterparts. Although elasticity contributions were not quantified, their 

study supports the improved rheology of HAP polymers presented in this study. The 

results from this study imply that both the D118 HAP and the FLOCOMB C3525 

polymer will exhibit viscoelastic behaviour nearer to the wellbore and sustain it for much 

longer as the flow regime transitions to in-situ flow fields; however, in order to 

understand what impact this will have on injectivity and oil displacement, both 

laboratory 1D and 3D physical modeling should be undertaken prior to implementing a 

pilot-scale operation. 

Practically speaking, the rheology of EOR polymers is useful for screening purposes in 

terms of narrowing down which polymers to proceed with for further testing. In addition 

to viscosity, other properties such as elasticity, relaxation time, changes in moduli and 

Weissenberg Number provide insight into the flow and deformation of these fluids. 

Interestingly, these properties are also required if one wishes to empirically model 

polymer fluid flow or mathematically describe dynamic or non-Newtonian viscosity. 

These theoretical formations describing universal viscosity (both pseudoplastic and 

viscoelastic flow regimes) are best validated against 1D sandpack floods.  The Variable-

flow rate, injectivity tests described in Section 5.2 leads to the last method to determine 

dynamic viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids; concept of resistance factor through pressure 

measurements during physical experimentation. 
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5. 1D SANDPACK FLOODS 

This section outlines the various equipment and methodologies used to conduct the 1D 

sandpack floods, including detailed descriptions of the experimental set-ups and 

procedures. Two types of 1D sandpack floods were conducted. The first, variable-rate 

polymer injections were used to determine mobility reduction or resistance factor data as 

a function of flow velocity to infer viscoelastic resistance of polymer solutions under 

dynamic flowing conditions. This was conducted under residual oil saturation conditions 

and select tests were validated using the empirical, modified-Darcy’s law equation put 

forth by Garrocuh et al. (2006) using the concept of Viscoelasticity Number, NV, first 

introduced by Wreath et al. (1990) – Recall Equations (2.13) and (2.14).  

The second type of sandpack floods involved conducting heavy oil, immiscible 

displacements by specific commercially available polymers. Pressure behaviour, 

fractional fluid cuts and recovery factor or displacement efficiency, were determined for 

each experiment. 

5.1 Unconsolidated Sands representing the Porous Media  

The unconsolidated porous media were represented by Ottawa sands of the #710 variety 

obtained from Bell & Mackenzie Co. Ltd., Canada. The sand is primarily quartzite-silica, 

white-coloured, sand with a round geometry. Figure 5.1 shows the particle-size 

distribution (PSD) and chemical analysis obtained from the B&M#710. The modified 

Carmon-Kozeny equation (Eq. (5.1)) put forth by Panda and Lake (1994) was used to 

calculate a theoretical permeability (in Darcies) based on the PSD: 
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𝑘 (𝐷) =
𝐷𝑝

2∙𝜙3

72∙𝑇∙(1−𝜙)2
×

(𝑔∙𝐶𝐷𝑝
3+𝐶𝐷𝑝

2+1)
2

(1+𝐶𝐷𝑝
2)

2                                      (5.1) 

The following terms can be defined as: T, is the tortuosity, 𝐶𝐷𝑝 is the quotient of the 

standard deviation, s, divided by the summation of the number mean particle sizes and 𝑔 

is a skew factor that considers the particle size, number of distributions, n, and the 

standard deviation, s, as shown in Eq. (5.2).  

𝑔 =
𝑛

((𝑛−1)∙(𝑛−2))
× ∑ [

(𝐷𝑝𝑖−𝐷𝑝𝑁𝑀)

𝑠
]
3

                                                 (5.2) 

The additional terms Dpi and DpNM are particle size (cm) for a given n and particle size of 

the number mean (i.e. Dp/Number fraction), respectively. 

Using this methodology and the particle size distribution for the B&M#710 sands, the 

permeabilities were estimated to fall between 8 to 12 D.  
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Fig. 5.1 – Particle-size-distribution (PSD) and Chemical Analysis of B&M #710   

 

Fig. 5.2 – Photo of 1-in. diameter, 6-in. and 12-in. long, Swagelok tubing assemblies 
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5.2 Sandpack Preparation and Methodology 

For all 1D sandpack flood experiments, a 1-in. diameter Swagelok
®
 tube (6- or 12-in. 

length) was modified by internally machining the ends of the tube to accommodate an 

inlet/outlet distribution inserts that were covered with 200-mesh stainless steel fabric. 

This design was initially developed and implemented by R. R. Wilton and Harald and 

Harlan Berwald from the University of Regina’s Engineering Workshop during research 

conducted at the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) (Wilton, 2009; Wilton 2010). 

The inside of the tube was thinly coated with Blue Magic
®
, Brush-on Electrical Tape 

(obtained from Princess Auto, Regina, SK), a rubber-type fluid that dries to a water-tight 

seal.   Prior to letting the fluid dry, the tube was temporarily packed with sand in order to 

create a thin, roughened internal surface for the subsequent sandpack to adhere to and 

prevent injected fluids from channeling at the wall of the tube. This sand was removed 

before proceeding with the wet-pack. The tube was wet-packed with 1% NaCl brine and 

#710 Ottawa sand. A photo of both 6-in. and 12-in. (with internal pressure taps) tube 

assemblies are shown in Figure 5.2.   

Pore volume (PV) was determined from the mass and density of the brine added to the 

wet-pack procedure. Brine was placed in the tube assembly and sand was vibrated as it 

settled by gravity and displaced some of the brine upward in the tube. Once the brine 

reached the top of the tube, it was drained back into the original brine container; this 

action of draining the fluid against the settling sand, further aid the compaction of the 

sand grains in the direction to flow in the flood. This process was repeated until both 

brine and sand filled the entire tube up to the where the sandface meets the flow 

distributor endcap. All dead volumes were subtracted from the total amount of brine 
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added. At this point, the other distributor and end cap were replaced and brine was 

injected through the core to saturate the other dead volume. The sandpack was 

considered to be ready for permeability measurements.  

The absolute permeability was measured using single-phase flow with 1% NaCl brine at 

several flow rates (0.1 – 25 mL/min). In all displacements, pressure drop across the core 

was measured with Validyne pressure transducers. The slope from the plot of the 

pressure drop vs. flow rate was used to deduce the permeability by extracting the fluid 

viscosity, core length and cross-sectional area parameters. A schematic of the 1D 

sandpack experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5.3.   
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Fig. 5.3 – Schematic of 1D, sandpack experimental set-up (modified from Pantus, 2012) 
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5.3 Variable-flow Rate (VFR) Polymer Injectivity Tests  

Polymer solutions were loaded into a Teledyne 1000D syringe pump and first injected at 

0.1 mL/min until a stable pressure drop was obtained. The sandpack was assumed to be 

fully adsorbed/saturated with polymer at this time and the rates were increased to a 

maximum volumetric injection rate of 25 mL/min. For some sandpack floods, a 400-mL 

volume of sheared polymer solution was collected during the 25 mL/min rate for re-

injection in subsequent VFR tests to quantify changes in resistance factor, Fr, due to 

possible mechanical degradation over the flow conditions tested. After stabilization at 25 

mL/min, the flow rates were systematically decreased to 20, 15, 10, 7, 5, 3, 1.5, 0.8, 0.2 

and 0.1 mL/min, allowing for pressure stabilization at each step-change. This 

methodology was implemented to take advantage of the improved mobility ratio of less 

degraded polymer (at lesser and lesser shear rates) displacing more degraded polymer 

during each reduction in flow rate – this would in turn, yield a stabilized pressure drop 

much faster than an increasing flow rate sequence. The rheological properties of injected 

and sheared samples were evaluated. All experiments were conducted at 23 °C. 

The main purpose of the 1D VFR Polymer Injectivity Tests was to determine the Fr 

values (i.e. in-situ viscosity values) at several flow rates (i.e. Darcy velocities or shear 

rates) in order to characterize the dynamic viscosity of each polymer for screening 

purposes, but also for developing an appropriate viscosity fluid model for simulation 

input. The Fr values are often referred to in the literature as the ratio of water mobility to 

polymer mobility. Traditionally, the effective permeability to polymer is not known; 

however, given that it is an aqueous fluid, it is customary to assume that both effective 
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permeabilities to water and polymer are equal at a given flow rate such that a ratio of 

viscosities results as shown in Eq. (5.3) (Green and Willhite, 1998):  

𝐹𝑟 =
𝜆𝑤

𝜆𝑝
=

𝑘𝑤
𝜇𝑤

⁄

𝑘𝑝
𝜇𝑝

⁄
=

𝜇𝑝

𝜇𝑤
                                                          (5.3) 

In order to experimentally determine the Fr value under laboratory conditions, both 

polymer and water solutions are injected at the same range of flow rates (i.e. qp = qw) and 

conducted on the same sandpack (area, A and length, L are unchanged). Darcy’s law can 

be introduced for each viscosity term such that the Fr values are essentially a ratio of the 

pressure drops as shown in Eq. (5.4). 

𝐹𝑟 =
𝜇𝑝

𝜇𝑤
=

𝑘𝑝∙𝐴∙∆𝑃𝑝

𝑞𝑝∙𝐿
𝑘𝑤∙𝐴∙∆𝑃𝑤

𝑞𝑤∙𝐿

⁄ =
∆𝑃𝑝

∆𝑃𝑤
⁄            (5.4) 

The procedure for characterizing the flow behaviour of polymer solutions was adopted 

from Garrocuh et al. (2006) and interpreted by the authour to the best of his ability. The 

post-polymer brine injection pressure drop, flow rate and core dimensions were used in 

Darcy’s law to calculate a flushed or reduced permeability (kf) such that an apparent 

polymer viscosity could be calculated. The theoretical shear rate within the porous media 

before polymer injection can be determined from Jennings et al. (1971) as shown in Eq. 

(5.5): 

�̇� = (
1.41𝑢

𝜙
)

1

√𝑘𝜙
                (5.5) 
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The flushed brine permeability (i.e. brine permeability after polymer injection) was also 

used to calculate the reduced porous medium shear rate (�̇�𝑝) due to polymer adsorption 

based on the Blake-Kozeny model as shown in Eq. (5.6). 

�̇�𝑝 = [
3𝑛+1

4𝑛
]

𝑛

𝑛−1 4𝑢

√8𝑘𝑓𝜙
            (5.6) 

The following description is the authour’s interpretation of the procedure used by 

Garrocuh et al. (2006). From classical relationships of power-law fluids, the product of 

the apparent viscosity and the reduced porous medium shear rate, �̇�𝑝, yields the reduced 

shear stress in the porous medium, �̇�𝑝. A log-log plot of �̇�𝑝 vs. �̇�𝑝 yields intercept, �̅� and 

slope, �̅�, where the latter is an average power-law constant for the polymer in the porous 

medium. This parameter was used to calculate the viscoelastic number, NV (Recall Eq. 

(2.13)) and the non-linear relationship between Darcy velocity and pressure drops (Eq. 

(2.14)) as discussed in Section 2.2. By using the �̅� parameter, any contributions to 

additional pressure drop due to polymer adsorption and entrapment effects within the 

porous medium are accounted for because it is derived from the flushed or reduced 

permeability, kf.  

5.4 Results and Discussion of Variable-flow Rate (VFR) Injectivity Tests  

Eight sandpack floods are discussed in the subsequent sections that examine the flow 

behaviour and modeling of EOR polymers based on polymer type, concentration, shear 

history and salinity under residual oil saturation conditions. The measure of dynamic 

resistance to flow uses the concept of resistance factor. The resistance factor vs. velocity 

relationship of an idealized EOR fluid is shown in Figure 5.4.  
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Fig. 5.4 – Idealized EOR Fluid compared to the flow Behaviour of SNF3630 HPAM 
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5.4.1 Effect of polymer type and shear history 

The first three experiments discussed look at the flow behaviour and dynamic viscosity 

through the concept of resistance factor, i.e. in-situ viscosity for both fresh and sheared 

solutions of varying molecular weight HPAMs (Flopaam 3430, 3530, 3630), as shown in 

Figures 5.5 through 5.7 The first thing to note is that the shape of the Fr curves are all 

similar – a folding over of the curves at high velocities, indicating some level of 

mechanical degradation beyond 100 m/d, followed by a shear-thinning or pseudo-plastic 

regime reaching a minimum near an interstitial velocity of 20 m/d before entering a 

shear-thickening or viscoelastic regime as the flow rate reduces further out into the 

reservoir. 

The resistance factor at high flow rates increases with molecular weight indicating that if 

field-scale injection rates exceed these values, injectivity will be more challenging if 

higher molecular weight polymers are used. The shear degradation increases 

significantly as molecular weight increases; however, most of this damage occurs in the 

higher velocity resistance. The advantage of using higher molecular weight polymers is 

that higher bulk viscosities are obtained at lower concentrations, but upon comparison of 

the variable-rate injectivity plots the SNF 3430 HPAM appears more resilient to the 

exposure to high rates and returns to similar low-end velocity resistance.  
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Fig. 5.5 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of  

SNF 3430 HPAM 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of 

SNF 3530 HPAM 
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Fig. 5.7 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of 

SNF 3630 HPAM 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of  

SNF C319 HAP 
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Figures 5.8 through 5.10 show similar comparisons for fresh and sheared solutions of 

HAPs with low and medium density hydrophobicity (C319 and D118) and a FLOCOMB 

polymer, C3525.  

Both HAP polymers are affected slightly by the shear history; however, the biggest 

difference is the return to high resistance at the low-end velocities exhibited by D118. It 

was the only polymer to cross back over the Fr = 100 mark at a velocity of 10 m/d and 

continued to as high as 217 for the unsheared solution. Even after some mechanical 

degradation effects, the shear solution of D118 returned to 200. This indicates that 

despite some structure loss to the polymer at high rates, the polymer still exhibits enough 

elastic attributes to maintain high resistance. Some researchers have attributed this to the 

ability for the HAPs to have inter- and intramolecular interactions due to the 

hydrophobic chemistries (Taylor & Nasr-El-Din, 1995)  

Similar behaviour was observed for the C3525 polymer, although its fresh solution flow 

behaviour at extremely high resistance was followed by a Newtonian-like behaviour 

approaching low velocities. However, this behaviour matched the other regimes of other 

polymers after the solution was sheared. 

Although all the polymers exhibited high resistance at higher velocities – which could 

limit polymer injectivity long-term – this may be mitigated by using horizontal wellbores 

at moderate injection rates (<300 m
3
/d) or using vertical injectors at low injection rate 

(50-100 m
3
/d); the latter requiring a much higher injector well count to maintain 

cumulative voidage to off-set producing wells. 
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Fig. 5.9 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of 

SNF D118 HAP 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for fresh and sheared solutions of  

SNF C3525 
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5.4.2 Effect of solution salinity and shear history 

Lastly, 3530 HPAM, C3525 FLOCOMB and D118 HAP were compared to determine 

the effects on flow behaviour when higher salinities and shear history were applied – 

Figures 5.11 through 5.13 compare these. The salinity effects were very negative for the 

3530 HPAM and the C3525 polymers. The resistance factor dropped to very low values, 

especially at the cross-over point in the flow regimes around 20-30 m/d. The loss in 

resistance could be explained by the rheological evaluations discussed in Section 4 – 

which also saw massive reduction in the contribution to resistance by elasticity in higher 

saline solutions. 

The salinity effects on D118 were far less than those observed for the first two polymers. 

The salinity still impacted the resistance over the whole velocity field considerably; 

however, it was the most shear and salinity resistant among the polymers tested as seen 

in Figure 5.13. Interestingly, even after shearing the solution in 3.5% NaCl, the low-end 

velocity Fr value still exceeded 100. Therefore, this polymer would be expected to 

perform well in heavy oil displacement tests, as will be discussed in Section 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.11 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for SNF 3530 HPAM: salinity and shear 

effects 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.12 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for SNF C3525: salinity and shear effects 
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Fig. 5.13 – Resistance factor vs. interstitial velocity for SNF D118 HAP: salinity and shear 

effects 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.14 – Comparison of flow behaviour for all fresh polymer solutions  
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5.4.3 Summary of Variable-flow Rate Injectivity Tests 

The variable-flow rate injectivity tests performed are an excellent way to generate in-

situ, dynamic viscosity profiles for different non-Newtonian fluids. This is especially 

important for capturing the shear-thickening or viscoelastic flow behaviour near the 

injection wells and accurately describing it within numerical simulation of field-scale 

projects. 

Figure 5.14 shows a summary plot of all fresh polymer solutions tested for injectivity. 

The open-symbol lines represent the three HPAMs, while the fill-symbols are for the 

HAPs – the light curve is the C3525. The Fr data increases observed at higher flow rates, 

indicative of a strong viscoelastic or shear-thickening response. Seright et al. (2011) also 

found Fr values to be similar for HPAM and HAP polymers of comparable molecular 

weight; however, the HAP was at a concentration of approximately two-thirds of the 

HPAM. This coincides with the findings here and it is clear from Figure 5.14 that the 

D118 HAP exhibits the most favourable flow behaviour relative to the other polymers, 

slightly lower at higher injection rates, but strong viscoelastic response at low flow rates. 

Seright et al. (2011) also conducted injectivity tests in both water- and oil-wet cores and 

found the Fr values for HAP were the same in both media, suggesting that the higher-

than-expected Fr values may not be a function of increased adsorption or retention. 

Depuis et al. (2011) also found anomalous behaviour when injecting HAP polymers into 

sandpack of different permeability. After a short injection period of 1.25 PVs, the Fr 

values began to greatly increase up to 20,000, especially in the front section of the core. 

They addressed this as a flow-induced gelation of a higher, molecular weight species – 

this was not found to occur for traditional HPAMs. The flow-induced gelation was 
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believed to be a function of the permeability or a specific critical pore throat radius, but 

it was thought to not be attributed to the local velocity or shear rate in the core because 

the flow rates were adjusted for the different permeability cores such that the same core 

shear rate was maintained. By contrast, this type of behaviour was not observed in the 

tests described in this thesis because the molecular weight was much higher. In the 

Dupuis et al. (2011) tests, a much lower molecular weight HAP (~200K to 2 million 

Dalton) was used that allows for increased inter- and intramolecular associations and 

more gel-like behaviour to occur. Regardless, the practical implication of this is that the 

injectivity for HAP polymers could be a strong function of the permeability of the near 

wellbore area and could also be very dependent on the molecular weight, since the 

hydrodynamic radii of polymers are related to their molecular weight and configuration 

in solution. 

5.5 Empirical polymer flow modeling 

Two polymer injectivity tests were selected to illustrate the capability of modeling 

polymer flow behaviour using Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) and (5.6) in conjunction with the 

procedure outlined in Section 5.3. Plots of the viscoelastic number, NV vs. pressure 

gradient (atm/cm) yielded a negatively-sloped straight line with intercept, α and slope, β. 

These variables were used to correlate the linear velocity, u, with pressure gradient 

utilizing the polymer’s characteristic relaxation time, θfl, porous media power-law 

constant, �̅� and the flushed sandpack permeability, kf.  
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5.5.1 1,800-ppm SNF C319 HAP Flow Modeling 

A 1,800-ppm SNF C319 HAP in 1% NaCl solution was injected into a sandpack at 

volumetric injection rates ranging from 0.2 mL/min to as high as 7.0 mL/min. 

Rheological analysis as described in Section 4 was performed in both tube and porous 

capillary plugs; however, the relaxation time from the capillary plug of 0.13 seconds was 

used in the calculations. The power-law constant for this polymer was determined from a 

log-log plot of shear stress vs. shear rate data obtained from a Brookfield DV-II+ 

viscometer and the slope was determined to be 0.618. Brine injections yielded sandpack 

porosity and permeability to brine of 38.9 %PV and 5.68 D, respectively, with a flushed 

permeability of 0.234 D. 

The volumetric flow rates were converted to Darcy velocity and the theoretical shear 

rates within the porous media were calculated using the correlation from Jennings et al. 

(1971) as shown in Eq. (5.5), while the flushed permeability (i.e. post-polymer brine 

permeability) was used in the reduced shear rate calculation (Eq. (5.6)) to consider the 

increased shearing effect due to polymer adsorption. The velocity conversions are 

summarized in Table 5.1. The reduced shear stress and shear rate were plotted as shown 

in Figure 5.15 in order to determine the slopes (i.e. �̅�) at both low and high volumetric 

flow rates. For this particular polymer-sandpack system, this corresponded to �̅� values of 

0.7987 and 1.7578 for the low and high flow rate values, respectively.  
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Table 5.1 – 1,800-ppm C319: Flow rates, velocity and theoretical/reduced porous media SR 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.15 – 1,800-ppm C319: Reduced shear stress vs. shear rate 
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The viscoelastic number, NV, was calculated (recall Eq. (2.13)) as shown in Eq. (5.7). 

𝑁𝑉 =
√𝑘𝑓𝜙

𝜃𝑓𝑙𝑢
�̅�−1

= 𝛼 (
Δ𝑃

𝐿
)
𝛽

                          (5.7) 

The NV values were then plotted against the measured pressure drop at each injection rate 

in order to yield viscoelastic properties of the intercept, α and slope, β as depicted in 

Figure 5.16.  

The darker colored positively sloped curve indicates the shear-thinning behaviour, while 

the lighter colored negatively sloped curve indicates the shear-thickening portion of the 

behaviour. The α and β variables change with respect to the polymer system (i.e. 

relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓𝑙) and the sandpack characteristics (i.e. kf, ϕ and �̅�) and are used in the 

subsequent calculation of the predicted pressure gradient. 

The pressure gradient-flow rate data from the 1D polymer injectivity tests were used to 

validate the modified, Darcy flow model suggested by Garrocuh et al. (2006) as recalled 

from Eq. (2.14): 

𝑢 = [
√𝑘𝜙

𝛼𝜃𝑓𝑙
]

1

�̅�−1

(
Δ𝑃

𝐿
)

𝛽

1−�̅�
                       (5.8) 

Rearranging Eq. (5.8) to calculate the predicted pressure gradient for a given Darcy 

velocity results in Eq. (5.9): 

Δ𝑃

𝐿
=

[
 
 
 

𝑢

[
√𝑘𝜙

𝛼𝜃𝑓𝑙
]

1
�̅�−1

]
 
 
 

1−�̅�

𝛽

                       (5.9) 
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Fig. 5.16 – 1,800-ppm C319: Viscoelastic Number, NV vs. pressure gradient 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.17 – 1,800-ppm C319: Comparison of predicted and experimental pressure gradients 
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Figure 5.17 shows the predicted pressure gradient from the empirical model compared 

with the experimentally measured pressure gradient from the injectivity test. Both the 

intercept values and the slopes for the empirical data, 64.919 and 1.3237 and the flow 

model, 57.798 and 1.2738, respectively, were quite similar, indicating an acceptable 

match was obtained. 

5.5.2 2,000-ppm SNF 3530 HPAM Flow Modeling 

A 2,000-ppm SNF 3530 HPAM in 1% NaCl solution was injected into a sandpack at 

volumetric injection rates ranging from 0.2 mL/min to as high as 25.0 mL/min. 

Rheological analysis as described in Section 4 was performed in both tube and porous 

capillary plugs; however, the characteristic relaxation time from the capillary plug of 

0.03 seconds was used in the calculations. The power-law constant for this polymer was 

determined from a log-log plot of shear stress vs. shear rate data obtained from a 

Brookfield LV-DV II+ viscometer and the slope was determined to be 0.527. Previous 

wet-packing and brine injections yielded sandpack porosity and permeability to brine of 

34.9 %PV and 8.0 D, respectively. 

The volumetric flow rates were converted to Darcy velocity and the theoretical shear 

rates and reduced shear rates within the porous media were calculated and summarized 

in Table 5.2 This sandpack was 100% saturated with 1% NaCl brine and not previously 

flooded with any oil or polymer. The reduced shear stress and shear rate were plotted as 

shown in Figure 5.18 in order to determine the slopes (i.e. �̅�) at both low and high 

volumetric flow rates. For this particular polymer system, one �̅� value alone was able to 

respresent the whole range of shear stress and rate data over all flow rates of 1.3393.  
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Table 5.2 – 2,000-ppm 3530 Flow rates, velocity and theoretical/reduced porous media SR 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.18 – 2,000-ppm 3530: Reduced shear stress vs. shear rate 
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Fig. 5.19 – 2,000-ppm 3530: Viscoelastic Number, NV vs. pressure gradient 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.20 – 2,000-ppm 3530: Comparison of predicted and experimental pressure gradients 
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The �̅� value was used to calculate the Nv number which were then plotted against the 

measured pressure drop at each injection rate in order to yield viscoelastic properties of 

the intercept, α and slope, β as depicted in Figure 5.19.  

Figure 5.20 shows the predicted pressure gradient from the empirical model compared 

with the experimentally measured pressure gradient from the injectivity test. Both the 

intercept values and the slopes for the empirical data, 47.485 and 1.3393 and the flow 

model, 79.993 and 1.351, respectively, were close; however, not as well as the previous 

match. This model should be further validated using the adapted methodology outlined 

in this thesis and conducted for new polymers and reservoir sand media. 

5.6 1D, Heavy Oil, Immiscible Displacement Experiments  

The heavy oil, immiscible displacement experiments were conducted using the same 

porous media as the previously described experiments with the same sandpack 

preparation as that described in Section 5.2. Table 5.3 provides a summary of the 

sandpack properties polymer used and the waterflood (WF) and polymer flood (PF) 

recoveries for each flood. 

After determining absolute permeability to brine, the oil transfer cylinder containing the 

1,000-mPa·s heavy oil was connected and oil re-saturation commenced until no mobile 

water was observed in the effluent, indicating an irreducible water saturation and 

corresponding initial oil saturation. A waterflood of the sandpack (either variable-rate 

waterflood (VRWF) – with a second oil flood – and/or initial waterflood (IWF)) 

preceded the polymer flood. Pressure drop was monitored as a function of flow rate and 

PVs injected for all phases injected.  Fluid cuts were collected in 15-mL or 100-mL glass 
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Table 5.3 – Summary of polymer-heavy oil displacement tests 
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centrifuge vials such that fluid recovery data could be interpreted. After completion of 

oil recovery due to polymer injection, an extended waterflood was conducted to observe 

any additional oil recovery, remove any residual polymer and to obtain a stabilized 

pressure drop to indicate the reduction in permeability due to polymer adsorption at the 

residual oil saturation. Lastly, oil was reinjected into the sandpack to determine the 

effective permeability to oil after polymer flood. 

5.6.1 2,000-ppm SNF 3530 HPAM 1D Flood of Heavy Oil 

A 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil was initially displaced by water injection. The differential 

pressure peaked at 282 kPa/m after 0.16 PVs injected and dropped shortly after once 

water breakthrough was observed. Recovery from the sandpack after 1.15 PVs of initial 

waterflood (IWF) was 13.5 %OOIP. The injection was then switched to a 2,000-ppm, 

30-mPa·s (@ 10 s
-1

), 3530 HPAM for an initial polymer flood (IPF). End-point mobility 

(Mend-pt) ratio was improved from 251 to 8.4. A peak pressure differential of 83 kPa/m 

was observed shortly before polymer breakthrough after 0.1 PVs injected. A total of 1.18 

PVs of polymer were injected, achieving a final recovery factor of 27.4 %OOIP – an 

incremental recovery over waterflood of 13.9 %OOIP.  Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the 

recovery factor vs. PVs injected, including differential pressure and oil cut, respectively. 

The maximum oil cut due to polymer flood in this sandpack peaked at 41% before 

gradually declining back to 1% at the end of the polymer flood. A summary of the 

relative permeabilities calculated and corresponding saturation changes and RF are 

summarized in Table 5.4. 
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Fig. 5.21 – 2,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPas heavy oil: RF and dP vs. PVs injected 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.22 – 2,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPas heavy oil: RF and oil cut vs. PVs 

injected 
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Table 5.4 – Summary of saturation and relative permeability end-points for 2,000-ppm 3530 

HPAM displacing heavy oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.23 – 2,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPas heavy oil: RF vs. velocity 
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After the original polymer flood was completed, a variable-rate polymer flood (VRPF) 

was initiated to determine at which velocity additional oil was mobilized. The rates were 

systematically increased as described in the Variable-rate Injectivity tests in Section 5.4. 

Figure 5.23 shows a plot of incremental RF as a function of Darcy velocity. The first 

point showing a recovery of 13.9 %OOIP at velocity of 0.40 m/d corresponds to the 

production described in the previous paragraph. A small amount of oil was recovery (1-3 

%OOIP) as velocity was increased to 6 m/d; however, the majority of the incremental oil 

recovery did not occur until the velocity exceeded 20 m/d.   As flow rate was increased 

to 28, 40 and 80 m/d (typical near-wellbore velocities), each step further increased the 

recovery by anywhere from 6 to 17 %OOIP with the final incremental oil recovery of 57 

%OOIP. The increased oil recovery can be explained through the increased capillary 

number, NCa = vμ/σ. Since the capillary forces are unchanged, velocity increases 

recovery for both waterflood and polymer flood; while the increased 

viscosity/elasticity/resistance to flow by the addition of polymer can further contribute to 

the reduction in So. 

5.6.2 4,000-ppm SNF 3530 HPAM 1D Flood of Heavy Oil 

A comparative test utilizing 4,000-ppm, 114-mPa·s (@ 10 s
-1

) 3530 HPAM displaced the 

same 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil, improving the Mend-pt from 259 to 2.3. Prior to polymer 

injection, a variable-rate waterflood was completed (VRWF) whereby after an initial 

flood at 0.1 mL/min (0.4 m/d Darcy velocity), the rates were again systematically 

increased, up to a maximum of 80 m/d. An oil flood was conducted to re-saturate the 

sandpack and to conduct a IWF prior to the main polymer slug.  Then, another VRPF 
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that was conducted after the main injection sequences; the VR injection sequences will 

be discussed later in this subsection. 

During the IWF, the differential pressure peaked at 202 kPa/m after 0.17 PVs injected 

and coincided with water breakthrough. A total of 0.97 PVs of water were initially 

injected and recovery from the sandpack at this time was 17.8 %OOIP – slightly higher 

than the first flood. The injection was then switched immediately to a 4,000-ppm 3530 

HPAM polymer flood. A peak pressure differential of 212 kPa/m was observed shortly 

before polymer breakthrough after 0.25 PVs injected. As polymer injection continued 

after breakthrough, the differential pressure dropped only slightly.  Both the initial 

pressure spike and the flowing pressure were markedly higher than the 2,000-ppm 3530 

flood, indicating that the apparent viscosity and resistance to flow of the polymer was 

much higher at the higher concentration.  A total of 2.55 PVs of polymer were injected. 

The longer injection time was related to the fact that oil production was still increasing, 

achieving a final recovery factor of 51.3 %OOIP – an incremental recovery over 

waterflood of 33.5 %OOIP.  Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the recovery factor vs. PVs 

injected, including differential pressure and oil cut, respectively. The maximum oil cut 

due to polymer flood in this sandpack surprisingly only peaked at 21%; however, unlike 

the previous flood with lower concentration, the oil cut remained in the range of 12-19% 

for the remainder of the flood and stabilized at 7-8% for the remainder of the polymer 

flood.  
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Fig. 5.24 – 4,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and dP vs. PVs injected 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.25 – 4,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and oil cut vs. PVs 

injected 
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After the original polymer flood was completed, a variable-rate polymer flood (VRPF) 

was initiated. Figure 5.26 shows a plot of incremental RF as a function of Darcy velocity 

for both the VRWF and VRPF on this sandpack. The first points showing a recovery of 

17.8 and 33.5 %OOIP at velocity of 0.40 m/d corresponds to the initial production 

described in the previous paragraph. A small amount of oil was recovery (1-3 %OOIP) 

as velocity was increased to 6 m/d; however, the majority of the incremental oil recovery 

did not occur until the velocity exceeded 20 m/d. As flow rate was increased to 28, 40 

and 80 m/d (typical near-wellbore velocities), each step further increased the recovery by 

anywhere from 6 to 17 %OOIP with the final incremental oil recovery from VRPF of 

21.1 %OOIP. This can be explained through the increased capillary number as both the 

viscosity and velocity of the injected polymer fluid play into the reduction in So. 

A summary of the relative permeabilities calculated and corresponding saturation 

changes and RF are summarized in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5 – Summary of saturation and relative permeability end-points for 4,000-ppm 3530 

HPAM displacing heavy oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.26 – 4,000-ppm 3530 HPAM flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF vs. velocity 
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5.6.3 2,000-ppm SNF C319 HAP 1D Flood of Heavy Oil 

This test examined the displacement of the same 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil utilizing 2,000-

ppm, 37-mPa·s (@ 10 s
-1

) C319 HAP, improving the Mend-pt from 326 to 8.8. A variable-

rate waterflood was again completed (VRWF) whereby after an initial flood at 0.1 

mL/min (0.4 m/d Darcy velocity), the rates were again systematically increased, up to a 

maximum of 100 m/d. An oil flood was conducted to re-saturate the sandpack and to 

conduct a IWF prior to the main polymer slug.  Then, another VRPF that was conducted 

after the main injection sequences; the VR injection sequences will be discussed later in 

this subsection. 

During the IWF, the differential pressure peaked at 109 kPa/m after 0.09 PVs injected 

and water breakthrough occurred shortly after this. A total of 0.79 PVs of water were 

initially injected and recovery from the sandpack at this time was 14.2 %OOIP – in the 

same range of the first two floods. The injection was then switched immediately to a 

2,000-ppm C319 HAP polymer flood. A peak pressure differential of only 31 kPa/m was 

observed and polymer breakthrough occurred after 0.19 PVs injected. As polymer 

injection continued after breakthrough, the differential pressure dropped to 9 kPa/m. 

Despite the lower pressure gradient, the sandpack continued to produce oil at an oil cut 

of 2-16%.  A total of 2.21 PVs of polymer were injected – the longer injection time was 

related to the fact that oil production was still increasing, achieving a final recovery 

factor of 30.9 %OOIP – an incremental recovery over waterflood of 16.8 %OOIP.     

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the recovery factor vs. PVs injected, including differential 

pressure and oil cut, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.27 – 2,000-ppm C319 HAP flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and dP vs. PVs injected 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.28 – 2,000-ppm C319 HAP flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and oil cut vs. PVs 

injected 
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After the original polymer flood was completed, a variable-rate polymer flood (VRPF) 

was initiated. Figure 5.29 shows a plot of incremental RF as a function of Darcy velocity 

for both the VRWF and VRPF on this sandpack. The first points showing a recovery of 

11.2 and 16.8 %OOIP at velocity of 0.40 m/d corresponds to the initial production 

described for WF and PF prior to increasing the rates.  

During the VRWF, only the velocity of 12 m/d produced any significant additional 

recovery (11.4 %OOIP) with subsequent increases in flow only resulting in < 1.5 

%OOIP incremental recovery. For the polymer flood, increases of 5.9, 7.7 and 3.0 

%OOIP incremental were obtained for flow rates of 3.2, 11.9 and 99 m/d, respectively. 

Overall for this polymer at increasing rates, a final incremental oil recovery of 21.5 

%OOIP. 

A summary of the relative permeabilities calculated and corresponding saturation 

changes and RF are summarized in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6 – Summary of saturation and relative permeability end-points for 2,000-ppm C319 

HAP displacing heavy oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.29 – 2,000-ppm C319 HAP flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF vs. velocity 
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5.6.4 4,000-ppm SNF D118 HAP 1D Flood of Heavy Oil 

This test examined the displacement of the same 1,000-mPas heavy oil utilizing 4,000-

ppm D118 HAP. A full waterflood (FWF) was completed first whereby a constant rate 

of 0.1 mL/min (0.4 m/d Darcy velocity) was used to inject multiple PVs until oil cut was 

< 2%. After this, a second oil flood was conducted to resaturate the sandpack back to Soi 

and an IWF was completed. During the IWF, the differential pressure peaked at 140 

kPa/m after 0.174 PVs injected and coincided with water breakthrough. A total of 0.811 

PVs of water were initially injected and recovery from the sandpack at this time was 22.2 

%OOIP – slightly higher than some of the previous floods, but definitely in the range of 

heavy oil waterfloods for this viscosity. The injection was then switched immediately to 

a 4,000-ppm, 225-mPa·s (@ 10 s
-1

) D118 HAP polymer flood, improving the Mend-pt 

from 296 to 1.3. A peak pressure differential of 769.7 kPa/m (markedly higher than 

previous tests) was observed and polymer breakthrough occurred after 0.093 PVs of 

polymer injected. As polymer injection continued after breakthrough, the differential 

pressure gradually decreased, but remained quite high – above 400 kPa/m. Significant 

amounts of oil continued to be produced over the next 1.75 PVs of polymer injection 

eventually reaching an incremental RF of 43.3 %OOIP and a total RF of 65.5 %OOIP.     

Figures 5.30 and 5.31 show the recovery factor vs. PVs injected, including differential 

pressure and oil cut, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.30 – 4,000-ppm D118 HAP flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and dP vs. PVs injected 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.31 – 4,000-ppm D118 HAP flood of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil: RF and oil cut vs. PVs 

injected 
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Interestingly, much of the oil production during this particular HAP flood was in the 

form of an emulsion. The emulsion would usually break on its own over the course of 24 

hours. The main concern pertains to the emulsion stability using reservoir fluids and 

mineralogy from actual reservoir sand and what problems this may result in at the field 

level. In the lab – time, heat/energy or centrifuging can be used to effectively separate 

the fluids; however, this may add another level of complexity to the separation of heavy 

oil, brine and polymer at the field level using this particular polymer.  

A summary of the relative permeabilities calculated and corresponding saturation 

changes and RF for this flood are summarized in Table 5.7. 
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Table 5.7 – Summary of saturation and relative permeability end-points for 4,000-ppm D118 

HAP displacing heavy oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.32 – Incremental oil recovery factor for different polymers vs. PVs injected 
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5.6.5 Summary of 1D Heavy Oil Floods 

Velocity and viscosity play a strong role in recovery of heavy oil. The behaviour 

observed in the previous section illustrates the chaotic nature of two-phase, slug flow of 

heavy oil observed in the up and down behaviour of the pressure gradient prior to 

breakthrough. The larger increases in pressure gradient are due to the main bank or front 

of injected fluid traveling through the sandpacks. The recovery of oil will be higher 

around the near-wellbore region of the injection source due to high velocities and the 

high resistance to flow observed when polymer is added to the injection solution. This 

behaviour is more pronounced in the cases with greater polymer viscosity fluids. 

Transition of velocities above 10 m/d will likely only be encountered in vertical injection 

wells, due to the high volume throughput over a smaller surface area, where as horizontal 

wells are expected to have much less near wellbore velocities. 

A marked improvement in the displacement of heavy oil in sandpacks was observed 

when HPAM concentration was increased. In both cases for HAP polymers, they 

outperformed the HPAM floods. This was also observed by Wassmuth et al. (2012) and 

Pantus (2012). Figure 5.32 shows the incremental oil recovery by polymer alone for the 

four floods. In addition to the higher viscosity polymer slugs producing 2-3 times more 

oil, both the HAP polymers initial recovery curve showed a sharper slope, indicating the 

early time oil rate was accelerated more over the HPAM floods. 

Interestingly, both low viscosity polymer floods (HPAM and HAP) showed a leveling 

off in the recovery factor after approximately 0.65 PVs injected, whereas the higher 

viscosity floods showed continued increasing production trend beyond 0.65 PVs 

injected. It could be suggested that the higher concentration polymer’s elasticity is 
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further contributing to the additional oil production, likely due to the fact that the 

elasticity is prolonging the snap-off and stranding of residual oil saturation, as suggested 

by Huh and Pope (2008).   

The main questions pertaining to the decision of how concentrated of a polymer slug to 

use in a heavy oil flood are: 1) at which point does the additional resistance due to 

greater viscosity and elasticity of the higher concentration polymers greatly impact long-

term injectivity; 2) for a given polymer slug size, do the chemical economics justify the 

increased oil recovery and 3) what is the impact of higher concentration polymer on the 

produced fluids in terms of separation of emulsions. The last point was generally found 

to be more concerning with HAP systems where the interactions between hydrophobic 

function groups and oleic components of similar nature within the heavy oil, that may 

contribute to emulsion stability. Ultimately, many of these questions can only be 

answered by carefully planned laboratory evaluations and field pilots.  
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6. 3D PHYSICAL MODELING 

The 3D physical modeling of any process is desirable because it provides valuable 

information as to how the recovery performance may deviate from that obtained from 1D 

sandpack floods. Previous research on solvent vapour extraction (SVX) technologies 

using large-scale, 3D physical modeling was conducted by the authour and others and 

can be found in the literature (Knorr et al., 2008) and in other technical documents 

(Knorr, K.D. and Wilton R.R., 2007; Knorr, K.D., Wilton, R.R. and Zeng, F., 2008; 

Knorr, K.D., Wilton, R.R., Jia, P. and Imran, M., 2009).   In the particular case of this 

thesis research, the heavy oil polymer flooding process was chosen to be modeled in the 

3D physical model. 

6.1 Design, Fabrication and Material Parts of the 3D Physical Model 

The 3D physical model described in this section was primarily envisioned to provide a 

more realistic description of EOR processes, specifically chemical flooding processes, 

which could be coupled with information obtained from 1D sandpack floods and 

numerical simulation. The main benefit of the 3D physical model is that it can elucidate 

any flow anomalies observed in the 1D sandpack floods in which no discernible 

difference occurs between different chemical injection slugs. In addition, any anomalies 

that may arise due to variances in volumetric sweep caused by permeability contrasts 

and/or wellbore configuration will be highlighted. The 3D model will allow for direct 

performance comparison of several different chemical EOR flood processes. Some 

specific questions that operators have regarding chemical EOR performance are: can an 

HAP flood perform better than a traditional HPAM flood; will the extra cost of an ASP 
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flood actually translate into additional production compared to a straight polymer flood? 

The model has the capability to answer some of these important questions, while being 

able to investigate multiple wellbore placements. By capturing the chemistry and physics 

of these processes and through operation of 3D physical modeling, a better 

understanding of the true potential for these processes may be realized and enabling 

better constraint on numerical simulation outcomes. 

Based on discussions between R.R. Wilton and F. Torabi, design drawings and 

fabrication were completed by Harald and Harlan Berwald of the Faculty of Engineering 

Workshop and welding was outsourced to Dumur Industries of White City, SK. The 

model was constructed from 304-stainless steel (SS), 2.54-cm thick and the inside of the 

model was initially lined with a 2.54-cm thick neoprene rubber to mitigate wall 

channeling of the fluids. Mechanical and physical properties of the 304-SS can be found 

in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively (Source: www.AtlasSteels.com, accessed Feb. 2013). 

Very little literature could be found pertaining to the design of rectangular pressure 

vessels, as most resources primarily discussed cylindrical vessels which are much more 

robust. 

  

http://www.atlassteels.com/
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Table 6.1 – Mechanical Properties of 304-Stainless Steel 

 

 

 

Table 6.2 – Physical Properties of 304-Stainless Steel 
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Fig. 6.1 – Description of rectangular pressure vessel and location of bending moments (adapted 

from Starczewski, 1981) 
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Starczewski (1981) published a document discussing design considerations for non-

circular pressure vessels; therefore the calculations were based on those reviewed in this 

document. Figure 6.1 shows an example of a rectangular pressure vessel with dimensions 

L and h; due to the symmetry, it is convenient to examine one quadrant of the cross-

section. In the case of the 3D physical model described in this research, the model is 

square and therefore, L = h and the bending moments MA = MC are also equal. The initial 

design of the model did not include gussets or stiffners on the covered sections of the 

model. Therefore it was deemed appropriate to use the following formula for uniform 

wall thickness: 

𝑃 =
𝜎

6∙𝛼∙(𝐿 𝑡⁄ )
2
+𝐿

2∙𝑡⁄
            (6.1) 

Where, P is the pressure (MPa), σ is the tensile strength of the material (MPa), α is a 

function of the L dimension and is 0.0833 and t is the thickness (cm). 

Using the above formula, the resulting pressure is 1.154 MPa (167 psi). If the ultimate 

strength of 860 MPa is used instead of the tensile strength, this number increases to 

1.908 MPa (277 psi). Since the side edges of the lid will be fixed, the bending moment, 

M, at location C was calculated using the formula from Case 7 in the quick reference 

table in the appendix of Starczewski (1981), which is based entirely on the calculated 

pressure and lengths of the adjoining members. 

𝑀 =
𝑃∙𝐿4

24
             (6.2) 

In this case, the bending moment, MC, was calculated to be 0.0152 and 0.0252 MPa·cm 

at the corresponding tensile and ultimate strengths for 304 SS, respectively. 
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The only way to increase the model strength and rigidity further was to make the model 

smaller (which would affect the scaling negatively) or increase the wall thickness of the 

model beyond the 2.54-cm thickness, which would add considerable weight to the 

model. Based on the initial design, the 3D physical model failed an initial pressure test at 

410 kPa (60 psi). Therefore, the model lid required reinforcement with stainless steel 

gussets and a subsequent pressure test performed at Dumur Industries (White City, SK) 

prior to delivering to the U of Regina labs and passed the desired limits at 2,700 kPa 

(390 psi) by. The lid was drilled and tapped with 29, 0.318-cm (1/8-in) NPT to 0.318-cm 

(1/8-in) Swagelok unions to allow for connection of the 101-kPa (15-psi), 690-kPa (100-

psi) and 2,000-kPa (300-psi) stainless steel, strain gauge pressure transducers obtained 

from Omega Inc. (ON, Canada). 

The 3D physical model dimensions were based on a field model having dimensions of 

400-m length, by 400-m width (40-acre well spacing), by 6-m height. This is typical for 

many of the heavy oil Lloydminster formations and the Cactus Lake, Hearts Hill fields 

and the Fusilier, Coleville fields operated by Northern Blizzard and Penn West, 

respectively, at the time of writing this thesis. The 3D physical model dimensions are 

0.75-m length, by 0.75-m width, by 0.123-m height. At a porosity of 30%, pore volumes 

for the field and model were 288,000 m
3
 and 0.0267 m

3
 or 26.7 L, respectively. The field 

wellbore radius was chosen as 0.1 m, while the lab-scale wellbore radii were based on a 

5/8-in. effective tubing diameter giving a radius of 0.00794 m. 
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Fig. 6.2 – Wire wrapped screen wellbore material used in 3D physical model 

 

 

Fig. 6.3 – Schematic of 3D physical model with potential well placements 
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The wellbore material was obtained from Screen Services (St. Albert, AB). Figure 6.2 

shows an example of the 316-SS, screened tube, wellbore material. It has a nominal 

diameter of 1.59 cm (5/8-in.) constructed from #30 wedge-wire wrapped around #29 

support rods on 0.36-cm (0.14-in.) centers. A slot size of 0.051 mm (0.002 in., 51 μm) 

was chosen to transmit fluid flow, but retain the porous media without having to wrap 

the well with a stainless steel mesh. The screened well was welded to a union fitting that 

was 1.27-cm (1/2-in.) NPT (National Pipe Thread) to 1.27-cm (1/2-in.) Swagelok thread. 

This allowed for a seal-tight connection between the 3D physical model with the NPT 

thread and connection to flow lines via the Swagelok thread connection. The wells were 

placed directly in contact with the base, lid and walls of the model and 12.3-cm and 75-

cm lengths were fabricated for both horizontal and vertical wellbore placements as 

shown in the schematic in Figure 6.3. The model was scaled based on dimensions in 

meters, such that the effective aspect ratio, i.e. ratio of length-to-height dimensions of the 

physical model, was represented by a 6:1 for field:lab dimensions in SI units.  

The model is situated in a framed sub-structure and attached to a rotating, horizontal axle 

shaft such that the model can be turned upside down to pack with porous media with the 

wells already in place. A schematic of the frame is shown in Figure 6.4. It consists of 

rectangular, 5.1-cm (2-in.) × 7.6-cm (3-in.) or 7.6-cm (3-in.) × 10.2-cm (4-in.) steel 

members and sits on 450-kg (1,000-lb.), heavy duty, locking casters.  The entire frame 

has a footprint of 132-cm (52-in.) × 122-cm (48-in.). The 3D physical model weight 

(including bolts, lid and neoprene rubber lining) is estimated to be 680 kg (1,500 lbs), 

while the saturated sandpack (sand + fluids) will have an additional weight of 130 kg 

(286 lbs).   The frame is estimated to weigh 160 kg (350 lbs), which includes the casters  
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Fig. 6.4 – Schematic of 3D physical model frame (courtesy of H. Berwald) 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 – Electric actuator assembly (EAA) with 7-way ball valve and 100-mL graduated vials 
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of 50 lbs. Attached to the frame at each corner are the electrically-actuated, production 

assemblies (Figure 6.5). Each production well is connected to a 7-way, stainless steel, 

ball-valve (obtained from Swagelok Fluid Systems) mounted to the electric actuator 

assembly (EAA) (model MDM-060DT obtained from Hanbay Inc., Beaconsfield, QC). 

The main flow line entering the ball-valve was 0.635-cm (1/4-in.) Swagelok SS tubing 

reduced down to 0.318-cm (1/8-in.) Swagelok SS tubing. A stainless steel collection 

plate was mounted to each production assembly to accommodate six, 100-mL centrifuge 

vials; therefore, four sets of vials total. The graduated centrifuge vials were fed via 

0.318-cm (1/8-in.) Tygon
®
 tubing. During initial production of pure oil, flow is diverted 

to 1-L graduated cylinders, also mounted on the frame corners. After water 

breakthrough, the EAAs are activated and controlled through the National Instruments 

(NI) Labview Data acquisition/controlling software and miniDAQ (mini data 

acquisition) hardware chassis with associated modules.  The NI 9472 module is an 8-

channel, 24V logic, 100 μs, sourcing digital output module that signals a series of relay 

switches to activate the EAA, moving the ball valve at specified time/production 

intervals. This allows for complete control over the production of fluids after water 

breakthrough. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the main display and graphical plotting tabs 

created in NI Labview. 

Fluid injection is achieved through dual, Teledyne ISCO 1000D series pumps run in 

continuous injection mode as shown in Figure 6.8. The syringe pumps feed tap water to 

the bottom side of a 20-L hydraulic, transfer cylinder, fabricated by TRD manufacturing 

Ltd. and obtained from HyPower Inc. (Regina, SK). The hydraulic cylinder is used to 

inject various process fluids (oil, brine, chemical slugs) and resides on its own sub-  
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Fig. 6.6 – NI Labview main GUI display tab (original in colour) 

 

Fig. 6.7 – NI Labview graphical plotting tab (original in colour) 
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Fig. 6.8 – Dual, Teledyne ISCO 1000D syringe pumps for injection into the 3D physical model 
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frame that is bolted securely to the mainframe. Connections from the pump and from 

hydraulic cylinder to the model were all 0.635-cm (1/4-in.) Swagelok SS tubing. In order 

to map the pressure throughout the model, twenty-eight taps were made into the top of 

the model and fitted with 0.318-cm (1/8-in.) NPT to 0.318-cm (1/8-in.) Swagelok 

fittings. The model side of the fitting was covered with a 200-mesh stainless steel fabric 

to prevent sand particles from leaving the model. The three ranges of pressure 

transducers (previously mentioned) were used and attached to the model; the transducer 

locations and installation are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The signal wires were 

connected to an NI 9205, 32-channel, ±200 mV to ±10 V, 16-bit analog input module. 

The NI Measurement and Automation software was used to calibrate the pressure 

transducers. A third module, NI 9211 4-channel, 24-bit, ±80 mV thermocouple input 

module was used to monitor the room temperature. Figure 6.11 shows the electrical 

connections to all NI modules in the miniDAQ chassis, while Figure 6.12 shows an 

illustration of the contour profiling based on the pressure measurements during injection.  
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Fig. 6.9 – Location of Omega pressure sensors (original in colour) 

 

Fig. 6.10 – 3D physical model with Omega pressure sensors installed (original in colour) 
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Fig. 6.11 – Electrical connections to NI miniDAQ modules (original in colour) 

 

Fig. 6.12 – Real-time 3D model contour mapping of pressure measurements (original in colour) 
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6.2 Methodology and Preparation of the 3D Physical Model 

The 3D physical model was prepared using two different methods: dry and wet porous 

media packs.  In both methods, Ottawa Sand #710 was used as the porous media since its 

permeability was previously known from 1D sandpacks and theoretical models. In both 

methods, once packed, the 140-kg (310-lbs) lid was lowered into place via a small 

engine crane. In order to ensure the lid was secured evenly to the model and to avoid any 

breaches in the seal, 1.27-cm (1/2-in.) hex-bolts were systematically wrenched into place 

using an impact gun before rotating the entire model right-side up. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 

shows pictures of the packed model and model with torqued-down lid, respectively. An 

inverted, 5-spot vertical well scheme with central injector and four (4) corner producing 

wells was chosen as the development strategy to be modeled. 

6.2.1 Dry Pack Method 

The dry pack method utilized 75 kg of sand that was vibrated into place using a 

pneumatic vibration tool, a hand tamper and a precision-crafted level to allow a perfect 

fit for the top, neoprene liner and lid. A dry sandpack method leaves air in the pore 

spaces; to remove this air, the 3D model was tilted on a 45° angle and a gravity-stable, 

top down injection of CO2 gas into the two up-dip corner wells was commenced at a 

constant pressure of 200 kPa until a steady flow was observed at the center and down-dip 

corner wells; this was continued for approximately 1 hour to ensure the model was filled 

with CO2 prior to evacuating.  

Once saturated with CO2, a vacuum gauge was placed on the center well and the model 
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Fig. 6.13 – 3D physical model packed with #710 Ottawa sand (original in colour) 

 

Fig. 6.14 – 3D physical model with lid installed and torqued down (original in colour) 
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was vacuumed for approximately 2 hours. Once a suitable vacuum stabilized (i.e. 

approximately -90 kPag), the model was shut-in and the vacuum loss was observed over 

a 2 hour period; an acceptable vacuum loss rate of 1.5 kPag/hr was targeted. During this 

time, a 100-L container was filled with 1 wt.% NaCl brine and raised up above the model 

and connected via 0.635-cm (1/4-in.) tubing. The brine was imbibed into the model and 

the mass difference and brine density were used to calculate the pore volume. Lastly, at 

least 1-L of brine was injected through the center well and produced from the corner 

wells to displace any dissolved CO2 gas and to ensure consistent fluid flow. Once 

satisfied that no additional CO2 bubbles were displaced from the sandpack, the dry-

packed, brine-saturated model was presumed ready to conduct flow testing. 

This method was used in the first 3D model experiment (3D_1). Using the dry pack 

method, the model has a pore volume of 15.6 L, representing a porosity of 38.4%; 

however, the model failed due to channeling along the top of the model and leaky 

pressure ports to the outside of the neoprene liner. In order to remedy this issue, many 

changes were made to the method and a wet pack method was preferred as describe in 

the next section. 

6.2.2 Wet Pack Method 

The wet pack method was different in that the neoprene lining was removed (increased 

inside dimensions to 75-cm x 75-cm x 12.3-cm) and a similar coating was applied with 

embedded sand particles as described for the 1D sandpacks from Section 5.  This coating 

was also used to better secure the pressure ports into the model. The permeability 

determined from 1D sandpacks outline in Section 5 and the Carmen-Kozeny theoretical 

permeability (Panda & Lake, 1994) for this sand particle-size distribution was 8-12 D.  
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Approximately half of the expected pore volume of brine was weighed and poured into 

the model. Measured amounts of sand were gently sprinkled throughout the model with 

small shovels; as the sand filled the model, the brine level rose up to the model edges. At 

this time, the wells were opened to drain some of the brine out – this brine’s mass was 

subtracted from the total mass of brine used to fill the model. This process was repeated 

until completely filled with sand and the top layer was observed to have a damp, water-

logged surface, but with no free pooling brine. Once satisfactory, a precision-cut 1/8” 

thick lead sheet was laid over top of the sand with a vacuum-rubber layer inserted 

between the lead sheet and model lid. Once the lid was bolted down, 380 kPag (55 psig) 

of pressure was injected into a central port expanding the whole model surface area and 

exerting a force of 48,470 pounds on the lead sheet, compacting the sand tightly. The 

wells were again opened slightly to allow fluid to drain from the model at a constant 

overburden pressure of 380 kPag until no additional fluid drained. This expunged brine 

was also subtracted from the total mass of brine added for saturation. At this time, the 

wet-packed model was presumed ready for permeability validation through build-up 

testing. Using this method, 3D_2 model had a pore volume of 25.87 L representing a 

porosity of 38.2% due to the larger bulk volume without the neoprene liners. 

 

6.3 Operation of 3D Physical Model 

The 3D physical model required a series of flooding operations to prepare for the 

subsequent reservoir floods and recovery processes. The general sequence was to i) flow 

or build-up test the model; ii) saturate the model with oil to irreducible water saturation; 
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iii) waterflood and polymer flood the model. These processes are described in more 

detail in the subsequent sections. A step-by-step procedure can be found in Appendix A. 

6.3.1 Build-up Testing the 3D Physical Model 

Once the model was packed, saturated and had pressure sensors connected, the first step 

was to flow test the model to ensure all pressure sensors were working appropriately and 

to recheck their calibration under baseline conditions and constant temperature. This was 

done by injecting brine through the center well and producing from the corner wells into 

the 1-L graduated cylinders. Several different rates between 10 and 100 mL/min were 

used and all connections purged to ensure complete hydraulic connection in the model. 

In the build-up test, all wells were closed in and brine was injected into the central 

injector and the build-up pressure was recorded at a fixed injection rate of 15 mL/min.  

Fig. 6.15 displays the peak, simulated pressure profile for all pressure transducers after 

25 minutes of injection, while Fig. 6.16 shows the match between simulated and 

experimental readings for the pressure transducer, P20 on the injection well. The 

matches for other pressure transducers can be found in Appendix B. 
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Fig. 6.15 – Peak, simulated pressure profile of 3D physical model during build-up test (original 

in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 6.16 – Matched simulated and experimental data for the P-20 pressure transducer during 

build-up test (original in colour) 
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6.3.2 Oil Re-saturation of the 3D Physical Model 

The next step was to fill the 20-L hydraulic cylinder with the 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil and 

attach the oil injection manifold to commence oil re-saturation of the model. The 

injection manifold was constructed from 0.635-cm (1/4-in.) Swagelok
®
 tubing with 

0.635-cm (1/4-in.) 3-way, ball valves at each well. In order to ensure a uniform and 

gravity stable displacement of brine by heavy oil, the model was rotated slightly such 

that a 45°, down-ward dip angle was achieved. The strategy involved oil injection (1-5 

mL/min) into one of the up-dip, corner wells while producing from the adjacent corner 

well before opening the valves to the center and down-dip, corner wells (Figure 6.17). 

This encouraged heavy oil displacement across the top of the model first. Once oil 

communication occurred, the adjacent corner well was also converted to an oil injection 

well by switching the 3-way, ball valve. At this time, the remaining center and down-dip, 

corner wells were opened and allowed to produce resident brine into their respective 1-L 

graduated cylinders. Once oil communication was established with the center well, it too 

was converted into an oil injection well. Oil injection continued until no further mobile 

brine was observed at the down-dip, corner wells. Material balance and density of the 

produced brine was used to calculate the initial oil saturation which was found to be 0.94 

and based on a PV of 25.87 L, this correlates to a OOIP value of  24.31 L.  

Once the oil re-saturation was complete, the injection manifold was removed and 0.635-

cm (1/4-in.) Swagelok
®
 tubing was connected directly from the 20-L transfer cylinder to 

the center injection well; similarly, additional 0.635-cm (1/4-in.) Swagelok
®
 tubing was 

installed at each corner well to deliver produced fluid directly to the EAAs.    During the  
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Fig. 6.17 – 3D physical model during oil re-saturation (original in colour) 
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stage of pure oil production, fluid was produced through the EAA and directly into the 1-

L graduated cylinders. Once water breakthrough occurs at the production wells, the EAA 

was activated to begin producing fluid to the 100-mL graduated centrifuge vials (recall 

Figure 6.5) such that appropriate accuracy of the two-phase, fluid cuts could be 

measured.  

6.3.3 Determination of Injection Rate in 3D Physical Model for Flood Sequences 

The desired injection rate for the 3D physical model was determined based on a uniform 

displacement front extending radially out from the injection well such that an interstitial 

velocity equivalent to 0.3 m/d (1 ft/d) was encountered within the model. A range of 

radii from 0 to 53 cm were assumed (from injection wellbore until flood front meets 

production well) and areas were calculated, respectively. Areas were calculated in two 

ways: 1) the areal plane, i.e. A = πr
2
 and 2) the product of circumference and height, A = 

2πd·h, as shown in Figure 6.18 and 6.19, respectively.  The volumetric rates were 

calculated from each area and a weighted-average volumetric rate was found. The 

volumetric rates using the areal method yielded a greater weighted-average of 22.6 

mL/min, whereas the second method yielded a weighted-average of 8.15 mL/min. Due to 

the viscosities and pressure limit (approx. 500 psi) of the 3D physical model, the average 

of these two injection rates, 15 mL/min, was chosen. The production wells were 

produced under ambient pressure conditions with 2-kPa (0.3-psi), Swagelok
®
 poppet-

style check valves to mitigate backflow or siphoning from the model. 
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Fig. 6.18 – Areal plane of 3D physical model for volumetric rate calculations 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.19 – Circumference/height of 3D physical model for volumetric rate calculations 
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6.4 Results and Discussion of the 3D Physical Model Flood Sequences  

The following subsections describe the results of the 3D physical model waterflood, 

polymer and extended waterflood sequences. A snapshot of the injection phases, PV 

injected, individual well RFs, incremental and overall RF are displayed in Table 6.3.  

6.4.1 Waterflood of a 1,000-mPa·s Heavy Oil in a 3D Physical Model 

The initial waterflood of the 3D_2 physical model test involved the injection of 0.78 PVs 

of 1% NaCl brine to displace the 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil. Continuous injection of all 

injectants was conducted at a constant rate of 15 mL/min. Through injection of 0.78 PVs 

of water, the physical model would reside in a state similar to fields that had been under 

waterflood for approximately 7-10 years (depending on pool size and daily field 

injection rate). As typically expected from the waterflood of heavy oils, the injection 

pressure spiked immediately to 212.6 kPa, but dropped off to 24.2 kPa shortly after 

water breakthrough, eventually appearing to stabilize around 12.0 kPa. This was 

observed in three wells (NW, NE and SW) after 0.086 PVs of injection (2.235 L); the SE 

well showed water breakthrough 0.01 PVs later. Therefore a pure oil production interval 

registering 8.6 %OOIP recovery factor (RF) was observed. After water breakthrough, the 

production was directed to the EAAs to monitor two-phase fluid production for the 

remainder of the flood sequences. With continued water injection, the model oil recovery 

approached 20 %OOIP after 0.78 PVs injected. Typical Canadian medium-heavy oil 

waterfloods average 30 %OOIP RF after 1.5 hydrocarbon PVs injected (HCPVI) 

(Petroleum Society of CIM, 1994); therefore, the 3D model recovery from waterflood is 

very consistent with this average.   Figure 6.20 shows the overall model RF and injection 

pressure profile during the waterflood,   while Figure 6.21 shows a plot of the overall RF 
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Table 6.3 – Summary table of RFs during different flooding sequences during 3D_2 model flood 
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Fig. 6.20 – 3D model recovery factor and injection pressure profile during initial waterflood 

 

Fig. 6.21 – 3D model recovery factor and oil cut profile during initial waterflood 
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from the model and producing oil cut. Despite the fact that the model was packed with a 

narrow particle-size distribution of homogeneous sand, the individual production wells 

produced at different rates and fluid cuts. This is evident by examining the early time oil 

rate (Figure 6.22) and water cut profiles of each production well (Figure 6.23). It is clear 

that up until water breakthrough, the NE and NW wells produced at a higher initial oil 

rate and cumulative fluid production was pretty consistent between the four producers. 

These two best producers also saw higher initial water cut rise, but this was due to 

increased cumulative fluid production or water throughput from the injection well. After 

0.2 PVs injected the cumulative fluid production begins to diverge more, with water cut 

in the NE well stabilizing at 92%. The oil production rate from each well after 0.3 PVs 

injected showed less variation, but the remaining three wells showed slightly higher oil 

cuts and the water cuts rose more slowly before all wells stabilized at water cuts greater 

than 90% after 0.4 PVs injected. It is generally well-known that most of the medium-

heavy oil waterfloods in western Canada are high, water cut producers (Petroleum 

Society of CIM, 1994). 

The waterflood was further analyzed using the concept of water-oil-ratio (WOR). 

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show WOR vs. PV injected and WOR vs. RF, respectively. An 

economic WOR cut-off of 100 was used to illustrate the remaining waterflood life of the 

3D physical model. In Figure 6.24, if an average line is drawn amongst the four 

producing wells, a WOR = 100 is reached after 1.36 PVs injected. Continuing with 

similar analysis for Figure 6.25, the WOR = 100 limit occurs after 24.8 %OOIP 

recovery. Again, this is well within the limits of typical medium-heavy oil waterflood 

recovery (Petroleum Society of CIM, 1994). 
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Fig. 6.22 – 3D model individual well oil rates and cumulative fluid production during initial 

waterflood (original in colour) 

  

Fig. 6.23 – 3D model individual well water cut profiles during initial waterflood (original in 

colour) 
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Fig. 6.24 – 3D model individual well WOR vs. PV Inj. during initial waterflood (original in 

colour) 

  

Fig. 6.25 – 3D model overall WOR vs. RF during initial waterflood 
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6.4.2 Polymer Flood of a 1,000-mPa·s Heavy Oil in a 3D Physical Model 

The polymer injection sequence commenced immediately after the initial waterflood 

with a target injection of 0.7 PVs injected. This volume was chosen for several reasons: 

1) it was the same length of the initial waterflood; 2) it represented an economic 

chemical slug volume and injection time relative to the field and 3) it coincided nicely 

with the volume of the transfer cylinder. The polymer used for the tertiary recovery flood 

was a 4,000-ppm SNF 3530S HPAM in 1% NaCl. Its chemical and rheological 

properties were discussed in great detail in sections 3 and 4 of this thesis and it is a 

commonly used HPAM promoted in the industry for polymer flooding.  Immediately 

after commencing viscous polymer injection, the injection pressure rose sharply to 200.0 

kPa, after which 0.2PVs of polymer had been injected and polymer breakthrough 

occurred at all wells (Refer to Table 6.3). The pressure drop did not stabilize during the 

0.7 PV-polymer injection, likely due to increase sweep and continuing oil production. 

Figure 6.26 shows the overall model RF and injection pressure profile during the 

polymer flood; waterflood is also included for direct comparison, while Figure 6.27 

shows a plot of overall model RF and producing oil cut for both flood sequences, 

including the extended waterflood (EWF). A stabilized pressure response during 

polymer flood was not reached, therefore additional recovery was possible; however, it 

was desirable to see the effect of resuming water injection both in terms of additional oil 

recovery and oil cut change during loss of conformance of the EWF. The oil cut response 

increased nearly to 90% and was sustained at 60% before dropping further to 25% (due 

to high water production from NE and NW wells). After switching to EWF, another 

marked drop in injection pressure was observed, stabilizing at approximately 25.1 kPa.  
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Fig. 6.26 – 3D model recovery factor and injection pressure profile during IWF, PF and EWF 

 

 

Fig. 6.27 – 3D model recovery factor and oil cut profile during IWF, PF and EWF 
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This results in an RRF value of 2.1 which is expected for HPAM polymers in terms of 

permeability reduction to the aqueous fluid phase. Similar to the waterflood, the 

individual production wells produced at different oil rates and fluid cuts. Figures 6.28 

and 6.29 show oil rate and water cut profiles for each producing well, respectively, 

during the IWF, PF and EWF. The two highest fluid production wells showed the 

greatest increase in oil rate, which is consistent with heavy oil skimming or dragging 

slug flow mechanism. The rates are maintained at 10-times the oil rates during the end of 

the waterflood. Coincidently, the water cut responses showed a sustained production 

period of 35% (3-well average – NE, NW and SE), while the poorest producing well, 

SW, was at 50% before rising to 100% water cut. During the EWF, some additional low 

water cut, oil production is evident for the three wells mentioned earlier as the water cuts 

rise and fall (again consistent to slug flow).   

Figures 6.30 and 6.31 again show WOR vs. PV injected and WOR vs. RF, respectively. 

No economic WOR cut-off is used here, as the project economics are governed more so 

by the chemical costs and oil response, but Figure 6.30 shows that most of the PF and 

EWF production for all wells occurs at a WOR < 10, a period of lower fluid handling 

and water disposal operating costs. Figure 6.31 shows the marked change in slope of the 

WOR plot during PF, while the slope returns to the original shape after the EWF is 

commenced. A new slope is drawn that indicates the ultimate recovery factor for this 

process approached 65 %OOIP, compared to waterflood alone recovery of 24.8 %OOIP 

recovery. 
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Fig. 6.28 – 3D model individual well oil rates and cumulative fluid production during IWF, PF 

and EWF (original in colour) 

  

Fig. 6.29 – 3D model individual well water cut profiles during IWF, PF and EWF (original in 

colour) 
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Fig. 6.30 – 3D model individual well WOR vs. PV Inj. during IWF, PF and EWF (original in 

colour) 

  

Fig. 6.31 – 3D model overall WOR vs. RF during IWF, PF and EWF 
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The last two figures discuss the flood oil productivity in terms of injection efficiency. 

Since the flood was run in an inverted, 5-spot pattern, a flow-based injection percentage 

was allocated to the injection well based on the ratio of cumulative produced fluid for 

each quadrant divided by a quarter of the total injection. This was then used to determine 

either the instantaneous injection efficiency (Figure 6.32) or the cumulative injection 

efficiency (Figure 6.33). The instantaneous plots show that the time-step efficiencies are 

lower for the better producing wells because this additional production comes at a cost – 

namely higher fluid production at higher water cut. However, when the injection 

efficiency for each quadrant is compared on a cumulative basis, the higher oil production 

wells (NE, NW) show greater efficiency in the long run for both waterflood and polymer 

flood sequences. The bump in efficiency for the SW well at the end is due to improved 

conformance as the oil production for this well increased more during the EWF phase 

due to increased sweep and recovery of bypassed oil during the waterflood and polymer 

flood sequences.  
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Fig. 6.32 – Instantaneous Injection Efficiency vs. PV Inj. during IWF, PF and EWF (original in 

colour) 

  

Fig. 6.33 – Cumulative Injection Efficiency vs. PV Inj. during IWF, PF and EWF (original in 

colour) 
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6.4.3 Excavation of Flooded 3D Physical Model after Fluorescein Tracer 

The purpose of the fluorescein tracer in the EWF phase was to allow better visual 

contrast between the oil, polymer and waterflood regions within the model upon 

excavation of the sand layers.  Since the model had to be flipped to remove the lid, all 

pictures will be shown in a sequence representing the bottom of the sandpack up through 

the model to the top layers of sand.  

Figure 6.34 shows the very bottom of the model. The SW corner of the model shows a 

high degree of oil saturation remaining – the colour contrast varied little from that along 

the edges of the model and assumed to be at Soi. The NW and SE wells showed improved 

recovery from their respective quadrants, while the NE well showed the best swept area. 

From this layer, the fluorescein is clearly seen around the wellbore and in streaks leading 

to each well. The presence of dye is a strong indication of where the initial waterflood 

recovery from this layer may have occurred. In this layer, the waterflood recovery 

appears to be quite poor based on the amount of dye present. In contrast, the cleaner 

sections represents areally where polymer EOR occurred in this bottom layer – a vast 

improvement over waterflood. It is somewhat surprising that the polymer flooded 

regions were stronger in 3 of the 4 quadrants, especially in the bottom layer simply due 

to the density of water being heavier than the oil. However, both the waterflood and 

polymer flood were poor in the SW quadrant and it was the poorest producer out of the 

four wells; furthermore, even in the well-swept NE quadrant, residual oil streaks can be 

observed. 

The first excavation cut into 4 cm of the net pay, which represented approximately the 

bottom one-third of the model; this is shown in Figure 6.35. The fluorescein dye is much  
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Fig. 6.34 – Bottom layer of the 3D model (original in colour) 
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Fig. 6.35 – 4-cm depth into the 3D model – white shapes indicating polymer EOR (original in 

colour) 
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more intense with strong communication in the NE, NW and SW wells. A small band of 

virgin oil-saturated sand was left around the model to compare and contrast with the 

excavated regions. It is clear that the areas highlighted with the white shapes show 

significant improvement in areal sweep efficiency due to polymer and in this layer, 

sweep enhancement to the SW is significantly improved. Overall, the area swept by 

polymer is nearly twice that of the dyed-waterflood region. Another interesting point to 

Figure 6.35 is that although the SW well was a poor oil producer, it conducted water 

strongly in the EWF, as illustrated by the strongest and widest dyed channel of the four 

wells from this layer. This means that the water mobility through this region of the 

quadrant is high and is evidence as to why the SW quadrant had poor recovery in Figure 

6.34 – the channel greatly reduced the effectiveness of the polymer flood into other 

layers. 

Figure 6.36 shows another 4 cm – 8 cm total – of excavation representing two-thirds of 

the net pay from the bottom. In this layer, the polymer swept regions are still visible in 

contrast to the Soi band around the perimeter of the model, but the infiltration of dye into 

these regions is much more prominent – indicating that waterflood recovery from this 

layer was substantial with less incremental oil due to polymer. Another interesting 

observation from this layer is the significant bypass of oil or previously swept regions 

where the dye did not displace and large areal sections of fingers or channels are evident. 

In the case of the extent of channeling to the SW well, the dominant channel formed 

directly on the diagonal streamline and geometrically represented one-third of the well’s 

inflow from this layer. 
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Fig. 6.36 – 8-cm excavation depth into the 3D model – white shapes indicating polymer EOR 

(original in colour) 
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Fig. 6.37 – Cross-section of layering (white – polymer EOR) and dyed streaks (WF) in the 3D 

model (original in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 6.38 – Cross-section of SW quadrant (low polymer EOR) and dyed streaks (WF) the 3D 

model (original in colour) 
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Figure 6.37 shows a cross-section of the NW and NE side of the model. Significant 

recovery from layers in white are showing the improved polymer recovery over 

waterflood (indicated by the dyed regions). The high concentrations of dye in the two 

corners confirm that once water breaks through to the production wells, there is no driver 

to have more water expand into other regions of the model and all the injection pressure 

is supporting continued water cycling through the system. 

A nice cross-section of the SW quadrant is displayed in Figure 6.38. This image 

represents the vertical inflow into the well and reaffirms that the waterflood recovery in 

this quadrant were primarily from the upper (recall that model is flipped after lid 

attached) and middle regions of the packed model, although the sand very near to the 

wellbore is quite rich in dye indicating that the well inflow was reasonable but the 

majority of production from the quadrant came from these two distinct “layers” within 

the homogenous sandpack.  

Figure 6.39 shows the cross-section of the NE well, the best producing well of the four. 

It is clear from this image that dye is also present, but there are many more streaks that 

show both dye and clear regions, indicative of polymer EOR. Comparing these two wells 

suggests that there is significant channelized flow occurring and that the channels that 

produce oil can be from existing water channels or newly developed channels during 

polymer flood. This is also supported by the fact that polymer breakthrough occurred in 

all the production wells just prior to significant oil production response.  If the close-up, 

in-set of the image is examined, diagonal cross-section allows one to imagine the shape 

of the dye channels belonging to waterflood, existing within the larger, triangular 

polymer channel. 
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Fig. 6.39 – Cross-section of NE quadrant: large triangular polymer channel vs. smaller and dyed 

WF channel in the 3D model (original in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 6.40 – Comparison of 1,000-mPa·s heavy oil displacement by water (top) and 24-mPa·s 

polymer (bottom) (original in colour) (Adapted from Torabi & Wilton, 2012; Pantus, 2012) 
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Figure 6.40 shows a comparison of water and polymer displacing a 1,000-mPa·s heavy 

oil from Torabi & Wilton (2012) and Pantus (2012). The physics governing the viscous 

instabilities within the 2D flow representation in this figure are also occurring in the 3D 

model, but on a more complex scale (i.e. the flow can also travel up and down); 

however, these 2D images help support the channelized flow production phenomenon 

shown in the excavated images of the 3D physical model in this last section – this cannot 

be known from 1D sandpack or coreflood tests. 
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7. SIMULATION OF POLYMER FLOOD PROCESSES 

There are many different options for simulation based on the data collected within this 

thesis. The Computer Modeling Group’s (CMG) STARS® module was selected as this 

software was readily available within the U of Regina and this particular module 

contains the Process Wizard functionality that is capable of modeling the complex fluid-

rock interactions during chemical flooding, including polymer flooding processes. The 

CMG-BUILDER® module was used to construct the models representing a 1D sandpack 

and a 3D physical model polymer flood as discussed in this thesis. 

7.1 Simulation of a 1D Heavy Oil, Water- and Polymer Flood 

The 1D sandpack simulated had a length of 29.24 cm (11.51 in.) and cross-sectional 

areas of 3.63 cm
2
. A rectangular model was developed whereby 30 gridblocks in the i-

direction, each having a length of 0.9746 cm and consisted of one block in the j- and k-

direction measuring 1.91 cm each to obtain the desired cross-section. A schematic of the 

simulation model used is shown in Figure 7.1. The injection port was perforated in the 

1×1×1 gridblock, while the producing port was perforated in the 30×1×1 gridblock.  

The core properties and flood simulation discussed in this section represents the 1D 

immiscible displacement experiment described in Section 5.4.2, which included a 4,000-

ppm 3530 HPAM polymer flood. Therefore, the relative permeability end-points and 

respective saturations were taken from the experimentally determined values from this 

experiment. Figure 7.2 shows the relative permeability curves that were used as a 

starting point prior to the history match this 1D sandpack flood experiment based on the 

experimental, end-point relative permeabilities and saturations. 
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Fig. 7.1 – Schematic of 1D coreflood simulation model (30 × 1 × 1 gridblocks) 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 – Starting relative permeability curves used in the 1D simulation:  

krw (solid line) and kro (dashed line) 
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The simulation model included a 3-component system consisting of water, polymer and 

dead oil with respective viscosities of 1, 114 and 1,000 mPa·s, respectively at 23 °C. 

The Process Wizard in the Components tab in Builder was used to capture the fluid-rock 

interactions and polymer flow behaviour in the sandpack. The module allows for 

adsorption data to be inputted and other experimentally determined values such as 

polymer resistance factor, Fr, this was taken from the fresh polymer sample shown in 

Figure 5.6.  

The adsorption properties for the concentration of polymer used were previously 

determined by Wilton (2009), (2010) and Pantus (2012) using the techniques described 

by Mezzomo et al. (2002). The adsorption profile shown in Figure 7.3 was used to 

reflect the polymer loss to the sand due to adsorption. 

The injection well for the 1D sandpack flood was constrained by the experimental 

injection rate of 0.1 cm
3
/min, with no pressure constraint such that injection pressure 

could be matched. The producing port was operated at a bottom-hole pressure equal to 

ambient pressure conditions of 101 kPa. 

In order to try and improve the match, CMG’s CMOST® automatic history matching 

module was used.  The parameters used and their value ranges employed in the history 

match are shown in Table 7.1. The values were chosen to reflect a range that was still 

within the experimentally determined values. 
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Table 7.1 – Parameters and range of values used in the CMOST history match 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.3 – Polymer adsorption for 3530 HPAM in the 1D and 3D simulations 
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Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the improved matches (red curves) relative to the original 

(black) and the hundreds of history match runs (cyan) for both cumulative oil and 

injection pressure, respectively. 

The cumulative oil from the original simulation run was under-predicting relative to the 

experimental data. The injection pressure during the waterflood and polymer flood 

sequences was quite high during the original run. However, through the CMOST runs 

conducted, a very good match was obtained for both the cumulative oil recovery and the 

injection pressure. Figure 7.6 shows the relative permeability curves applied for the best 

history match case and the compressibility factor was set to 1x10
-4

 1/psi and polymer 

molecular weight was set to 18x10
6
 g/g·mol. A lower end-point saturation to waterflood 

was required – the original was determined from high-rate water injection which may 

have displaced too much oil – and the connate water saturation was increased to 0.22 vs. 

0.20. The cross-over point was also shifted to the left to a saturation of 0.49 vs. the 0.62 

cross-over point in the original set of curves. These minor changes are reasonable to 

justify the history match. 
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Fig. 7.4 – 1D cumulative oil production history matching using CMOST (original in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 7.5 – 1D injection pressure history match using CMOST (original in colour) 
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Fig. 7.6 – Relative permeability curves used by CMOST to obtain a history match in the 1D 

simulation: krw (solid line) and kro (dashed line) 
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7.2 Simulation of a 3D Physical Model Heavy Oil Water- and Polymer Flood 

A lab-scale, homogeneous, block numerical model was built with CMG-BUILDER® 

using the 3D physical model dimensions listed in Section 6. Prior to completing the 3D 

physical model test, a hypothetical simulation was run get a better idea of the anticipated 

pressure behaviour during the waterflood, but more specifically the viscous polymer 

flood sequence. The injection sequence involved 1 PV of waterflood prior to switching 

to polymer flood for an additional 1 PV of injection. The original heavy oil-water 

relative permeability curves used to describe the two-phase brine and heavy oil flow in 

the 3D model is shown in Figure 7.7. They are very similar to the 1D simulation 

described with exception to the end-points, which were inputted from the 3D model. 

The permeability and porosity of the lab-scale model were set to 8 D and 35%, 

respectively, thereby representing a homogeneous model. An inverted, 5-spot injection 

pattern was used with the injection well constraint set initially to the lowest design 

injection rate of 8.15 cm
3
/min, while the four corner production wells were constrained 

to produce at ambient pressure conditions of 101 kPa. The simulation was run using 

CMG’s STARS® simulator using two different polymer fluid models for a 2000-ppm 

SNF3530 HPAM; 1) a rheologically determined fluid model and 2) an Fr-based fluid 

model.  

The injection sequences for the 3D physical model consisted of 1 PV of initial 

waterflood, followed by a 1 PV polymer flood and subsequent injection of 4 PVs of 

extended waterflood. Figure 7.8 shows the bottom-hole injector pressure during all three 

injection sequences. The highest pressure response of 132 kPa occurs during the on-set  
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Fig. 7.7 – Starting relative permeability curves used in 3D simulation:  

krw (solid line) and kro (dashed line) 

 

Fig. 7.8 – Simulated injector bottom-hole pressure during IWF, PF and EWF of the 3D physical 

model 
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of water injection and displacement of heavy oil away from the near-wellbore region of 

the central injector; Figure 7.9 shows the pressure distribution in the model at this peak 

interval. This peak assumes that all four corner producing wells begin to produce at the 

same rate, which in actuality does not occur. Therefore it is possible that this pressure 

may be slightly higher in the 3D model experiment. The pressure soon drops to 108 kPa 

just prior to polymer injection at 1,440 minutes. During polymer injection the pressure 

rises up slightly; however, it begins to stabilize quite quickly near 115 kPa. A sharp 

drop- off in pressure is observed after switching to the EWF, indicating the injection of a 

less viscous fluid. A secondary pressure bump is observed just prior to 4,000 minutes of 

injection before a long, drawn-out pressure decline is observed. Figure 7.9 shows the 

expected oil recovery factor along with an average model pressure with respect to time, 

while Figure 7.10 illustrates the change in both the average oil saturation and water-cut 

over the three injection sequences. Initial waterflood and polymer flood oil RF 

approaches 10% just prior to switching to EWF. It is evident that the injected polymer 

provides some sweep enhancement and permeability reduction to subsequent water 

injection as the recovery curve slope changes once the EWF commences. This is one 

significant difference compared to the 1D corefloods where no additional oil recovery 

was observed after switching to EWF. This slope change in recovery coincides with a 

sharper reduction in average oil saturation and reduction in producing water-cut from 

86% and climbing prior to the polymer slug, to 78% after commencing EWF; indicative 

of the formation of an oil bank. 
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Fig. 7.9 – Simulated pressure distribution during IWF, PF and EWF of the 3D physical model 

(original in colour) 

 

 

Fig. 7.10 – Simulated oil recovery factor and average model pressure during IWF, PF and EWF 

of the 3D physical model 
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Fig. 7.11 – Simulated average oil saturation and water-cut during IWF, PF and EWF of the 3D 

physical model 
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These simulation results represent uniform, even production from each quadrant, but it 

gave an initial guess of what a potential polymer flood run might look like. It is possible 

that even though the 3D model is homogeneous, the individual production wells will 

produce at slightly different rates, indicating different sweep efficiency patterns from 

each quadrant of the model. The latter part of this section discusses the simulation result 

of when the model was constrained with actual production data from the 3D physical 

model experiment discussed in Section 6. 

A follow-up simulation of the 3D model was completed using updated model properties 

from packing and saturation, as well as production data from the model flood. Using a 

homogeneous model proved difficult in matching, this original pressure profile is shown 

in Figure 7.12. Therefore in order to accommodate the injection flow rate in the 

experiment, the pressure rose quite quickly. It is apparent from the excavated model that 

severe channel was dominating the flow profile, so a high permeability channel spanning 

the net pay of the model was initiated with a permeability of 10,000 D and the remainder 

of the model permeability was reduced from 8 D to 0.8 D, as shown in Figure 7.13. 

Therefore a permeability contrast of approximately 10:1 was required to get the pressure 

response even close to the experimental data. This was reasonable since we know 

channel formation is there (visually see it), but the simulator has to be “tricked” into 

initiating the anomalous flow that occurs in reality.   This model was used as the base 

case and CMOST was again employed to obtain a satisfactory history match of the 

model. The same history matching parameters and ranges used for the 1D simulation 

(Table 7.1) was used in the 3D model CMOST runs.   
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Fig. 7.12 – Original pressure match during waterflood and polymer flood of 3D physical model 

 

Fig. 7.13 – Modified permeability (10:1 contrast) of 3D physical model (original in colour) 
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The improved matches (red curves) relative to the original (black) and the hundreds of 

history match runs (cyan) for cumulative oil from the four producers are shown in 

Figures 7.14 through to 7.17, while the improved injection pressure match is shown in 

Figure 7.18. 

The cumulative oil production curves for each of the four producers were not able to 

match the profiles perfectly, while also maintaining a reasonable match on the injection 

pressure. Figure 7.19 shows the relative permeability curves applied for the best history 

match CMOST case and the compressibility factor was kept at 1x10
-4

 1/psi, while the 

polymer molecular weight was reduced to 14x10
6
 g/g·mol. Again, a lower end-point 

saturation to waterflood was required at 0.65, while the connate water saturation 

remained unchanged at 0.06. The cross-over point was also shifted to the left to a 

saturation of 0.37 vs. the 0.70 cross-over point in the original set of curves. The end-

point relative permeability to oil and water were also changed to 0.90 and 0.50, 

respectively.  

Although a history match for the 3D model was obtained, it is clear that major changes 

were required to match the data. Alternate simulators and new techniques in 

geomodelling may prove beneficial to providing a better match; however, the amount of 

work to explore this is beyond the scope of this research. Simulation results from field-

scale simulations in industry are often risked by as much as 50% when making economic 

forecasts. This speaks to the uncertainty in modeling these processes and the ultimate 

confidence in simulation. The 3D physical model results may provide a more realistic 

forecast, especially when multiple sand layers are added, better reflecting the true 

heterogeneous nature of reservoir deposition.  
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Fig. 7.14 – NE well cumulative oil production history matching using CMOST (original in 

colour) 

 

Fig. 7.15 – NW well cumulative oil production history matching using CMOST (original in 

colour) 
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Fig. 7.16 – SE well cumulative oil production history matching using CMOST (original in 

colour) 

 

Fig. 7.17 – SW well cumulative oil production history matching using CMOST (original in 

colour) 
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Fig. 7.18 – Injection pressure history matching using CMOST (original in colour) 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.19 – Relative permeability curves used by CMOST to obtain a history match in the 3D 

simulation: krw (solid line) and kro (dashed line) 
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8. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS  

FOR FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

The following concluding remarks can be made about the research conducted within this 

thesis:  

1. Rheological measurements using the Vilastic Scientific Rheometer are capable 

of distinguishing the shear-thinning and shear-thickening (on-set of 

viscoelasticity) regimes as a function of increasing shear rate utilizing the porous 

plug adapter. 

2. Elasticity appears to have a measurable contribution to flow resistance over the 

range of conditions tested for both polymer types.  

3. Hydrophobically associating polymers (HAPs) exhibit greater elastic response 

over traditional hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAMs) polymers at comparable 

concentrations and molecular weights. 

4. HAPs demonstrated on-set of elastically-dominated flow behaviour at lower 

shear rates, corresponding to lower velocity flow fields typically found in-situ. 

5. HAPs exhibited an elevated relaxation spectrum over a range of shear rates from 

5 to 600 s-1. 

6. HAPs and the FLOCOMB C3525 HPAM had longer characteristic relaxation 

times as determined by the cross-over moduli when measured in both precision 
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shear tubes and 45.1-D capillary plugs - this may have implications for any 

modeling that uses the characteristic relaxation time as an input parameter. 

7. When comparing HAPs, the SNF D118 polymer appeared to exhibit ideal 

rheological characteristics and sooner on-set of elastically-dominated flow 

behaviour; similarly, the FLOCOMB C3525 polymer had superior properties 

over its HPAM counterparts. 

8. All polymers showed strong pseudoplastic and viscoelastic behaviour as 

indicated by resistance factor (Fr), i.e. in-situ viscosity, over the range of 

interstitial velocities, with HAPs exhibiting higher Fr values at lower velocities, 

while HPAMs showed higher Fr values at higher velocities. 

9. The Fr values for HPAM at high velocities and the degree of mechanical shear 

effects increased with molecular weight. The high velocities also impacted 

resistance during transition to low velocities; with the lower molecular weight 

HPAM being more resistant. This comes at the cost of higher concentration 

requirements, but may have implications for improved long-term injectivity at 

the field scale, especially if vertical injection is used in heavy oil development. 

10. The HAP polymers exhibited similar high Fr behaviour at high velocities; both 

C319 and D118 showed some mechanical degradation effects at high velocities, 

but with negligible effects on the Fr returning to low velocity resistance – the 

fresh and shear solutions of D118 both exhibited significant resistance to flow at 

low flow velocities which was confirmed by sandpack flood to accelerate heavy 

oil displacement. 
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11. All HPAM and COMB structure polymers showed that increasing salinity from 

1% to 3.5% NaCl had a severely negative effect on the flow resistance over the 

entire flow regime. The salinity effects were comparably minimized by the 

chemistry of the D118 HAP polymer.  

12. Empirical modeling of non-Newtonian fluid flow in porous media was 

successful using rheologically determined values obtained from capillaric fluid 

flow. The relaxation times obtained were in good agreement with those reported 

in the literature by Delshad et al. (2008) and Kim et al. (2010). The predicted 

pressure gradient could be matched to the experimental data using the flushed 

permeability, the porous media power-law parameter, �̅�, and the polymer 

solution’s characteristic relaxation time, 𝜃𝑓. 

13. A relationship exists between �̅� and α, which is the intercept from a log-log plot 

of the viscoelastic number, NV vs. pressure gradient.  HPAM polymers appeared 

to have higher �̅� values than HAP systems.  

14. Polymer flood recovery from the various sandpacks varied from as low as 13.9% 

(2,000 ppm HPAM) to as high as 43.3 %OOIP (4,000 ppm HAP). In both cases, 

the high and low concentration comparisons showed that HAP displacement 

resulted in accelerated oil displacement also described by Wassmuth et al. 

(2012) and Pantus (2012) – however a more complex emulsion behaviour was 

observed, but broke quickly under laboratory conditions.  

15. Lower recoveries of 13.9% and 16.7 %OOIP were observed for lower 

concentration HPAM and HAP, respectively and the sandpack recovery leveled 
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off after 0.65 PVs injected. For higher concentrations of HPAM and HAP, the 

improved recovery increased significantly to 33.5% and 43.3 %OOIP, 

respectively – the disparity widening to nearly 10%. In addition, the higher 

concentration polymer fluids showed a continued increasing production trend 

beyond 0.65 PVs injected – suggesting that the greater viscoelasticity of these 

polymers prolonged and improved the heavy oil displacement beyond the 

primary channels formed during waterflood.   

16. A large, 3D physical model was designed, fabricated and commissioned capable 

of evaluating a number of different immiscible EOR processes. The 3D model 

has shown that it can be particularly valuable in understanding the immiscible 

displacement of heavy oil by water and polymer flooding and providing 

quantification of larger-scale volume models that may be more representative of 

field-scale expectations.  

17. Waterflood recovery of heavy oil from the 3D physical model was 19.5 %OOIP 

after 0.78 PVs of injection. A 4,000-ppm, 114-mPa·s HPAM polymer showed an 

incremental 34 %OOIP, while the dyed extended waterflood recovered an 

additional 7.7 %OOIP due to continued displacement of residual polymer in the 

model resulting in a total recovery factor of 61.2 %OOIP. 

18. During the waterflood of the 3D physical model, the injection pressure peaked at 

212.6 kPa and leveled off to 12 kPa, while the oil cut during the stabilized period 

was averaging 4%. At an estimated economic limit of WOR = 100, ultimate 
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recovery of the waterflood was estimated to be 24.8 %OOIP after 1.14 PVs 

injected. 

19. During the polymer flood of the 3D physical model, the injection pressure 

peaked at 200.0 kPa and did not show onset of stabilization. The initial spike in 

oil cut momentarily reached 90%, while during the transition through to the end 

of the polymer slug the oil cut somewhat stabilized at two levels – 65% and 

27%. The pressure stabilized during the extended waterflood to 25.1 kPa, 

representing a permeability reduction factor in the model of 2.1. 

20. The excavation of the 3D physical model gave unique insight into the water- and 

polymer displacement process of heavy oil. Both showed significant areal and 

vertically randomness, despite the model being comprised of homogenous quartz 

sand. Oil displacement occurred in a highly channelized manner. This further 

supports the early descriptions of heavy oil recovery based on field observations 

in the Lloydminster regions of Saskatchewan, Canada by Adams (1982). 

21. Cross-sectional images depict the relative size and shape of the channels during 

both the water- and polymer flood – the polymer channels being much larger 

suggesting that the mechanism may have been viscous drag by the polymer 

along the edges of the original water channel. The fractal-like nature of the 

heavy oil immiscible displacement process supports those described in Pantus 

(2012). 

22. Initial numerical simulation of polymer flooding in the 3D physical model 

suggests a maximum injection pressure of 132 kPa occurring during the on-set of 
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initial waterflooding, without a significant rise during polymer flooding. Oil 

recovery factor approached 25% after 1 PV of initial waterflood, followed by 1 

PV of polymer flood and 4 PVs of extended waterflood. 

23. Refinements to the 3D model simulation required that a 10:1 permeability 

contrast along the main streamlines from injector-to-producer in order to obtain 

an appropriate history match. CMOST history matching module provided a 

reasonable match on both 1D and 3D simulations with minor adjustments to 

relative permeability curves. 

 

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

1. The rheological analyses performed on polymer as described in this thesis can be 

used to screen EOR polymers. Additional rheological work should be completed 

with new polymers with new structures (like 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane 

sulfonic acid (AMPS)) to determine which polymer chemistries and their 

respective attributes that exhibit low resistance at high-velocity typical of field 

injection rates, while retaining high resistance characterized by elastically-

dominated flow structure while in low-velocity regimes. Also polymers with 

properties that are saline-resistant and result in easy to break emulsions, could be 

key to enhancing the heavy oil polymer flood recovery process. 

2. Monophasic, variable-flow rate injectivity tests are relatively simple to conduct 

in determining resistance factor data; however, two-phase resistance factor is 

much more difficult to obtain, therefore: 
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i. an appropriate method to efficiently determine polymer resistance 

factor data in the presence of two-phase flow is desirable as it 

could have implications in describing long-term polymer 

injectivity and immiscible heavy oil displacement; 

ii. additional experimental scales of the polymer displacing heavy oil 

process should be evaluated. This would include studying the 

microfluidic displacement using micromodels and propensity of 

viscous instabilities to form in larger cross-section 1D/2D 

sandpacks, ultimately compared with the large 3D physical model 

system. 

iii. Stability analyses, growth of fingers and contribution of 

channelized flow to recovery should be further evaluated. This 

could be accomplished through microfluidics and 3D physical 

modeling at different dimensionless time (PVs injected) periods 

3. The 3D physical model run of heavy oil polymer flood proved very valuable to 

better understanding the immiscible displacement process of heavy oil by water 

and polymer. Future tests should be completed to determine the effects of:  

i. Injected polymer viscosity/elasticity (as related to polymer 

concentration), polymer type, and molecular weight. Much of the 

cost of a field-scale polymer flood implementation (up to 1/3) is 

related to the chemical costs during injection. By optimizing these 

parameters, significant savings could be realized on polymer 

utility factors ($ or kg polymer/incremental barrel of oil) 
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ii. Study variance in heavy oil viscosity – target up to 10,000 mPa·s 

iii. Wellbore configuration (horizontal/vertical or 

horizontal/horizontal, injection/production scenarios). This is a 

highly, upfront capital intensive part of field development for 

EOR processes and the development strategy may vary depending 

on reservoir geology and degree of heterogeneity, viscosity of oil 

and previous waterflood or primary recovery history (i.e. current 

voidage and reservoir pressure). 

4. Timing of polymer solution injection (i.e. no waterflood, 0.3PV waterflood or 

2PVs of waterflood) should be evaluated in both 1D and 3D physical models to 

determine the impact on both the displacement and volumetric sweep 

efficiencies. 

5. The simulation of the 3D model proved to be challenging – the following should 

be further examined: 

i. Attempt modeling using alternate simulators, Eclipse, COMSOL; 

ii. History match the data without the need for a main streamline 

permeability multiplier; 

iii. Represent the homogenous model with a geostatistically-variable 

permeability that may pertubate viscous instabilities to more 

naturally capture the formation of fractal-like, channelized flow;   

iv. conduct a sensitivity analysis to determine the impacts of various 

design parameters such as polymer attributes, slug size injected 

and injection rate. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A – Protocol for Operation of Immiscible Flooding Processes utilizing  

the 3D Physical Model 

NI Data Acquisition 

1. Begin by opening up CoreDAQ icon on Desktop 

2. Select Corelab DAQ to bring up Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Labview. 

3. Click on the arrow in the top-left corner to start software without save function. 

4. Data saving will not occur until a file is created. Once a file is created the save time can 

be changed at any time by clicking and entering a value in the box at the top-left. 

5. Tab 1 shows the experiment status, Tab 2 shows the plotting function, Tab 3 shows the 

pump status and Tab 4 shows the interpolated pressure distribution. 

6. In order to have the pumps communicating with the Labview, ensure connection via the 

USB is made and the settings on the pump tab are # of pumps – 1, Comm port – 3 and 

BAUD 19.2K. 

7. Collect baseline pressure transducer for approximately 1 hour. In order to calibrate the 

pressure transducers, use the NI Measurement and Automation Icon. Select Data 

Neighbourhood → NI-DAQmx Tasks → Voltages. Average each column of pressure 

data for each transducer collected over the 1 hour period. Go into Custom Scaling (click 

wrench image) and type in “average value” for the intercept to zero out pressure 

transducer. Click Save and Close. 

 

Note: If computer resets, do not create a new file. Continue with the last file.  

3D Model Preparation 

1. Start with lid off and model lock in the “L”-load position and ensure all caps (pressure 

transducer and wells) are pre-flushed and secured. If O-ring is still in place, remove and 

gently clean with degreaser and set aside to dry. Take extra care to not damage O-Ring 

and carefully inspect O-ring for damage prior to installation. If any small tears or gouges 

in O-ring are observed, model will leak; replace with new O-ring. 

2. Pour approximately 13 kilograms of Brine or tap water into the 3D model. 

3. Begin to add known amounts of sand to the model, layering and spreading evenly 

throughout the model, as the water level begins to rise. Try to not make piles of sand.  

4. Once filled with sand, spread any uneven sections with a spatula/drywall knife to try to 

ensure the top surface is as level as possible. 
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5. When satisfied with the evenness of the sand surface, clean out O-ring groove 

thoroughly and replace O-ring. Place lead sheet on top of sand, followed by the rubber 

vacuum matting overtop of the lead sheet and extending out over the 3D model O-ring. 

6. Insert the centering pins (ideally on at least 3 sides), and slowly lower lid into position, 

ensuring that the lid lines up with the centering pins. This is best completed with two 

people, one to maintain position and the other to SLOWLY lower the lid into place. 

7. Snug down all bolts by following the numbered pattern outlined on the top of the lid. 

8. Connect air line from nitrogen cylinder to center port and begin pressurizing the top of 

the model in 5 psi increments until desired compaction pressure is achieved (ideally 50-

60 psi). While doing so, slightly open the caps on all wells to fill the well with water and 

expel any excess liquid not required for saturation at that particular compaction pressure. 

9. Continue to do this in stepwise fashion until no more liquid is expelled from the model. 

Be sure to collect and weigh the amount of expelled water and subtract from pore 

volume calculation. 

10. Close the 2-way valve on the compaction pressure source and temporarily disconnect the 

1/8” line from the N2 cylinder. Flip the model and reconnect the air line. Attach all 

pressure transducers to the model, ensuring the connections are hydraulically connected 

with water. Set up for either pressure buildup or flow testing. These tests are needed to 

obtain a map of absolute permeability via CMG or any lab-scale simulator. 

11. **For consistency, try to record important parameters in the log notebook (e.g, pressure 

at pump, volume injected, time, produced water etc.) 

12. Once satisfied with the flow testing, attach the oil injection manifold such that the 

labelling on the lines matches the correct well location (i.e. NW, NE, SW, SE). If piston 

in transfer cylinder is not at the bottom, use supply air to drive the piston down while 

opening the 3-way valve to expel water from the drive-side of the cylinder into a bucket. 

Remove the 1” port cap and fill the transfer cylinder with desired oil. 

13. Ensure that the port cap is taped with Teflon prior to re-installing and oil injection 

manifold is completely filled with oil right to the well before oil injection commences. 

Oil Injection 

1. The goal of this step is to re-saturate the model with oil (and establish irreducible water 

saturation). This will be done by sweeping water from SW corner toward SE and, then, 

toward North side of the model.   

2. Incline the 3D model using the available 2 x 4 to prop model on the south side, sloping 

down to the north. The locking slides can be put in place to secure the model in the 

inclined position. Finish attaching manifold to all wells, ensuring that oil in injection 

manifold and water level in well are in hydraulic communication. 

3. Secure 1-L cylinders in corner positions for NW, NE and SE wells and for Center well. 
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4. **Always take extra care on the status of the valves, i.e. which ones are on production 

and injection at all times. 

5. Initially have all valves to wells closed. Open SW well for oil injection and open SE well 

for production to sweep across the top of model. All other wells should be shut in at this 

time. Injection rate can be varied between 4-12 mL/min to accommodate cylinder 

changes.  

6. **Again, make sure to record important parameters in a log notebook (e.g, pressure at 

pump, PV injected, time, produced water/oil etc.) 

7. When producing from a single well at a time, 6 cylinders can be used in conjunction with 

the Electric Actuator Assemblies (EAAs) such that continuous production can be 

accommodated for overnight periods. Based on injection rate, an appropriate time 

interval can be entered for that particular well such that the cylinders change when filled. 

8. Continue producing from the SE well until oil breakthrough occurs, after approximately 

6 to 8 L. 

9. Once breakthrough occurs at the SE well, convert to injection well (turn 3-way valve 

towards the injection side) and open the center well for production (downstream valve to 

producing cylinder). 

10. Once breakthrough occurs at the center well turn the 3-way valve towards to the 

injection side converting to an injection well and produce from the NW well. Injection 

can continue through SW, SE and Center well.  

11. Lastly, when the NW well breaks to oil, convert to injection well by turning the 3-way 

valve to injection side and closing the 2-way valve to the 1-L cylinder. Using the NW, 

Center, and SE injection wells, continue displacing water towards the NE well. 

12. Continue displacing water until oil breakthrough to NE well. At this point no more water 

should be produced from the model and oil saturation is complete. Use PV spreadsheet 

to determine the Soi based on calculated PV and volume of water expelled from the 

model during oil re-saturation. 

13. Always watch the producers to make sure siphoning does not occur. If it does, 

temporarily close in the offending well and make a note of it in the log notebook. 

IWF (Initial Waterflood), PF (Polymer Flood), EWF (Extended Waterflood) 

1. Once oil injection is completed, remove the oil injection manifold and return the model 

to its horizontal position and lock the model in place with the “R”-run lock arms. 

Connect the labelled production lines (containing pressure check valves) to the inlet of 

the 7-way ball value on the EAAs for each well. 

2. Prior to starting WF, transfer cylinder can be cleaned out (push out any remaining oil, 

remove 1” port cap and inject/extract kerosene to clean). Air can be used to push water 

out from the bottom side of piston and the transfer cylinder can be filled with desired 
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polymer solution. The short polymer injection line can be connected to the tee-valve on 

the center well so it is ready to go after WF. 

3. Connect the WF injection line directly to center well and complete an initial water flood 

to approximately .75 pore volumes (PVs). Initial oil production can be connected to ball 

valve position one through a long 1/8” rubber tubing to a cylinder. Continue injecting 

water at desired injection rate (~8 ml/min) into the cylinder until water breakthrough 

occurs. Make a note of when water breakthrough occurs for each production well. 

4. After water breakthrough occurs, switch production of two-phase fluid should be 

managed by the EAAs into 100 mL centrifuge vials. Set the change interval (probably 

12-15 min) to coincide with the injection rate such that the intervals change prior to 

filling the 100 mL vial (~70 mLs). If all EAAs have the same change interval, the “All 

for One” button can be selected and change interval only needs to be entered into the 

NW well box. If separate change intervals are desired, they can be entered individually 

for each well, with the “All for One” button deactivated. 

5. **Note that this part is more laborious than the previous sections, as it is required 

continuous reading, changing, and washing of the vials. This task requires at least 2-3 

people working on shifts to appropriately handle all the sample collection and 

processing. 

6. After the IWF, close the water injection line via the valve, and reconnect the stainless 

steel, 1/8” Swagelok line from the pump to the bottom of the transfer cylinder. Ensure all 

valves from Dual Injection pump to center well are open before starting pump for 

polymer injection. Since production will be two-phase flow, continue producing into the 

centrifuge files via the EAAs. Continue polymer injection for 0.5 – 0.75 PVs before 

switching to EWF containing the fluorescent tracer dye (FTD). 

7. The FTD can be formulated with tap water at a concentration of 50 mL per 20 L of 

water. 

8. Make a note of when FTD breaks through at each production well. 

9. Additional oil production may be obtained during the EWF. At this time, production can 

be directed towards the individual cylinders vial ball valve position 1. Ensure to 

deactivate the interval change times on the Labview main tab. 

10. Continue with extended water flood for at least 20 L of injection until appropriate 

amount of tracer has been produced from each well. 

Excavation 

1. Disconnect all production lines, pressure transducers, and injection lines. Move Dual 

Pump set-up out of the way. 

2. Flush both pumps with copious amounts of water to remove FTD from pumps, i.e. 

conduct filling and injection cycles with at least 10 L of water. Residual FTD can be 
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disposed of down the sink with copious amounts of tap water (environmentally friendly 

product). 

3. Once all connections have been disassembled and ports capped, model can be rotated 

such that the lid side is on top. 

4. Slowly release the compaction pressure via the 2-way valve until completely 

depressurized. 

5. Remove all threaded bolts and position the crane in order to remove the lid. 

6. After successfully removing the lid, place on secure table top. Gently remove the rubber 

liner and lead sheet and set aside for cleaning. 

7. Place well labels and layer depth markers and set-up halogen lights for photography. 

8. Excavate approximately 4-cm layer depths and be creative in excavation to highlight any 

interesting flow phenomenon; take as many pictures as necessary. 

9. Samples can be taken and placed in sealer jars for subsequent Dean Stark analyses for B, 

S & W and residual oil saturation. 

10. Clean model and all flow lines in preparation for the next test. 
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Appendix B – Build-up pressure: experimental and simulation matches 

 

Fig. B1 – P1 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 

 

Fig. B2 – P4 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 
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Fig. B3 – P7 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 

 

Fig. B4 – P10 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 
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Fig. B5 – P11 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 

 

Fig. B6 – P13 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 
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Fig. B7 – P16 Transducer match during pressure build-up test (original in colour) 
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